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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
During the settlement and development of the United States, social 
institutions and a legal framework have built up around the ownership 
and use of natural resources. The national policy prevailing during 
this time period was growth oriented (28) . Every effort was made to 
make large amounts of resources available at low cost in order to en­
courage their use in increasing production. Since early development of 
the United States was based on the agricultural sector many of these 
policies were directed toward agricultural production. Land was pro­
vided to settlers free or at very low costs if the people would live 
on the land and work it. Low cost credit was encouraged through the 
establishment of the farm credit administration. Research and the 
development of new technologies were provided through the land grant 
college system. Marketing and production information was provided by 
the extension service and the U.S. Department of Agriculture. A legal 
system which encouraged the development of irrigation systems and the 
use of water in agriculture developed in the arid portions of the 
country. 
Over time conditions have changed. The entire land area is now 
settled. Land is nc longer a free good. Population has grown tremendous­
ly and has shifted from the rural areas to concentrate in the urban 
areas. The economy has shifted from an agricultural orientation to 
an industrial orientation. There are indications that society is in 
the process of shifting further from an industrial orientation to a 
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service orientation. 
Agriculture has moved from a position where national growth and 
development were dependent on expansion of agricultural output to a 
position where agricultural output far exceeds the demand for agri­
cultural products. During the growth and development period the de­
mand for agricultural products was constantly increasing due to the 
growth in population and the increase in per capita income. The supply 
of agricultural products was increased by increasing the eimount of land 
under cultivation, keeping the cost of inputs low, expanding knowledge 
and developing and implementing new and more productive technologies. 
Cropland harvested increased from 166 million acres in 1879 to an all 
time high of 359 million acres in 1920. By 1963 the harvested cropland 
had decreased to 286 million acres, approximately the same level as 
1900 (286.7 million acres in 1963 vs. 283.2 million acres in 1899). How­
ever, by January 1963 the U.S. population had increased to 185.2 
million people- Ths nunihsr of farmers in the U=S. in T969 is approxi­
mately the same as 100 years earlier. In 1870 there were 2.660 million 
farms. In 1969 there were 2.585 million farms. During this period the 
number of farms increased to a high of 6.812 million farms in 1935 and 
then decreased to the current level (115). In the past 50 years, the 
adoption of new technologies has increased the productive capacity of 
American agriculture so rapidly that even on a smaller area the in­
creases in productivity have outstripped the increases in demand and 
agriculture has become an excess supply industry. 
Most of the laws and institutions that determine the ownership, 
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allocation and use of water were developed prior to 1900. This occurred 
during the period when public policy was directed at increasing agri­
cultural output. The objective of society when these laws and institu­
tions were formed was to make as much irrigation water available to agri­
culture at as low a cost as possible. In most areas these laws and 
institutions have not changed. Since the situation has changed around 
these social structures, these logical developments of a previous time 
period may act as a constraint on efficient water allocation in meeting 
the changing goals of society. Institutions which evolved under a policy 
designed to increase agricultural production may be out of place and, in 
fact, a hindrance to the attainment of such goals as the production of 
manufactured goods and services, increases in per capita real income and 
the improvement of environmental quality. 
Although legal restrictions on water use and transfer often are 
referred to as if they constitute an external force which is imposed upon 
individuals and society, it must be remembered that law is not separate 
from society but is a reflection of society and social institutions. 
Social institutions serve as the basis of social organization. Every 
society is faced with the universal problems of providing order, stability, 
and a degree of certainty of expectations. Patterns of behavior develop 
as individuals band together to form societies. The evolution of social 
institutions provides a definite, continuous and organized pattern of 
regulations concerning the behavior of the individuals in society. A 
definite normative ordering of societies goals support this pattern of 
regulations and legitimizes sanctions for violations of the regulations. 
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Social Institutions 
Social institutions develop in several major areas of individuals' 
actions and interactions. Institutions develop in the areas of family, 
education, economics, politics, culture, and the differential distribu­
tion among individuals and groups within society of positions, rewards, 
and the access to and use of resources. Institutions develop through 
time and change over time. As the structure of society changes, the 
ordering and weighting of its goals change, with the result that social 
institutions must also change. 
Laws and legal institutions are a statement of the regulations which 
society wishes to impose on the behavior or actions of the individuals 
making up that society. Laws reflect the value system, ethics and beliefs 
of society. Thsy may be in the form of written statute law or unwritten 
common law. Written law can be categorized by its source as constitu­
tional, statutory, judicial, or administrative law. Common law is based 
on the customs and usage of society and those decisions of the court 
that are not codified by legislative action. 
Institutions form a pattern and often are so interdependent that it 
is impossible to single out any one institution for study. An institu­
tion concerned with the stabilization of economic rights may be dependent 
on the institutional view of the family, education, the political system, 
the distribution of access to resources and the distribution of the 
benefits received from the use of resources. 
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Property 
The social institution which has the greatest effect on the distribu­
tion and use of natural resources in general and water in particular is 
the concept of property. Property is not a physical entity but is the 
relationship between people and things. Property refers to the rights, 
obligations, privileges, and restrictions that govern the behavior of 
man toward the scarce objects in which society places value. 
Public property refers to a relationship in which society retains 
most of the rights and privileges in an object for the benefit of society 
as a whole. Private property describes tiie relationship in which the 
individual holds the rights and privileges associated with an object 
subject to certain restrictions and obligations to society. Our society 
holds as one of its basic tenets the institution of private property. 
Underlying the concept of private property is the belief that the best 
interest of society is served when resources receive the best manage­
ment: Throughout the history of mankind it has been observed that 
individuals take better care of those resources in which they have a 
vested interest. Aristotle noted that "That which is common to the 
greatest number receives the least care.,.." 
The institution of private property in the united States is an 
extension of the system developed in Europe during the Middle Ages. The 
system in the United States is a "fee simple" system in which society 
grants to the individual almost complete control over things, in this 
case, land and the natural resources associated with the land. Complete 
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control is not granted in that society retains certain control over 
property and its use. These retained powers include the police power, 
the power of eminent domain and the power of taxation. The individual 
holds the right to receive the income from his efforts and from the sale 
and management of the production emanating from the use of the resources 
associated with the land or property. The,individual retains the right 
of possession of property over time and the right of devolution. These 
rights held by the individual are not absolute as they are subject to 
modification under the rights and powers retained by society. Although 
society cannot seize property without "just compensation" the power 
of eminent domain does give society the power to require an individual 
to relinquish his rights in a specific piece of property with "just 
compensation" if it is in the "public interest." The individual's right 
to the income from property is offset by society's power of taxation 
through which a portion of the benefit from the utilization of resources 
is diverted to the use of society as a whole. In recent years greater 
restrictions have been placed on the rights of the individual in utilizing 
his property as society has greatly increased the amount of regulations 
under the police power. Zoning, land use planning, and other regula­
tions restricting use or changes in use in keeping with the current 
notion of the "best interest" of society have greatly reduced the 
magnitude of the individuals rights and control over property. 
In the United States water has been classified as private property 
and the laws and social institutions concerned with water allocation 
and use have developed around the basic tenets of the institution 
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of private property. 
Water Rights and Allocation of Surface Water^ 
The authority over the administration and allocation of water is 
vested in the various states. Over time each state has developed a 
unique set of laws, rules, and regulations around their water in order 
to meet the needs and satisfy the desires of their people. In some 
states the entire set of regulations is codified into law and a con­
sistent and complete set of legislation exists. In other states, compre­
hensive legislation has never been passed and the system of administra­
tion of water rights and the resolution of conflicts between users has 
developed over time through a continuing process of litigation between 
private parties in case by case determinations in the courts. 
Although all the states have different systems, the laws of each 
state are based upon one or a combination of two of three basic legal 
doctrines of water rights. Table 1. These three doctrines are the 
Riparian Doctrine, the Appropriations Doctrine and the Administrative 
Permit system. The Riparian Doctrine is followed in 21 states. The 
Appropriations Doctrine is the basis for surface water law in 13 
states. Four states have a combination of Riparian and Appropriations 
^This section represents a compilation of the concepts of individual 
state water laws which are most closely associated with water ownership 
and the ability to transfer water among users and uses. These abstracted 
concepts are used as estimations of legal restrictions on water ownership 
and use. For more detailed descriptions of individual state laws and 
selected bibliographies see; Chalmers (15); Clark (15); Clark 
(17); Dewsnup, et al. (22); Holmes, e^ al^. (34); Hutchins, et al. (35); 
The comprehensive river basin studies; and the statutes for each state. 
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Table 1. Summary of state water right doctrines, concept of water as 
public or private property, methods of acquiring water rights 
and loss of rights 
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Conveys only those water rights appurtenant to the land. 
Hawaii's water right system is an outgrowth of ancient custom and 
has many unique characteristics not conformable to notation in the table. 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
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°C5.n be severed for beneficial use only upon approval of the State 
Engineer. 
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doctrines. Ten states have both Riparian and Permit doctrines present 
in their water law while two states have combined Appropriation and 
Permit doctrines into their system of water rights. The selection of 
which basic doctrine each state adopted has been determined to a large 
extent by the degree of scarcity of water, the intensity of competition 
among uses and users and the state of development the United States was 
going through at the time each state adopted its water doctrine. The 
eastern states which established their doctrines early in the develop­
ment of the United States under conditions of abundant water supplies 
characteristically adopted the Riparian Doctrine. States in the low 
rainfall areas of the Western United States where competition among 
agricultural, industrial and domestic uses for water are more intense, 
characteristically adopted the Appropriations Doctrine» Figure 1. 
Riparian Doctrine 
The Riparian Doctrine of water rights established by states in 
the eastern United States evolved from the English system. The original 
colonies adopted the English system almost intact. Under the English 
system all waters are private except tidewaters or navigable waters 
which are considered public property. The public waters are owned by 
the English Crown and are held in trust for public use. Private waters 
are owned and controlled by the owners of the land adjacent to ths stream 
or upon which the stream flows. This land is termed riparian land and 
this concept of water ownership is known as the Riparian Doctrine. Each 
owner of riparian land owns the bed of the stream and is entitled to have 
I 1 Riparian doctrine 
Appropriation, doctrine 
nni Permit or mixiecl riparian-
permit system 
Mixed riparian-appropriaClon system 
Mixed appropriation-permit system 
Figure 1. Geographical distribution of states operating 
doctrines 
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the stream continue to flow in its natural condition. He can make certain 
uses of the water while it is upon his land so long as the stream re­
mains undiminished in quantity and quality when it leaves his land. 
In the United States the concept of reasonable use is applied to 
evaluate the use of water under riparian ownership. This concept ex­
pands the allovsble uses to include 'any purpose for which the land is 
naturally adapted', even though it causes some diminution of the quantity 
or quality of the water in the stream. This legitimizes the use of 
water for irrigation and waste disposal. Although the quantity and 
quality of the flow leaving the land can be diminished no riparian 
user is allowed to alter the flow to the extent that damage results to 
other riparian uses along the watercourse. 
Appropriation Doctrine 
As the population moved westward from the humid Eastern States into 
the more arid Western States the early water users, mainly miners and 
farmers, found it necessary to divert water from the streams to the 
point of use. The courts decreed that riparian rights would not be 
recognized and that water could be withdrawn from the stream by anyone 
who could put it to a beneficial use. This was the origin of the 
Appropriations Doctrine. 
The law of appropriation is based on the concept that a water right 
is acquired by diverting water from a natural watercourse and applying 
it to a beneficial use. The data of the first action to initiate the 
right is the priority date for that water right. The importance of the 
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priority date is that the water right establishes a superior call upon 
the watercourse over all subsequently initiated rights. When a stream 
becomes "over appropriated" so that the call upon the stream is in 
excess of the water in it, the owner of the oldest or superior water 
right is entitled to his full delivery of water before water is made 
available to any junior rights. The next oldest right is then fully 
satisfied. This process continues with each water right being filled 
in order by priority date until the water supply in the stream is ex­
hausted. The most recently acquired rights may get no water at all. 
Administrative Permit system 
Although no state originally established its system of water rights 
under the permit system, during the past 40 years 12 states have either 
replaced their original water right system with a permit system or have 
added a permit system to their existing water right freimework. 
Water use permits seldom establish any priority based upon the date 
of the issuance of the permit. As a result, all of the permits have an 
equal priority, except for any special conditions or limitations imposed 
on a particular permit by the administrative agency at the time of 
issue. The permits are usually for limited terms which vary from one 
to a maximum of 50 years in different states. Permits are frequently 
revocable when the administrative agency deems it in the public 
interest. Disputes between permit holders are often resolved adminis­
tratively through the imposition of new or additional limitations on 
water use under the permit or by revocation of the permit. Due to 
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these factors the permits do not have the stability or permanance of 
western appropriation rights. 
Summary of state water right laws 
Since volumes have been written detailing the fine points of the 
water laws in each of the states this summary will be directed at a 
general overall view of concepts and procedures which effect the 
present allocation and the capability of altering the allocation among 
uses and users in the future. 
Each of the basic water right doctrines is closely related to a 
set of concepts concerning the rights of the individual and society. 
Twenty-seven states have declared water to be public property while 23 
states hold that water is private property. Table 1. The private 
property concept is held mainly in the eastern states which retain the 
Riparian Doctrine. Public ownership of water is prevalent in all the 
western states and most of the eastern states which have adopted 
permit systems, Figure 2. Under the public ownership concept the 
individual possesses only the right to put the water to a beneficial 
use. 
The transferability of water between users determines to a great 
degree the ability of society to adjust the allocation of water over 
time. In all 50 states a water right is transferred by the sale of land 
to which the water right is appurtenant. This applied to both riparian 
land and land with historical appropriated water. In 23 states water 
rights can be severed from the land and transferred separately. Fourteen 
^ Public ownership 
I I Private ownership 
Figure 2- Geographical distribution o >f states which hold the public ownership concept for water 
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of the 17 water deficient western states provide for this method of 
transfer, Figure 3. Two of the three remaining western states allow 
severance of water rights for specific purposes. North Dakota allows 
water rights to be transferred separately on the condition the transfer 
is for a beneficial use and upon approval of the state engineer-
Wyoming allows severance of water rights from the land for preferred 
use only. 
In addition to obtaining water rights through the purchase of 
severed rights or of land with appurtenant water rights, water rights 
can be acquired through appropriation and application for a permit. 
Two states, Colorado and Montana, still allow for appropriation as a 
means of obtaining water rights. The effectiveness of this method is 
minimal since the stream in these states have been over appropriated 
for many years and only water present in the stream during periods of 
extremely heavy runoff would be available for appropriation. Twenty-
five states have some type of permit process for acquiring water 
rights. 
Water rights can also be lost. In addition to the loss of the 
right to use water because of the sale of the land to which the water 
right is appurtenant and the sale or transfer of severed rights, water 
rights can be lost due to misuse of the water and nonuse or abandonment, 
Table 1- All states except Alabama and Hawaii provide for the loss of 
the right to use water if the water is misused or wasted. Twenty-one 
states provide for the forfeiture of water rights due to nonuse of the 
water or abandonment of the right. Many of these states require that 
^ Water rights may be severed 
Figure 3. Geog.»phic»l distribution of states which allow water rights to be severed from land 
\ 
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the water not be used or the right not exercised for a period of from 
three to ten years in order to prove abandonment. 
The transfer of water among users provides one method of altering 
the allocation of water. The ability or legal right of an individual 
to change the point of diversion, place of use and type of use of the 
water under his control provides additional flexibility in changing 
the allocation of water among uses, Table 2. In 26 states the 
individual has the right to change the point of diversion, the place of 
use and the type of use of the water allocated under his legal water 
rights. Figure 4. An additional 16 states allow the individual to 
change the type of use, as long as it remains a beneficial use, even 
though requiring that the point of diversion and place of use must re­
main unchanged. South Dakota places the special restriction on irriga­
tion water that as long as it can be used beneficially it must remain 
in an agricultural use but the point of diversion and place of use may 
change. Seven states do not allow the individual to change point of 
diversion, place of use or type of use. This may be somewhat mis­
leading as a restriction since most of the states allowing no change 
operate under a permit or partial permit system. Although these 
states do not allow these changes to be made under an existing permit, 
there is no restriction preventing the cancellation of the existing 
permit and the reissuance of a new permit covering the new conditions. 
Thirteen of the 17 western states preserve the freedom of the 
individual to change place and type of use and point of diversion 
subject to the restriction that no other water users rights are 
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Table 2. Individual water right holder vested with legal authority to 
change the point of diversion, place of use and nature of use 
of water allotted under his water rights 
Individual authorized to change 
State Point of Place of Nature of 
diversion use use 
Alabama Yes Yes Yes 
Alaska Yes Yes Yes 
Arizona Yes Yes Yes 
Arkansas No No Yes 
California Yes Yes Yes 
Colorado Yes Yes Yes 
Connecticut No^ No^ Yes 
Delaware Nob No^ No^ 
Florida No No NO 
Georgia No No Yes 
Hawaii Yes Yes Yes 
Idaho Yes Yes Yes 
Illinois Yes Yes Yes 
Indiana Yes Yes Yes 
Iowa No No No 
Kansas Yes Yes Yes 
Kentucky No No Yes 
Louisiana No No Yes 
Maine Yes Yes Yes 
Maryland No No YesC 
Massachusetts Yes Yes Yes 
Michigan Mo No Yes 
Minnesota Yes Yes Yes 
Mississippi Yesd Yesd Yes 
Missouri No No' —y Yes 
Montana Yes Yes Yes 
Nebraska No® No® No® 
Nevada Yes Yes Yes 
New Hampshire Yes Yes Yes 
"Subject to damages being shown to other riparian users. 
"May be changed by permit. 
°May not be changed if the water right was issued under the permit 
system. 
^Requires approval of the water board. 
^Applies to irrigation rights on a fully appropriated stream only. 
Other uses under permit follow different rules. 
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Table 2 (Continued) 
Individual authorized to change 
State Point of Place of Nature 
diversion use use 
New Jersey Yes Yes Yes 
New Mexico Yes Yes Yes 
New York No No Yes 
North Carolina No No Yes 
North Dakota No9 No9 No9 
Ohio No No Yes 
Oklahoma Yesh Yes^ Yes^ 
Oregon Yes Yes Yes 
Pennsylvania No No Yes 
Rhode Island No No. Yes 
South Carolina Noi No^ Yes 
South Dakota Yes Yes Noi 
Tennessee NO No Yes 
Texas Yes Yes Yes 
Utah Yes Yes Yes 
Vermont Yes Yes Yes 
Virginia Yes Yes Yes 
Washington Yes Yes Yes 
West Virginia No No Yes 
Wisconsin No No No 
Wyoming Nok Nok Nok 
^Change in nature of use not allowed if water right issued under 
permit system. 
^Cannot be changed except upon approval of state engineer. 
^ay be changed upon approval of the water resources board. 
^May be changed if water obtained from ground water sources. 
"Holds for irrigation rights unless water can't be used beneficially 
in irrigation. Nature of use may be changed if the right issued 
under the permit system. 
Cannot be changed except for preferred use. 
Owner allowed to : 
® Change point of diversion, 
place of use and nature of use 
00 Change In nature of use only 
—r- Change in point of diversion and plac 
—of use only 
1 1 No change allowed 
Figure 4. Geograiphical distribution of states which cede to the individual the right to change 
pcfint o:c diversion, place of use, and nature of use of the water represented by his 
water rights 
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adversely effected. The remaining four states constitute exceptions 
to the general rules. In South Dakota and Nebraska the restrictions on 
changes apply only to agricultural water. Water for municipal and 
industrial uses is not covered by the restrictions. In North Dakota 
changes in type and place of use and point of diversion can be made 
upon approval of the state engineer and in Wyoming these changes can be 
made if the water is being converted to a preferred use and the rights 
of other users are not adversely effected. 
The recent national interest in environmental quality and pollution 
control has resulted in many states reviewing their legal framework 
surrounding water. All states now have incorporated pollution control 
legislation into their statutes. Some states have gone beyond pollution 
and have developed complete sets of legislation which cover all aspects 
of water ownership, allocation and use, Table 3. Twenty-one states 
have pollution control legislation only. Twenty-five states have 
ccnçîlsts sets of vjater legislation while four states have some water 
related legislation in addition to pollution control but do not have 
completely comprehensive legislation. 
The origins of the current water right legislation for the different 
states cover a time period of over 200 years. The years noted in Table 
3 represent the date of the original legislation if no major revisions 
have been made or the date of the most recent major revision. In those 
states where specific legislation does not exist and the common law has 
built up over time through court decisions in cases of litigation be­
tween private parties the date refers to the year of the original court 
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Table 3. Date of original legislation or most recent major revision 
and the extent of legislation 
State Year^ Legislation State Year^ Legislation 
Alabama 1838 Pollution Montana 1921 Complete 
Alaska 1966 Complete Nebraska 1966 Complete 
Arizona 1919 Complete Nevada 1885 Complete 
Arkansas 1908 Pollution New Hampshire 1843 Pollution 
California 1933 Complete New Jersey 1963 Complete 
Colorado 1969 Complete New Mexico 1912 Complete 
Connecticut 1793 Pollution New York 1966 Pollution 
Delaware 1966 Pollution North Carolina 1967 Complete 
Florida 1972 Complete North Dakota 1905 Complete 
Georgia 1860 Pollution Ohio 1861 Pollution 
Hawaii _c Complete Oklahoma 1972 Complete 
Idaho 1881 Complete Oregon 1909 Complete 
Illinois 1842 Pollution Pennsylvania 1832 Pollution 
Indiana 1955 Pollution Rhode Island 1852 Pollution 
Iowa 1957 Complete South Carolina 1835 Pollution 
Kansas 1945 Complete South Dakota 1955 Complete 
Kentucky 1966 Pollution Tennessee 1838 Pollution 
Louisiana 1910 Pollution Texas 1971 Complete 
Maine 1825 Pollution Utah 1897 Complete 
Maryland 1934 Pollution Vermont 1855 Pollution 
Massachusetts 1649 Pollution Virginia 1826 Pollution 
Michigan 1874 Pollution Washington 1971 Complete 
Minnesota 1937 Pollution West Virginia 1885 Pollution 
Mississippi 1956 Complete Wisconsin 1935 Complete 
Missouri 18B4 Pollution Wyoming 1890 Complete 
^The year represents the date of the original legislation if no 
major revisions have been made, the date of the most recent major re­
vision or if no specific legislation exists, the date of the initial 
litigation. 
^Partial water rights legislation in addition to pollution 
legislation. 
^The Hawaiian system dates from ancient custom. 
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rulings. 
The pressure on the legislatures to keep the water right legislation 
current with the existing desires of society is very closely associated 
with the intensity of the competition for water among uses and users. 
The current legal structure in 17 of the states located in the abundant 
rainfall section of the Eastern United States was developed before 1900 
while 10 of those states still rely on the legal framework developed 
prior to 1850, Figure 5. The increasing competition for water and the re­
sulting changes in society's evaluation of water is becoming more ap­
parent in the Eastern united States as the existing water supplies fall 
short of satisfying the increasing demands for water. Since 1950 ten 
of the eastern states have revised and updated their laws relating 
to water. In the low precipitation, western states only four of the 17 
states rely on a legal framework developed prior to 1900. Even though 
the water laws in the western states were originally developed much 
later in the development of the United States than those in the EâSt, 
six of the western states have made major revisions.in their water 
laws during the past 24 years. 
Each of the states has developed its own method of administration 
of water rights and for the resolution of disputes between individual 
water users,- Table 4- Eighteen states have established governmental 
agencies to administer water rights. Four states have a water com­
missioner and nine states have placed the state engineer in charge of 
the administration of water rights. The courts are in charge of 
y 
Current legislation initiated: 
I I Prior to 1850 
mil 1850 to 1899 
jg 1900 to 1949 
Since 1950 
to 
U1 
Figure 5. Geographical distribution of states by the time period in which the current legal 
water right framework was Initiated 
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Table 4. Administration of water rights and legal structure for reso­
lution of conflict, by state 
State 
Administration 
of 
water rights 
Q) M 
> 0) 
•H k 0) 
•4J 0) c 
C •H 
k 0 tn 
•H c (fl (0 0) 
'H >1 m 
c O •w (U •p 
"H G +J k 
E 0) nJ 3 
•Q tn 0 +J 0 
4 (0 o t n  U 
Resolution 
of 
conflict 
(U u  
> 0) 
•H 0) 
4J (U R (0 C -H 
M 0 D> 
•P •H a  (0 CO o  
•H > 1  to 
C o  •H 0  
•d c •p k g 0) m 3 
•9 tp 0 •p 0 
< (0 U CO u 
Alabama x 
Alaska x x x 
Arizona x x x 
Arkansas x * 
California x x * 
Colorado x x^ 
Connecticut x x 
Delaware x x 
Florida x x 
Georgia x 
Hawaii x ^ x x 
Idaho X X 
Illinois X X 
Indiana x x 
Iowa X X 
Kansas x x x 
Kentucky x x 
Louisiana x x 
Maine x 
Maryland x x 
Massachusetts x x 
Michigan x x 
Minnesota % x 
Mississippi x x x 
Missouri X X 
Montana x % 
Nebraska x x 
Nevada x x x 
^Special water court. 
^Director of the Department of Water Administration. 
^Review of decree or for appeal only. 
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Table 4 (Continued) 
State 
Administration Resolution 
of of 
water rights conflict 
I 
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'ri 0  4J  u •d 0  
U •w c 4J (d 3 e fl) m 
0  4J 0 •B tji 0 4J 
u 01 u < nj u w 
New Hampshire x x 
New Jersey x x 
New Mexico x x x 
New York x  
North Carolina x x 
North Dakota x x x x 
Ohio X 
Oklahoma x x 
Oregon x x x^ 
Pennsylvania x 
Rhode Island j x x 
South Carolina * x 
South Dakota x x 
Tennessee x x 
Texas x XX 
Utah X XX 
Vermont x x 
Virginia x 
Washington x x 
West Virginia x x 
Wisconsin x ^ 
Wyoming x x x x 
^Administers ground water only. 
6 
Director of the Department of Ecology. 
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administration of water rights in 14 states, while five states have no 
recognized system for administration. 
All 50 states provide recourse through the courts for the resolution 
of conflict and the redress of grievances. In addition five states have 
established administrative agencies to resolve conflicts and ten states 
have placed the responsibility to resolve conflicts on the water commis­
sioner or state engineer. 
Water Rights and Allocation of Ground Water 
The supply of ground water which is estimated at more than eight 
times the total supply of the rivers and fresh water lakes in this 
country holds significant potential as a source of water (22). The 
ground water supply is not totally replaced by nature each year and 
reliable data on the magnitude of the total national recharge of ground 
water is not available. 
Early developments in groundwater law occurred prior to the ac­
cumulation of a body of significant scientific knowledge concerning 
ground water occurrence and movement. Chalmers (15), concludes that 
the terminology and concepts developed in much of the early precedent-
setting ground water law was, and in many instances remains, contrary 
to current scientific knowledge. In many cases this can be misleading 
and hinder effective ground water management. In most states, ground 
water is commonly divided into two classes for legal purposes; 1) 
underground streams and basins which flow in known and definite under­
ground channels, and 2) percolating waters which ooze, seep, or flow 
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beneath the surface of the eaurth in no known or identifiable natural 
channels. 
Ground water doctrines 
In all but a few states ground water and surface water are ad­
ministered separately under different doctrines and procedures. Four 
basic ground water doctrines have developed over time to govern the 
relationships between the land owner, the water underlying his 
land and the interaction between the owners of land overlying an 
aquifer. These doctrines are the English Rule, the American Rule, 
the Correlative Rights Doctrine, and the Prior Appropriation Doctrine. 
The English or Common Law Rule is based on the theory of absolute 
ownership. The water beneath the land is considered to be strictly a 
part of the land in which the water is located and, therefore, belongs 
to that particular land's owner. Under this doctrine a property owner 
can utilize any amount of water from his land without liability for 
harm to neighboring property owners as long as there is no malice indi­
cated = 
The American Rule which is also referred to as the Reasonable 
Use Rule is a qualification of the English rule. While the property 
owner still owns the water under his land and is not restricted as to the 
amount of ground water he may use to reasonably benefit his land even 
if such use harms a neighbor's supply, he may be restricted to using the 
water upon the lands from which they are taken. If a property owner 
transfers ground water off his land for sale or use elsewhere he may be 
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subject to legal action if a neighboring land owner can show he suffered 
harm from the transfer. The American rule limits the English rule by 
requiring a land owner to reasonably use his ground water so as not to 
harm neighboring owners with similar rights. 
Since aquifers are usually extensive and are overlain by land 
owned by a number of persons, withdrawal of water by one person af­
fects all of the owners. The Correlative Rights Doctrine was developed 
to help overcome this problem. Under the Correlative Rights Doctrine 
the land owner is viewed as possessing a vested right to the use of 
ground water but not absolute ownership. The owner ' s proprietory right 
is limited in that the water must be used for the beneficial use of 
the lands from which it is taken. In addition, when a shortage occurs, 
land owners are limited to amounts of water proportionately equal to 
the area of land they own over the aquifer. 
The Prior Appropriation Doctrine is a "first in time, first in 
right" approach âriù is not tied to a property interest in land. This 
approach establishes a chronological hierarchy airong appropriations 
as any person who initially puts ground water to a beneficial use has 
priority over use by subsequent appropriations. In case of a shortage, 
a junior appropriation either is first to lose his right or must compen­
sate a senior appropriator for his added pumping costs= The quantity 
of water to which an appropriator is entitled is determined by the 
amount he has previously used and the appropriator may transfer water to 
any location as long as it is put to a beneficial use. 
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Although some states consider all ground water in the same category, 
many states distinguish between percolating ground water and ground water 
which is in a well defined "underground stream." Thirty-four states main­
tain the same doctrine for both categories of ground water while sixteen 
states operate under different doctrines for each of the categories. 
Table 5. The English or Absolute Ownership Doctrine is followed in 
13 states for percolating water and in 6 states for underground streams. 
The American or Beneficial Use Doctrine is followed in 21 states for 
percolating water and 15 states for underground streams. Four states 
require permits to pump percolating water and three states require 
permits to pump from underground streams. The Appropriation Doctrine 
covers percolating ground water in nine states and underground streams 
in eleven states. The Correlative Use Doctrine is held for percolating 
water in three states and underground streams in two states. Twelve 
states apply the pertinent surface water doctrine to well defined 
underground streams. In general, the surface doctrines which are ap­
plied to underground streams reflect beneficial use and are similar 
in concept to the American Doctrine. 
Water Transfers Among Uses and Users 
The basic doctrines, concepts of ownership and endowed rights to 
transfer and use water form the basic rudiments of the institution of 
water rights in each of the states. These institutional characteristics 
are very important in defining and analyzing the effect these institu­
tions have on the allocation of water and the distribution of the 
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Table 5. Ground water doctrine adopted by each state 
Doctrine pertaining to 
State Percolating Underground 
water stream 
Alabama American American 
Alaska American^ American 
Arizona American Appropriation 
Arkansas American American 
California Correlative use Appropriât ion 
Colorado Appropriation^ Appropriation® 
Connecticut English English 
Delaware Permit Permit 
Florida Permit Permit 
Georgia American American ^ 
Hawaii Correlative use Correlative use 
Idaho Appropriation Appropriation 
Illinois American _c 
Indiana English English ^  
Iowa American® American ^ 
Kansas English Appropriation 
Kentucky English Riparian^ 
Louisiana English English ^  
Maine English Riparian 
Maryland American® American® 
Massachusetts English Riparian" 
Michigan American American 
Minnesota Permit American ^ 
Mississippi English Riparian-Appropriation' 
Missouri American Riparian^ 
Montana American American^ 
^Unappropriated water subject to administrative control. 
^No rights accrued prior to passage of correlative use legislation. 
^No court decisions, 
as doctrine for surface streams, in most instances this would 
be equivalent to the "Beneficial Use" or Ar^erican Doctrine. 
^Permit required. 
^Permit required in designated areas. 
^Permit required for new filings after January 1, 1962. 
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Table 5 (Continued) 
Doctrine pertaining to 
State Percolating Underground 
water water 
Nebraska Correlative use Correlative use 
Nevada Appropriation Appropr iation 
New Hampshire American American 
New Jersey American American 
New Mexico Appropriation Appropriation 
New York American Riparian 
North Carolina American American 
North Dakota Appropriation Appropriation 
Ohio English Riparian^ 
Oklahoma Permit ^ Permit 
Oregon American American 
Pennsylvania American American 
Rhode Island English English 
South Carolina English English^ 
South Dakota Appropriation^ Appropriation^ 
Tennessee American Riparian# 
Texas American American 
Utah Appropriation Appropriation 
Vermont English Riparian# 
Riparian# Virginia American 
Washington Appropriation Appropriation 
West Virginia American Riparian# 
Wisconsin English English 
Wyoming Appropriation Appropriation 
^Beneficial Use Doctrine prior to 1953, permit required for new 
filings after Aug. 3. 1955. 
^Permit required for all wells developed after February 28, 1955. 
benefits accuring from control over and use of the resource. 
Critics of the allocation and use of water under the present water 
right systems in the Western united States maintain that water rights 
form an institutional barrier to the transfer and reallocation of water 
among uses and users. They hold that the effect of this restriction is 
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an inefficient allocation of water. Water is kept in a use which has 
a lower marginal productivity than would occur if water were freely 
transferable. The immobility of water as a factor of production is 
believed to limit economic growth and development in the West. 
Another viewpoint is that water rights do not limit economic growth 
and development in the long run. And that the time required to change 
the ownership and use pattern of water acts as a built-in stabilizer 
preventing large shifts in response to short run changes in demand. 
This type of shift can result in cyclical reallocations among competing 
demands. Water rights increase the degree of certainty of resource 
availcibility. The planning horizon is extended providing sufficient 
certainty of expectation to encourage investment in the development 
and efficient use of water resources. 
Evaluation of the transferability, or nontransferability of water 
can be approached by the method of contradiction. Starting with the 
assumption that under the present water rights system water cannot be 
transferred, we will see if examples can be found where water trans­
fer does in fact take place and evaluate whether any such circumstances 
are isolated exceptions or are consistent with the general philosophy 
and procedures in the present water rights systems. 
Transfers of water and water rights can be divided into two 
categories. One category is the legal transfer of ownerships of the 
water right with the corresponding long run change in allocation and use. 
The other category of transfer is the short run, usually one production 
period or less, transfer of water use through lease, rental agreement 
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or exchange. Since data on water right ownership and transfer is not 
available for all areas in the West", three areas, the front range area 
in northern Colorado, the Salt River Project area in Arizona, and the 
Central Valley area in California, have been selected as areas where 
urban pressure on water resources has resulted in long run shifts 
in water ownership and use through transfer of water rights. During 
the 15 year period from 1954 to 1969, an average of 1.22 percent of 
the irrigated land along the Northern Colorado Front Range was removed 
from irrigation each year and the water transferred to urban use (7, 
99, 102, 106, 109, 114). Water use per acre of developed urban land, 
two acre-feet per acre, is approximately the same as the water use per 
acre of irrigated land (5). This amounts to almost a one-to-one substi­
tution rats of irrigated land for urban land in terms of water use. 
Almost 18 percent of the water in the area was involved in a permanent 
change in ownership and use during this time period. 
The one-to-one transfer of irrigated land to urban land has also 
been used to estimate the transfer of water from agriculture to municipal 
use in the Salt River Project area of Arizona (41). Between 1954 
and 1969, an average of 2.35 percent of the irrigated land was con­
verted to urban use each year (50, 68-75, 100, 103, 107, 110, 114). 
Over 35 percent of the irrigated land and appurtenant water was trans­
ferred on a permanent basis from agricultural uses to municipal and 
industrial uses. 
Similar transfers have taken place in the Central Valley of Cali­
fornia. On the average 1.29 percent of the irrigated land has been 
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diverted each year to urban development and the water transferred from 
agricultural to nonagricultural uses (48, 101, 104, 108, 111, 114). 
These three examples show that over time water rights and water alloca­
tion are responsive to economic pressure. The present system of water 
rights is consistent with well planned, orderly growth. Shifts in 
allocation may be modulated by water rights but they are not precluded. 
Long term capital investments will be undertaken by a firm or an 
individual only if he is assured of a planning horizon of sufficient 
length to allow recapture of the investment. In situations where the 
availability and use of resources is necessary for continuance of 
activity, the entrepreneur must either exercise long term control over 
the resource through lease or ownership, or must have access to suf­
ficient supplies through an organized market in that resource. A 
water market does not exist in the normal interpretation of a market. 
There is no central location or organized procedure by which an indi-
vididual can buy or sell a unit of water. A substitute irarket, the 
market for water rights, does exist and allows firms and individuals 
the opportunity to obtain or transfer long term control over the use 
of water (27). The operation of this substitute market is evident in 
the three examples of large scale transfers of land and appurtenant 
water from agricultural to nonagricultural uses which have just been 
cited. 
The absence of an organized water market has led to the develop­
ment of alternative methods of achieving short run transfers of water. 
The existence, characteristics, and operation of these alternative 
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methods in the South Platte River Basin along the Northern Colorado 
Front Range has been documented by Anderson (3-8). The water re­
sources in this area were developed extensively during the late 
1800's and early 1900's by individuals and groups of farmers who 
formed irrigation companies and reservoir companies. The Colorado 
Big Thompson Project which was placed in operation in 1954 provides 
a supplemental supply of water which is not tied to specific units 
of land and is relatively easy to transfer. Population growth and 
industrial development since World War II have placed increasing 
pressure on the existing water resources. 
Transfer arrangements which have evolved to fill the void left 
by the absence of a water market include the sale of stock within an 
irrigation company; seasonal rental of water from irrigation companies, 
reservoir companies or Colorado-Big Thompson allotments; permanent 
transfer of Colorado-Big Thompson allotments; and exchange of water 
between irrigation organisations. A number of procedures and institu­
tions have developed in the area to facilitate these transfer activities. 
One, water rights are owned by irrigation companies. Stocks in the water 
companies can be bought, sold, or rented at will. Internal transfers 
of water can be achieved without legal complications. Two, an extensive 
private and public reservoir system has been constructed to capture 
off-season and flood water which can be sold, leased, or exchanged 
when needed. Three, irrigation organizations have established the 
custom of freely exchanging available water to get maximum use. And 
four, the Colorado-Big Thompson project provides supplemental water with 
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provisions to transfer allotments freely among water users in the 
district. 
Since individual water users may have insufficient or excess water 
supply, a water rental market has evolved in the South Platte Basin. 
Cities and municipalities have taken advantage of the ease with which 
Colorado-Big Thompson water can be transferred. Several cities 
contracted for large quantities of Colorado-Big Thompson in excess of 
their current needs. They rent large blocks of this water to irrigation 
companies to supplement irrigation water supplies. As the need arises 
the cities can transfer the water to their own needs. Under this 
arrangement the water is easily transferred whenever domestic or 
manufacturing users require additional water. 
The Northern Colorado Water Conservancy District delivers about 
215,000 acre feet of water each year. An annual average of 500 
interfirm transfers have resulted in an average of 84,000 acre feet 
of water being transferred each year. This indicates that approxi­
mately 40 percent of the water delivered is involved in a transfer. 
Exchanges between irrigation organisations have become very important. 
As the West was settled and developed, diversion and appropriation of 
the water resources generally progressed from the lower reaches of the 
streams toward the head waters. This established a pattern of senior 
rights lower on the river and junior rights farther up. Agreements 
between irrigation organizations allow the junior rights to divert 
water belonging to older rights from the stream and subsequently 
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release reservoir water to fill the downstream older rights. Approxi­
mately 50,000 acre feet of water are exchanged annually on the Cache La 
Poudre River alone. 
During the 1959 irrigation season, a survey of five major water 
supply companies in the South Platte Basin reported 645 transfers of 
irrigation water in the amount of 16,353 acre feet. The Northern 
Colorado Water Conservancy District recorded 376 transfers totaling 
73,967 acre feet of water. This total of 90,320 acre feet does not 
include many transfers made between individual farmers which are 
never recorded. 
The directors of the Northern Colorado Water Conservancy District 
must approve the sale and permanent transfer of a water allotment from 
one use or location to another. Between 1958 and 1964 more than 11,500 
acre-foot units of allotment were transferred from agricultural to 
rural-domestic, industrial or municipal ownership. Actual deliveries 
of water to nonirrigation uses increased from 5,695 acre feet in 
1960 to 26,550 acre feet in 1964 (3). 
The evolution of a water rental system which allows water to be 
transferred to those who can make higher economic use of it is a modi­
fication of the Appropriations Doctrine which contributes to a more 
efficient use cf the limited water supply. Many early decrees are at­
tached to so-called "inefficient" uses. As demand for water increases 
these early decrees may be the basis for valuable water transfers at 
a later time. In effect, they may still be "ripening," and use will 
be changed when the situation and price are "right." 
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Summary 
The legal institutions of water rights are a statement of the regu­
lations which society wishes to impose on the behavior or actions of 
individuals concerning the allocation and use of water. These insti­
tutions developed as the United States expanded and were basically 
growth-oriented. The United States during the development period was 
primarily concerned with agriculture and the institutions reflected 
the desire of society to encourage the development of water resources 
in the West by establishing long term control over water for those 
willing to invest in its development. 
Water rights are more flexible in the Western United States where 
water is more scarce than in the eastern states where water is more 
plentiful. In the West, v/ater rights can be sold and transferred 
separately from land. Owners of water rights have more flexibility to 
determine the point of diversion, the place of use, and the type of 
use. Water right laws are subject to change as society decides a dif­
ferent institutional arrangement will better fulfill its desires. 
Sixteen states have revised their systems of water rights since 1950. 
Critics of current water right institutions cite problems some 
industries and developers have had 'Ln obtaining supplies of water 
necessary to meet their needs. Criddle (20) observes, "Often, those 
seeking to make changes in the use of water supplies have an in­
adequate understanding of the applicable water laws and the mechanics 
of the administrative procedures that are involved. The result is 
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that many projects mature almost to the beginning of construction 
before sufficient attention is paid to the water rights problems. 
If these problems are difficult ones, the developer then tends to 
criticize the unwieldiness of the administrative processes rather 
than to admit a lack of adequate planning and evaluation." Water 
rights can delay the implementation of poorly planned development 
projects. But, long run growth and development is not precluded by 
water rights as shown by the experience in the Northern Colorado Front 
Range area, the Salt River Project area in Arizona, and the Central 
Valley in California. In these areas between 18 and 35 percent of 
the agricultural water supplies changed permanent ownerships and use 
in a 15 year period. 
Short run changes in water use are also achieved through rental, 
lease and organizational agreements. The experience of the Northern 
Colorado Water Conservancy District, where almost 40 percent of its 
annual deliveries of Colorado-Big Thompson water are involved in 
interfirm transfers, shows that a great deal of flexibility exists 
under the current structure of our state water rights institutions. 
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CHAPTER II. DELINEATION AND QUANTIFICATION OF 
THE BASIC MODEL 
This study is conducted as a part of the Iowa State University, 
Center for Agricultural and Rural Development-National Science Founda-
tion-RANN effort to develop national environmental models of agri­
cultural policy, land use and water quality. A standard base model 
developed by the CARD staff working on the NSF project is utilized in 
order to ensure consistency in the individual environmental, land use 
and water quality studies conducted. The base model is also used in 
the modeling activities for the Second National Assessment of the 
Water Resources Council. This section includes only that information 
necessary for understanding and interpreting the studies presented. 
The reader who wishes more detailed information on the model is 
directed to Nicol and Heady (60) and the National Water Assessment 
dccunssntation, Meister and Nicol (51). 
Model Delineation 
Linear programming format 
A cost minimizing linear programming framework is used to analyze 
the effects of policy alternatives on the agricultural sector. In 
matrix notation the model has the following form 
minimize Z = C'X 
subject to A^X ^  D 
V 
X > 0 
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In this formulation C is the vector of costs associated with the 
activities in the model. X is the vector of activities in the model. 
These activities represent the acquisition of resources, production 
transformation and commodity transportation alternatives. D is the 
set of regional and national demands and R is the set of resources 
available for use in satisfying the demands. is the matrix of the 
interaction coefficients between the activities in X and the demands 
in D. is the matrix of the interaction coefficients between the 
activities in X and the resources in R. 
Activities selected for inclusion in the model must conform to 
the seven basic assumption of linear programming listed by Agrawal 
and Heady (1, p. 31). The results of the model can be interpreted 
only in the context of these assumptions; 1. The resources and 
activities are additive. Although this implies the absence of any inter­
action among activities, proper formulation of the activities can 
provide for interaction between crops in a rotation,- and many other 
types of interactions. These interactions should be contained within 
an activity since additivity must be maintained in the technical 
specification of the variables. 2> The objective function must be 
linear. 3. Decision variables and activities must be at nonnegative 
levels. 4. Resources and activities must be perfectly divisible. 
5. A finite number of resources and activities must exist. 6. Re­
source use is proportional to activity level. This assumption implies 
a linear relationship between activities and resources, constant 
resource productivity and constant returns to scale, and 7. Expectations 
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are single valued. Under this assumption the model is deterministic 
since resource supplies, technical coefficients, resource prices and 
activity costs are known with certainty.^ 
Delimitation of regions 
The agricultural sector in the United States encompasses activities 
which are carried out under a wide range of climatic conditions, soil 
conditions, and differing farm structural arrangements. Since in a 
linear programming framework every unit of an activity must be con­
sidered identical, it is necessary to subdivide the U.S. agricultural 
sector into regions which are relatively homogenous for these charac­
teristics. The regions must be consistent with the characteristics of 
the resources considered, the possible production techniques, and the 
interactions which are to be considered. 
With properly delimited regions the impact of alternative policies 
on the region and on the farm firm in the region can be analyzed. Inter­
regional shifts in production patterns and relative commodity prices 
will be indicated by policies which affect the con^arative advantage 
relationships among regions. The returns to resources in the form of 
"rent" as defined by Henderson and Quandt (33, p. 121) and Stonier 
and Hague (77) can be derived directly from the linear programming 
output. The correspondance between rent determination and the IBM 
MPSX-360 solution output is discussed in Appendix A. 
more complete discussion of linear programming can be found in 
Agrawal and Heady (1); Dorfman, Samuelson, and Solow (23); Hadley (26); 
and Heady and Candler (29) . 
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Three sets of nested regions, producing regions, market regions 
and major reporting regions, are defined in the model. One hundred 
and five producing regions have been delimited in order to achieve 
units which are relatively homogenous in resource availability, resource 
use, farm structure, technology, cropping patterns and productivity, 
Figure 6. In order to facilitate the development of water supplies, the 
producing regions are consistent with the 99 aggregated subareas 
defined by the Water Resources Council. Six of the aggregated sub-
areas have been further divided to provide regions which more nearly 
reflect uniform climatic conditions or distinct agricultural production 
cireas. Since the aggregated subareas are divisions of the 18 major 
river basins. Figure 7, subsets of contiguous producing regions are con­
tained within the boundaries of the river basins. The major river 
basins and the enclosed producing regions are illustrated in Figure 8. 
Since precipitation is a limiting factor in agricultural production 
in the western half of the United States and supplemental water applica­
tion is necessary for successful production, activities involving irri­
gation have been included in the western producing regions. In order to 
evaluate the adequacy of the water available in these areas to meet the 
future demands of agriculture, municipalities, industries and environ­
mental concerns, water supplies for the producing regions in the 
Missouri, Arkansas-White-Red, Texas-Gulf, Rio Grande, Upper Colorado, 
Lower Colorado, Great Basin, Columbia-North Pacific, and California-
South Pacific basins have been computed. The water supplies, crop 
production activities and the land base are defined on the producing 
Figure 6. The 105 producing regions 
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Figure 7. River basins with county boundaries 
Figure 8. The major river basins and enclosed producing regions 
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region basis. Those producing regions with water supplies and irriga­
tion activities are indicated in Figure 9. 
Subsets of contiguous producing regions are aggregated to delimit 
28 market regions. Figure 10. The demands for commodities produced by 
the agricultural sector are computed at this level and the market 
balance restraints for all commodities except cotton and sugar beets 
are defined within these regions. The demands for cotton and sugar 
beets are defined on the national level. The fertilizer balance and 
the livestock production bounds are defined on the market region 
basis. Each market region has as its market center a major population 
center which serves as a hub in the national transportation network. 
The commodity transfer section of the model uses these centers as 
points between which commodities are moved as the model adjusts pro­
duction patterns in accord with regional comparative advantage. 
Contiguous market regions have been aggregated into seven re­
porting regions to facilitate the devslcpment and presentation of 
regional comparisons, Figure 11. The regions are aggregated in such 
a manner that the similarity of agricultural production possibilities 
within a region are maintained. 
Crops 
Twelve crops: barley, corn, corn silage, cotton, legume hay, 
nonlegume hay, oats, sorghum, sorghum silage, soybeans, sugar beets 
and wheat are included as endogenous to the analysis. These crops 
represent the principal feed crops, the main export crops, the 
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principal water-using crops in the irrigated areas, and the field crops 
with the widest range of adaptation. Each crop is grown in more than 
one region. Therefore production shifts are possible. In 1969 these 
12 endogenous crops represented 88.7 percent of the harvested acres 
and 65.7 percent of the total value of crop production. Table 6. 
Crops of minor importance nationally, crops whose production is 
localized and dependent upon specific climatic conditions such as 
orchards, rice and tobacco, and crops whose production is closely tied 
to fresh markets such as potatoes and vegetables are not included as 
active variables in the model as interregional interactions are not 
likely to occur. Demands for these exogenous crops are computed in 
the same manner as for the endogenous crops. The land, water and 
fertilizer resources required to satisfy the demands for exogenously 
produced commodities are subtracted from total resource availability 
to obtain the level of resources available for the production of the 
endogenous crops. 
Livestock 
Four livestock activities, cattle feeding, cow-calf operations, 
dairy and hogs are provided in each region. Five products; fed beef, 
nonfed beef, milk, feeders and pork are produced by these livestock 
activities. The cattle feeding activity requires feeders and produces 
fed beef. The cow-calf activity produces feeders and nonfed beef. 
The dairy activity produces milk, feeders, and nonfed beef. The hog 
activity produces pork. In 1969 the total value of sales and inventory 
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Table 6. Acreage harvested, value of production and percent of total 
production by crops, United States, 1969 (Source: 113) 
^ Harvested Acres Value of Production 
Crop (1,000) Percent (1,000) Percent 
Endogenous Crops 242,542.0 88.7 $15,135,402.2 65.7 
Barley 9,211.4 3.4 348,675.2 1.5 
Corn 52,540.2 19.2 5,029,522.1 21.8 
Corn silage 7,861.9 2.9 804,462.2 3.5 
Cotton 11,496.3 4.2 1,205,055.5 5.2 
Hay-Legume 27,845.2 10.2 1,259,962.1 5.5 
-Nonlegume 15,832.9 5.8 716,418.9 3.1 
Oats 16,879.5 6.2 507,908.2 2.2 
Sorghum 12,953.9 4.7 726,990.1 3.2 
Sorghum silage 2,533.7 0.9 141,578-8 0.6 
Soybeans 38,549.7 14.1 2,407,402.4 10.5 
Sugar beets 1,464.4 0.5 356,183.8 1.5 
Wheat 45,372.9 16.6 1,631,242.9 7.1 
Exogenous Crops 31,085.7 11.3 7,897,088.6 34.3 
Dry beans 1,299.7 0.5 127,178.9 0.6 
Flax 2,489.8 0.9 84,136.5 0.4 
orchards 4,233.9 1.5 1,856,510.8 8.1 
Peanuts 1,426.7 0.5 295,605.6 1.3 
Potatoes 1,395.7 0.5 604,221.7 2.6 
Rice 2,130.8 0.8 449,923.9 2.0 
Rye 1,151.0 0.4 25,635.9 0.1 
Tobacco 877.0 0.3 1,181,976.7 5.1 
Vegetables 3,491.0 1.3 1,779,896.8 7.7 
Wild hay 9,526.1 3.5 431,045.4 1.9 
Other crops 3,064.0 1.1 1,060,957.0 4.6 
United States 273,627.7 100.0 $23,032,490.3 100.0 
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for these classes of livestock exceeded $44 billion. Table 7. 
Other classes of livestock of minor importance and those whose 
production is more localized and not subject to interregional shifts 
are not included in the analysis. The final demand for the commodities 
produced by the exogenous classes of livestock is computed in the same 
manner as for the endogenous livestock. Production levels are com­
puted and the demand for inputs derived. The levels of resources avail­
able for production of endogenous crops and livestock is adjusted for 
the requirement of the exogenous livestock. The feed requirements 
for exogenous livestock production are included in the demand levels 
for the appropriate endogenous feed crops. The nitrogen fertilizer 
contribution from the animal wastes produced by the exogenous live­
stock is added to the available nitrogen supply. 
Development of Technical Coefficients 
The most time-consuming task associated with this type of study is 
the development of the technical coefficients which quantify the rela­
tionships defined in the model. Basic data sets required for the 
analysis include the land base, the water supplies and water use coeffi­
cients, the crop and livestock production activities, the demands for 
intermediate and final products, transportation activities,- and 
agricultural prices and input costs. 
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Table 7. Livestock on farms, value of inventory and value of sales. 
United States, 1969 (Source; 115) 
Class of Inventory Jan. 1, 1969 Value of Total 
Value Sales Value 
livestock (1,000) (1,000) (1,000) (1,000) 
Beef cattle 88,296 $13,584,978 $12,773,958 $26,358,936 
Dairy cattle 21,616, 4,731,770 6,450,073^ 11,181,843 
Hogs 60,632 1,851,596 4,703,569 6,555,165 
Endogenous 
livestock 20,168,344 23,927,600 44,095,944 
Chickens 419,635 506,100 506,100 
Broilers 1,530,942 1,530,942 
Eggs 2,299,667 2,299,667 
Horses and ponies 2,304° 1,152,000 1,152,000 
Sheep and goats 20,580 425,694 421,745® 847,439 
Turkeys 6,604 32,739 452,025 484,764 
Exogenous 
livestock 2,116,533 4,704,379 6,820,912 
United States $22,284,877 $28,631,979 $50,916,856 
^Farm value of milk and dairy products. 
^Inventory as of December 1, 1968. 
^Source (112). 
^Estimated value, assume average value of $500. 
"Wool and mohair. 
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Determination of the land base 
The major constraint on the productive capacity of the system is 
the land base available for use in the production of crops. The 
acreages of dryland and irrigated cropland available for use by 
the endogenous crops, nonrotation hays and pastures are determined for 
each producing region by aggregating the county acreages as determined 
for the National Inventory (18). The acres of privately owned land, as 
determined from a two percent sample of all private lands in the nation, 
is reported by use and by agricultural capability class for each county 
in the U.S. The county data reports the aggregation of the private 
lands being used for row crops, close-grown crops, summer fallow, 
rotation hay and pasture, temporarily idled cropland, and land used for 
fruits and vegetables in 1957. The county totals arc adjusted for the 
land requirement of the exogenous crops before aggregation to the pro­
ducing region. Following aggregation adjustments are made for projected 
private and public irrigation development, clearing and draining of 
pasture and forest land, and conversion of agricultural land to urban 
and other uses (51). 
Crop production coefficients 
Crop production activities for the 12 endogenous crops are defined 
in each producing region. These activities represent crop management 
systems which combine from one to four of the endogenous crops into 
rotations varying in length from one to eight years. The crop rotations 
defined in each producing region are selected from 330 unique rotations 
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developed from information gathered in cooperation with the Soil Con­
servation Service (60). Rotations are selected to give a range of 
production alternatives consistent with historical production patterns 
in each producing region. The development of the rotations allows the 
incorporation of crop interrelationships such as nitrogen carry over from 
legumes and the reduction of soil erosion due to the incorporation of 
large amounts of residue. This would not be possible if only individual 
crop activities were considered in the model. Crop yields, fertilizer 
use, water use and cost coefficients are calculated for each crop 
management system in each producing region. 
crop yield coefficients The yield determined for each of the 
irrigated and dryland crops is a function of the producing region, 
the crop rotation, the fertilizer application, the conservation 
practice and the tillage method. State yield projection functions 
are weighted tc derive producing region functions. The projected yields 
are then adjusted for crop rotation, and conservation and tillage 
practices. The state projection functions are modifications of the 
functions developed by Stoecker (76) on the basis of the work by Ibach 
and Adams (36). The yield weighting and adjustment procedures are 
presented in the NWA Documentation, Meister and Nicol (51). 
Crop residue left in the field following harvest can be utilized 
for forage by pasturing livestock. An estimate of the available after­
math pasture is associated with the crop yield. State yields of after­
math pasture expressed in acres of cropland pasture equivalents are 
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estimated by Jennings (40). The state yield is divided by the total 
acres of cropland and hayland in the state as reported in the 1964 
agricultural census (105) to get an average yield per acre. Each 
county in a state is assumed to have the same yield of aftermath 
pasture and the yield for the producing region is computed as a weighted 
average of the county yields. These aftermath pasture yields are in­
cluded as roughage production for all the annual crops except cotton, 
silage and soybeans. The aftermath pasture yield associated with the 
hay crops is added to the roughage production of the hay crops. 
Fertilizer use coefficients The levels of nitrogen fertiliza­
tion are based on Stoecker's yield functions (76). The level of 
fertilizer application required to accomplish the projected yields is 
determined by taking the optimal level of fertilization as determined 
from the function and subtracting the amount of nitrogen provided by 
any legumes in the rotation. Nitrogen carry-over is computed for a 
two-year period following legume hay and a one-year period following 
soybeans. The nitrogen carry-over functions are developed from 
agronomic data (60). 
The source of nitrogen is determined in the nitrogen sector of the 
model. Nitrogen can be obtained through the use of livestock wastes or 
from the purchase of commercial fertilizer- The nonnitrogen fertilizer 
required to satisfy the calculated optimum application is obtained 
through purchase of commercial fertilizer. The fertilizer cost is 
included in the production costs. 
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Crop production costs Production costs are based on the set of 
crop budgets developed by Eyvindson (24). Eyvindson's budgets are 
based on the most common production technique for each crop in each 
of his producing areas in 1964. The budgets include all costs except 
return to land or any fixed cost associated with the land. The 
budgets are updated to reflect 1972 conditions and are weighted to the 
105 producing regions (51). 
Noncropland roughage yields The exogenous roughage sector 
includes the production from permanent pasture and hay, range, and 
grazed forest land. The yields from these sources are calculated as 
a function of the tame hay yields in each region. Nonirrigated crop­
land pasture is assumed to have a yield equal to 75 percent of the 
tame hay yield if the tame hay yield is less than four tons, and 70 
percent of the tame hay yield if the yield is greater than four tons. 
Yields on irrigated cropland pasture are assumed to be equal to 85 per­
cent of the irrigated tame hay yield if it is less than four tons, and 
80 percent of the tame hay yield if it is greater than four tons. 
Heady and Mayer (30) estimate that improved pasture yields are equal 
to 88 percent of cropland pasture yields. 
Areas included in the noncropland roughage sector receive very 
little fertilizer. However, in order to account for the total nitrogen 
value of livestock wastes, the nitrogen value of the livestock wastes 
deposited while the animals are grazing is counted as a fertilizer 
application on these lands. The waste production of beef cows per 
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unit of hay consumed is multiplied by the units of hay produced per acre 
to give a nitrogen application for the pastures. This procedure requires 
the assumption that the nitrogen wastes are produced uniformly over the 
year in proportion to the hay consumption and are distributed with the 
same efficiency as wastes from the winter feeding period. 
Exogenous crops All of the crop production in the United States 
is represented in one of the three categories endogenous crops, exo­
genous forage or exogenous crops. The exogenous crops which are con­
sidered individually in determining the allocation of land, water and 
nitrogen fertilizer include dry beans, dry peas, flaxseed, fruit and 
nuts, peanuts, potatoes, rice, rye, sugar cane, sweet potatoes, tobacco, 
vegetables and other crops. The land, water and nitrogen fertilizer 
used in satisfying the demand for these commodities is computed and used 
to adjust the resource availability for the endogenous crop sector. 
The water allocation for the exogenous crops is determined for 
each region by summing the products of the water use coefficient multi­
plied by the number of acres of each of the exogenous crops. The esti­
mated acreage requirement for the exogenous crops in 2000 is provided 
by the Economic Research Service in cooperation with the National Water 
Assessment (51). 
The nitrogen requirement for the individual exogenous crops is 
determined from the work of Ibach and Adams (37). This application 
rate for each of the exogenous crops is multiplied by the number of 
acres of each crop. The total requirement for the producing region 
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is the sum of the individual crop requirements. Since time series 
estimates of the percent of acres receiving fertilization are not 
available for the exogenous crops the assumption is made that by 
2000 the average application rate for all acres will be equal to the 
application rate on the acres fertilized in 1964. 
Livestock production sector 
Within the livestock sector the dairy, pork, and beef production 
enterprises are allocated endogenously while the remainder of the live­
stock categories have exogenously determined rations and regional 
production patterns. The production and demand relationships for the 
livestock sector are defined at the market region level. 
The basic data for the endogenous livestock activities, hogs, beef 
cows, beef feeding, and dairy, is derived from the work by Eyvindson 
(24). Size restraints on the model prevent the inclusion of more than 
one of Eyvindson's six beef feeding activities per market region. 
The beef feeding activity selected represents a high roughage ration 
fed to the feeder during the early feeding period with an increasing 
proportion of noncentrates fed as the weight of the feeder increases. 
The cost component computed is consistent with the rate of grain assumed 
in calculating the rations. The hog production activity in each region 
is obtained by weighting Eyvindson's three farm size categories on the 
basis of the number of hogs marketed by economic farm class. The beef 
cow activities are weighted on the basis of the number of beef cows on 
hand as of January 1, 1964 for each of the economic farm classes, and the 
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dairy activity is computed by weighting Eyvindson's farm size categories 
by the number of dairy cows on the farm on January 1, 1964, for each of 
the economic farm classes. Weights for the beef feeding activity are 
calculated on the basis of the number of steers and heifers on hand on 
January 1, 1964 not needed for replacement by economic farm class (105). 
After weighting Eyvindson's data into aggregate coefficients the 
cost of production associated with the hog, dairy, and beef cow activi­
ties is adjusted to reflect labor costs and interest charges on capital 
required for production (60). Peed consumption patterns for the various 
classes of livestock are adjusted to be consistent with the continuation 
of past trends in feed conversion and productivity. 
Livestock rations In each region several alternative rations for 
each class of livestock are provided. These rations draw directly upon 
the commodity balance rows, whereas, previous modeling efforts (24, 31, 
32) utilized nutrient transfers from the commodities to the livestock 
rations. Under the nutrient transfer method balanced rations are 
determined endogenously in the model but it is possible to have 
rations which, because of the commodities included, are not palatable 
to the livestock. All rations provided for each class of livestock 
are balanced in separate mathematical formulations based on the nutrient 
requirements specified by the National Academy of Sciences (56, 57, 
58). The rations as formulated provide alternative levels of substitu­
tion between grains, between roughages and grains, and between roughages 
given a grain content. 
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The oilmeal requirements in the rations are based on the total de­
mand for soybean-meal equivalent high protein supplements. Part of 
this requirement is satisfied by high protein grain by-products or from 
animal slaughter by-products. The protein demands of the livestock pro­
duction activities is reduced by the expected production of high pro­
tein supplement, i.e., meat scrap, which results from the slaughter 
of each type of livestock. The per capita consumption of the grain 
commodities is adjusted to account for the protein contribution from 
milling by-products. 
Balanced rations formulated for the exogenous classes of live­
stock, Table 8, are multiplied by the projected level of exogenous 
Table 8. Balanced rations computed for the exogenous livestock 
activities for the year 2000 
Livestock Activity 
Feedstuff (unit) Sheep (cwt) 
Turkeys 
1000 lb.® 
Broilers 
1000 lb.® 
Eggs 
1000 dz. 
Other 
_b 
Barley (bu.) .32 .67 11. 16 .15 
Corn (bu.) 1 .04 44. ,45 27.01 36. 86 9.99 
Oats (bu.) .17 1. 33 .15 2. , 60 .65 
Sorghum (buO .25 7. 94 1.89 9. 77 2.84 
Wheat (bu.) ,01 2. 70 .14 3. 69 .43 
Oil meal (cwt.) 1 .01 14. 43 12.29 12. 36 = 96 
Pasture (ton.) 1 .01 .01 .16 
"Retail carcass weight. 
^1000 animal units. 
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livestock production and the total is added to the demand for the com­
modities in each market region. 
Production of nitrogenous wastes Historically, livestock wastes 
have served as a primary source of plant nutrients. As livestock 
feeding operations have become larger and more concentrated, waste dis­
posal has become a major concern of both the operators and the community. 
In keeping with this concern, all livestock activities considered in 
the model are subject to the restrictions that the livestock wastes 
must be utilized in the crop production sector. The crop sector gains 
the benefit of the free source of nitrogen from the wastes as the cost 
of the "conventional" system of handling and distributing is included 
in the cost associated with the livestock activity. 
The nitrogen value of the daily production of wastes for the dif­
ferent classes of livestock (52, 59) is adjusted for the efficiency 
of the handling system, the feeding time, and the pattern of the 
activity (144). The per unit production of nitrogen for each activity. 
Table 9, provides the interaction between the nitrogen sector and 
livestock sector of the model. The nitrogen equivalent value of the 
wastes produced by broilers is determined in a similar manner. A 
comparable value for other poultry classes is calculated based on feed 
consumption and commodity production relative to broilers. Sheep and 
lamb wastes are calculated from the coefficients of the endogenous 
ruminants based on the waste production per unit of output. 
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Table 9. Nitrogen fertilizer equivalent value of livestock wastes 
Type Unit Period 
Lbs. of N 
per unit 
Beef cows Head Year 58.0 
Beef feeding (1. 5) a Head Day .102 
Beef feeding (2. 25) Head Day .103 
Beef feeding (3. 0)* Head Day .105 
Dairy Head Year 142.0 
Hogs b Cwt. L.W. Production period 2.8 
Poultry 1000 lbs.,r.c.w. Production Period 28.0 
Eggs 1000 doz. Production period 20.5 
Sheep Cwt., Care., wt. Production period 2.17 
"Rates are expected daily gain of the feeders while in the lot. 
^Poultry represents the production of broilers or turkeys. 
Demand Sector 
The demand balance relationships are defined at the market region 
level. Demand is derived from two sources: first, the demand 
generated within the model as one activity utilizes the product of another 
activity as an input into the production process, and second, the demand 
generated outside the model. The exogenously generated demand is 
represented in the model as a minimum requirement on production^ Suf­
ficient resources must be utilized in order to produce adequate quanti­
ties of the endogenous commodities to satisfy both the endogenous and 
exogenous demands. The exogenous demand is composed of domestic con­
sumption of food and fiber, net e^^orts, exogenous livestock feed re­
quirements, and industrial and nonfood uses. 
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Domestic consumption 
The projected demand for domestic consumption of food and fiber 
is obtained by multiplying projected per capita demands obtained 
from Meister and Nicol (51), Table 10, by the projected popula­
tion reported in the OBERS projections (116). The projected population 
for the United States in the year 2000 is 262.36 million. The national 
demands are allocated to market regions using population weights. 
Cotton and sugar beet demands are defined at the national level only 
and are not allocated to market regions. No per capita consumption 
demand for sugar is reported. Total sugar demand, corrected for im­
ports, is set at 39.9 million tons for 2000. 
A per capita demand of ,0008 cwt. is defined for soybeans in the 
OBERS E' projections. After adjusting this for the per capita supply 
of soybean meal equivalent derived from high protein grain by-products 
such as wheat middlings, gluten, etc., a net per capita supply of 
.0865 cwt. is obtained, 
Net exports 
The net export levels projected for OBERS E', Table 11, reflect the 
impact of the drastic change in international trade conditions during 
the 1971-74 period. Projected export levels are significantly higher 
than previously projected exports. This reflects increased world de= 
mand for cereals. The high export level projections are livestock 
production and consumption in the rest of the world. Grain and oilmeal 
exports are allocated to the market regions in the same proportion as 
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Table 10. Per capita demand of commodities for domestic consumption 
Commodity Unit Quantity 
Barley bu. .05 
Corn bu. 1.309 
Oats bu. .212 
Sorghum bu. -
Wheat bu. 2.338 
Oilmeal cwt. -0.0865^ 
Cotton bales .025 
Sugar tons _b 
Beef and veal Ibs.c 150.7 
Milk Ibs.^ 456.6 
Pork Ibs.c 71.5 
Lamb and mutton lbs.° 1.7 
Turkey lbs.® 12.8 
Broilers ibs.® 51,6 
Eggs Number 456.6 
*Net supply, see text. 
^No per capita demand recorded, see text. 
Carcass weight. 
^Fresh milk equivalent. 
®R-T-C. 
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Table 11. Net exports of commodities for projected normal and high 
export levels in the year 2000 
Exports 
Commodity Unit Normal 
(Mils.) 
High 
(Mils.) 
Barley bu. 35.0 40.0 
Corn bu. 2069.0 3209.0 
Oats bu. 21.0 29.0 
Sorghum bu. 380.0 450.0 
Wheat bu. 319.0 1479.0 
Soybeans bu. 1475.0 1700.0 
Cotton bales 4.2 4.5 
Beef and veal Ibs.^ -2924.0 -1760.0 
Milk Ibs.^ -1040.0 -1040.0 
Pork lbs.® -351.0 -351.0 
Lamb and mutton Ibs.^ -274.0 -275.0 
lbR-° 80.0 80.0 
Broilers lbs.° 253.0 253.0 
Eggs dz. 50.0 50.0 
^Carcass weight. 
^Presh milk equivalent. 
^R-T-C. 
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the average export of each commodity from the major ports during the 
1967-69 period. 
Feed for exogenous livestock 
Feed requirements for sheep and lambs, turkeys, broilers, egg 
production, horses and mules and other exogenous livestock are derived 
from the projected demands for the commodities produced by these 
classes of livestock. The projected demand for these livestock com­
modities is adjusted for export or import levels and the resulting 
demand is allocated to market regions on the basis of 1969 production. 
Market region demand is translated into feed demand by multiplying the 
number of units times the feed requirement of the livestock rations, 
Table 8. 
Other uses 
Miscellaneous uses such as seed production and alcoholic beverages 
are projected by extrapolation of historical use patterns, Table 12. 
Exogenous oilmeal supplies 
Part of the demand for oilmeal for feed is satisfied by exogenous 
supplies of peanut meal and linseed meal, expressed in soybean meal 
equivalents. A ratio relating the supply of oilmeal obtained to total 
production is computed based on the average of the 1968-70 period and 
is used to adjust the net demand for oilmeal. 
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Table 12. Demand of commodities for manufacturing and other uses in 
2000 
Million 
Commodity , , , 
bushels 
Barley 
Corn 
Oats 
Sorghum 
Wheat 
Soybeans 
205.7 
287.1 
48.5 
15.2 
89.7 
571.6 
Transportation Sector 
The fact that available supplies and demands for commodities are 
defined at the market region level implies that there is no spatial 
differentiation among commodities produced or demanded in the various 
producing regions contained within a market region. Among luarkeL 
regions, however, transportation activities simulate the movement of 
production from surplus to deficit regions. The dual criteria for 
defining a market region are that the central city is a major metro­
politan area and that it is a transportation center. The boundaries 
of the market regions are determined by the boundaries of the included 
producing regions. 
Transportation routes are defined between each pair of contiguous 
consuming regions. Additional routes are defined to represent heavily 
used long haul routes if it reduces the mileage by ten percent over the 
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accumulated short haul routes. Two activities are defined for each 
commodity except hay and silage, over each route — one activity for 
shipment in each direction. 
The cost associated with each activity is calculated by applying 
a uniform rate for each commodity over all routes. Ton-mile rates as 
functions of distance for various commodities are determined by least-
squares regression from data given in the 1966 Carload Waybill 
Statistics (39). The equations used in computing the rates are re­
ported by Kicpl and Heady (60). 
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CHAPTER III. CONCEPTUALIZATION AND QUANTIFICATION 
OF THE WATER SECTOR 
Evaluation of alternative national policies and resource allocations 
as means of achieving the goals of society is an area in which the 
economist can make a major contribution. Two tasks face the economist 
in pursuing this effort. One, he must conceptualize the problem and 
the physical relationships and interactions which pertain to the problem 
or contribute to the solution. Two, the economist faces the task of 
quantifying the relationships in physical terms and assigning economic 
weights to the variables. 
In purely theoretical investigations the researcher must satisfy 
only his colleagues. Research in more applied areas must not only meet 
the professional standards of the discipline but must stand up under the 
scrutiny of the untrained eye of the decision makers and the general 
public. The demands of this dual audience often dictate that the as­
sumptions made must conform more closely to reality and the degree of 
aggregation and generalization must be more limited than would be desired 
in purely theoretical investigations. Any investigations of this type 
must be internally consistent and consistent with the real world. 
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The Water Sector 
Water is obtained from two main sources, surface watercourses and 
ground water. The amount of surface water available is determined by 
the magnitude and distribution of the annual precipitation/ the pro­
portion of the precipitation that reaches the watercourses, and the 
availability of reservoir storage. The reservoir storage provides 
the ability to change the intertemporal allocation of the water. 
Excess water from wet periods can be held and then released for use 
in dry periods. This reallocation may occur within a given year or 
over a period of several years. The water in storage is subject to 
losses due to evaporation and percolation into the underlying ground 
strata. Reservoir projects are usually located so that percolation 
losses are minimized leaving evaporation losses as the major restriction 
of the quantity of water that can be made available for use through 
storage. The length of time water would have to be held in storage to 
even out the annual flows is determined by the variability in annual 
precipitation and runoff. The combination of the storage time required 
and the evaporation losses places an upper limit on the quantity of 
water that can be made available. If there were no storage losses, the 
isean annual runoff would represent the maximum quantity of water that 
could be made available for use over time. 
Since losses do occur while water is in storage, the upper limit 
on water availability through storage will always be less than the 
mean annual runoff. The magnitude of the potential loss is a function 
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of the annual evaporation losses and the length of time the water is 
held in storage- The storage time is directly related to the varia­
bility in annual precipitation. As the variability in precipitation 
increases the storage time required to yield a uniform flow increases. 
Ground water supplies are obtained from both stock and flow re­
source endowments. Ground water pumped from closed basins or slowly 
recharged aquifers which have required hundreds to thousands of years 
to accumulate the existing supply are depletions of a stock resource-
Pumping from aquifers which are readily recharged from infiltration 
and percolation of precipitation or deep percolation from streams, 
reservoirs, canals or irrigated land constitutes the utilization of a 
renewable flow resource. The ground water supply available in any 
given year represents the sum of the yields obtained from the renewable 
sources plus the depletion of the stock resource deemed desirable by 
The basic interactions involved in the measurement or estimation 
of the total supply of water available for use in an area are expressed 
in the following set of equations; 
(1) 
Wg = F(NK,A,S^,SJ )^ ( 2 )  
NR = f(P,Vp,G,B) (3) 
= f(E,Vp) (4) 
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"g - '«R'V 
where : 
is the total available water supply; 
Wg is the water available from surface sources; 
W_ is the water available from ground water; (j 
NR is natural runoff; 
A is the area of the basin drained; 
is the storage capacity of reservoirs in the area; 
S_ is the loss of water due to impoundment; 
P is annual precipitation; 
Vp is the variability in annual precipitation; 
G is the affect of geological factors such as slope, soil type 
and texture, infiltration rate, etc.; 
B is the affect of biological factors such as the retardation 
of runoff by plant cover, the use of water and loss by évapo­
transpiration by natural vegetation, etc.; 
E is the net evaporation from reservoirs; 
Y_ is the yield of groundwater from rechargable aquifers; and 
Y is the depletion of ground water from nonrechargable aquifers; 
In order for this formulation to be useful for the development and 
evaluation of policy, planning, or resource allocation it must be 
empirically estimated. In this study water supplies are estimated 
for each of the 58 producing regions contained within the nine river 
basins which drain the Western United States, Figure 12. The nine 
river basins include the Missouri, the Arkansas-White-Red, the Texas-
Figure 12. The 58 producing regions with water supplies defined 
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Gulf, the Pecos-Rio Grande, the Upper Colorado, the Lower Colorado, the 
Great Basin, the Columbia-North Pacific, and the California-South 
Pacific basins. The producing regions containing irrigated crop 
activities are numbered consecutively from 48 through 105. 
Surface Water Supplies 
Consistency in computational procedure and data is one of the 
major problems encountered in developing water supply statistics. Al­
though data for individual areas is available from numerous sources 
including state publications, comprehensive river basin studies and 
Type I studies, etc., the most complete and consistent source of data 
upon which to base the computation of water supplies is The Nations' 
Water Resources (142). Even within this one source some variability 
exists in computational procedures for different river basins and some 
of the natural runoff data may not be directly tied to physical relation­
ships. It is not possible to determine from the text or references 
which procedures were used in which regions. Therefore, since some 
of the data is derived from precipitation-evapotranspiration-runoff rela­
tionships and the data set appears to be internally consistent we will 
assume that the natural runoff data reflects the physical precipitation-
runoff relationship existing in each region. 
The preliminary data for the second national water assessment^ 
contains a more recent estimate of water availability but inspection 
^Memorandum to the NPA Committee (April 18, 1974). 
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of the computational procedures for the agricultural water supplies raises 
the question whether the supplies reflect physical relationships between 
precipitation, percolation, surface runoff, and storage or whether they 
more nearly reflect historical water usage in the various regions. 
Natural runoff 
Natural or "virgin" runoff as reported in The Nation's Water 
Resources (142) is used as the basis for computing surface water sup­
plies. The concept of natural runoff refers to that portion of precipi­
tation which reaches surface watercourses. It is defined as the 
annual flow of water that would appear in surface streams if there were 
no upstream development (142). 
Since the boundaries of the producing regions defined in this in­
vestigation are not consistent with the reporting areas in The Nation's 
Water Resources (142) it is necessary to transform the data to a basis 
consistent with the producing regions. 
The annual natural runoff for each of the producing regions is 
computed as a weighted average of the natural runoff reported for the 
river basin subareas contained in each producing region. The weighting 
factors are area and average annual precipitation- The area of the pro­
ducing regions and the area of each of the included river basin sub-
areas, defined on a county boundary basis, are calculated from the 
acreages contained in the Conservation Needs Inventory (18). The 
acreages are converted to square miles for ease of computation. 
Average annual precipitation for each producing region is compiled 
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from monthly average precipitation measurements for the 19 states 
which are either entirely or partially included in the nine 
western river basins (118-137). Since producing regions are not 
contained within state boundaries the average annual precipita­
tion is a weighted average of the average annual precipitation 
attributable to the state parts included in each producing 
region. The formula for computing average annual precipitation 
is: 
_ J. . ^ meAei. i = 48,..., 105 
A. ' m = 1 n 
inex 1 
where: 
is the average annual precipitation for the ith producing 
region; 
A. is the area of the ith producing region in square miles; 
^mei the average annual precipitation in the mth state 
part of the ith producing region; and 
A . is the area of the mth state part in the ith producing 
mti 
region. 
In order to adjust for inconsistencies resulting from round­
ing errors and aggregation errors during computation, after the 
natural runoff is computed for each producing region the natural 
runoff statistics for all producing regions within a river basin 
are normalized. This makes the statistics consistent with the 
natural runoff reported for the river basin in the Nation's Water 
Resources (142). 
The computational formula is: 
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^ A .  .  ( "  
£ J" )")m. 
iEk j j 3 
where : 
NR^ is the average natural runoff in the ith producing region; 
P. . is the average annual precipitation in the portion of river 
basin subarea j which is in the ith producing,region ; 
is the area of the jth river basin subarea which is in-
eluded in producing region i; 
NR^ is the average natural runoff reported for river basin subarea 
j; 
Aj is the area of river basin subarea j; and 
NR^ is the average natural runoff reported for river basin k. 
The average annual precipitation, area in square miles, average 
natural runoff in inches per year and acre feet per square mile, and 
the average annual natural runoff for the producing regions with 
irrigation activities are listed in Table 13. 
Reservoir storage 
Mean annual runoff is the maximum amount of water than can be 
expected over a period of years. The variation in annual precipitation 
results in a distribution of years with above average runoff and years 
with below average runoff. In the western states reservoir development 
has been undertaken in an attempt to change the intertemporal alloca-
cation of water by storing water in years with above normal precipitation 
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Table 13. Average annual precipitation, area in square miles, and 
average natural runoff in inches per year, acre feet per 
square mile, and 1000 acre feet for each producing region 
requiring water supplies 
Average natural runoff 
(inches) (acre ft. (1,000 
per sq. acre 
mile) feet) 
„ , . Average 
Producing , Area 
annual , . 
-5- precipitation 
(inches) 
48 
49 
50 
51 
14.71 
14.25 
14.47 
13.00 
26439 
36205 
16855 
73998 
1.15 
3.15 
1.15 
2.54 
61.3 
168.0 
61.3 
135.5 
1621,6 
6082.4 
1033.8 
10024.4 
52 
53 
54 
55 
15.90 
19.49 
14.21 
19.94 
93657 
36876 
59516 
39889 
.64 
.71 
1.50 
1.67 
34.1 
37.9 
80.0 
89.1 
3196.8 
1396.4 
4761.3 
3552-8 
56 
57 
58 
59 
25.15 
30.94 
21.16 
31.83 
6455 
22098 
40234 
14653 
2.66 
4.10 
1.40 
2.23 
141.9 
218.7 
74.7 
118.9 
915.7 
4832.1 
3004.1 
1742.7 
60 
61 
62 
63 
40.64 
46.86 
15.28 
19.60 
40422 
19666 
24801 
46171 
8.58 
17.28 
1.43 
1.81 
457.6 
921.6 
76.3 
96.5 
18497.0 
18124.1 
1891.5 
4457.0 
64 
65 
66 
67 
41.73 
16.75 
26.59 
16.91 
39183 
30090 
16221 
4208 
11.22 
1.44 
2.38 
.23 
598.4 
76.8 
126.9 
12.3 
23447.0 
2310.9 
2059.0 
51.6 
68 
69 
70 
71 
22.73 
43.09 
42.93 
32.72 
35450 
25197 
16998 
3.35 
16.70 
14.78 
11.21 
178.7 
890.7 
788.3 
597 = 9 
6333.7 
22442.0 
13398.9 
15659.8 
72 
73 
74 
75 
15.78 
25.73 
13.23 
19.51 
13050 
33287 
14467 
31985 
.12 
2.87 
.09 
2 .02  
6 . 1  
153.1 
4.8 
107.7 
8 0 . /  
5095.1 
69.4 
3445.8 
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Table 13 (Continued) 
Producing 
Average 
annual 
^ precipitation 
(inches) 
Area 
(square) 
miles 
Average natural runoff 
(inches) (acre ft. 
per sq. 
mile) 
(1,000 
acre 
feet) 
76 
77 
78 
79 
26.67 
11.86 
11.06 
12.03 
37905 
8185 
58563 
33206 
2.99 
1.40 
.92 
.47 
159.5 
74.7 
49.1 
25.1 
6044.5 
611.1 
2873.5 
832.4 
80 
81 
82 
83 
12.70 
19.71 
11.86 
14.47 
20362 
15884 
46171 
25656 
.52 
.72 
2.44 
4.80 
27.7 
38.4 
130.1 
256.0 
564.7 
609.9 
6088.3 
6567.9 
84 
85 
86 
87 
10.82 
8.83 
8.29 
13.68 
30536 
26537 
62783 
65017 
1.53 
.31 
. 28  
.63 
81.6 
16.5 
14.9 
33.6 
2491.7 
438.7 
937.6 
2184.6 
88 
89 
90 
91 
14.88 
9.42 
8.67 
11.40 
24907 
20369 
73151 
18061 
1.95 
1.21 
.41 
1.14 
104.0 
64.5 
21,9 
60.8 
2590.3 
1314.5 
1599.6 
1098.1 
92 
93 
94 
95 
24.45 
18.51 
16.17 
19.55 
35720 
59434 
64972 
31690 
15.48 
7.29 
4.61 
12.52 
825.6 
388.8 
245.9 
667.7 
29490.2 
23107.8 
15974.3 
21160.3 
96 
97 
98 
99 
58.75 
62.34 
19.49 
64.83 
38427 
15772 
18400 
23534 
51.04 
47.38 
1.05 
23.97 
2722.1 
2526.9 
56.0 
1278.4 
104602.8 
39854.5 
1030.4 
30085.7 
100 
101 
102 
103 
32.84 
19.29 
44.67 
20.29 
31615 
32661 
6944 
11195 
12.63 
7.43 
9.36 
673.6 
396.3 
499.2 
OOK 1 
21295.7 
12942.4 
3466.4 
2510. 6 
104 
105 
6.80 
9.11 
42548 
13842 
.93 
.69 
49.6 
36.8 
2110.4 
509.4 
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for release in years which have below normal precipitation. Reservoir 
storage capacity has a direct effect on the quantity of water avail­
able and must be considered when developing water supply statistics. 
Lof and Hardison (47) have developed a relationship between stream 
flow and reservoir storage capacity. Mean annual flow adjusted for 
evaporation losses from reservoirs is considered to be the maximum 
amount of water which can be made available for use through construction 
of surface storage. The storage required to provide any desired level 
of flow in 95 and 98 percent of the years is reported in their paper 
for each major river basin in the United States. Mean annual runoff 
is assumed to be equivalent to mean annual flow in using the Lof and 
Hardison technique. Storage to mean annual runoff ratios which will 
make various percentages for mean annual runoff available for use 
in 95 percent of the years are computed for all the river basins in 
the Western United States and are reported in Table 14. 
Reservoir storage capacities for each of the producing regions in 
the irrigated areas have been conrotued from U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 
U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Army Corps of Engineer, and various state 
publications (19, 38, 49, 78-98, 139, 141, 146). Active conservation 
capacity and joint use capacity for all reservoirs with a capacity of 
5.000 acre feet or more which are completed, under construction or 
authorized are summed to obtain the total storage capacity for each 
producing region, Table 15. All authorized reservoir projects are 
expected to be completed and in operation by 2000. Therefore, they are 
Table 14. Storage to mean annual flow .ratios to make the indicated percent of mean annual flow 
availal>le with 95 percent probability of adequacy (Source: 32) 
Percent gross mean annual flow available 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 
upper Missouri 0.035 0,075 0.138 0.225 0.349 0.522 0.725 0.988 1.750 
Lower Missouri 0.085 0.160 0.235 0.355 0.542 0.822 1.215 1.740 3.250 
upper Ark.-
White-Red 0.005 0.130 0.2&9 0.438 0.676 1.000 1.444 - - -
Lower Ark.-
White-Red 0.100 0.190 0.305 0.455 0.590 0.762 1.015 1.475 2.370 
Western Gulf 0.100 0.150 0.379 0.589 0.920 1.300 1.900 2.920 
Upper Rio Grande 
fi Pecos 0.025 0.070 0.115 0.175 0.260 0.400 0.580 0.840 1.500 
Colorado 0.030 0.075 0.125 0.200 0.300 0,420 0.571 0.775 1.278 2.680 
Great Basin 0.020 0.050 0.0)5 0.181 0.312 0.481 0.730 1.152 1.925 3.695 
Pacific N.W. 0.030 0.070 0.115 0.175 0.260 0.374 0.449 0.574 0.900 1.622 
Central Pac. 0.075 0.139 0.205 0.274 0.391 0.562 0.850 1.350 3.050 
South Pac. 0.100 0.283 0.545 0.838 1.263 1.820 2.660 
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Table 15. Mean annual runoff, storage capacity, and storage-mean annual 
runoff ratio for the producing regions in the Western United 
States 
Mean 
annual Storage capacity (1000 a.f.) orage 
region runoff Completed Authorized Total "f. 
(1000 a.f.) 
(Missouri Region) 
48 1621.6 201.0 201.0 .124 
49 6082.4 3054.7 3054.7 .502 
50 1033.8 13740.8 13740.8 13.292 
51 10024.2 2324.9 2324.9 .232 
52 3196.8 34288.3 34288.3 10.726 
53 1396.4 6048.0 6048.0 4.331 
54 4761.3 6486.3 293.8 6780.1 1.424 
55 3552.8 236.1 339.7 577.8 .163 
56 915.7 
57 4832.1 
58 3004.1 1461.3 25.3 1486.6 .495 
59 1742.7 1149.6 214.3 1363.9 .783 
60 18497.0 3863.2 232.9 4096.1 .221 
(Arkansas-White-Red) 
61 18124.1 8208.0 8208.0 .453 
62 1891.5 1112.6 264.0 1376.6 .728 
63 4457.0 939.8 259.0 1198.8 .270 
64 23447=0 31.54.4 739.9 3885.3 .166 
65 2310.9 1298.3 200.0 1498.3 .648 
66 2059.0 3207.2 3207.2 1.558 
67 51.6 23.3 23.3 .452 
68 6333.7 1775.0 299.0 2074.0 .327 
69 22442.0 4999.8 337.2 5337.0 .238 
(Texas-Gulf) 
70 13398.9 5370.6 2324.6 8055.2 .601 
71 15659.3 5420.8 2649.1 7889.9 .504 
72 80.7 41.8 41.S ,518 
73 5095.1 3152.4 2480.1 5632.5 1.105 
74 69.4 80.9 80.9 1.166 
75 3445.8 3646.0 3646.0 1.058 
76 6044.5 948.8 274.9 1223.7 .202 
(Pecos-Rio Grande) 
77 611.1 239.5 100.8 340.3 .557 
78 2873.5 3794.6 59.3 3853.9 1.341 
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Table 15 (Continued) 
Producing 
Mean 
annual Storage capacity (1000 1 a.f.) 
Storage 
maf 
ratio region 
runoff 
(1000 a.f.) 
Completed Authorized Total 
79 832.4 364.5 364.5 .438 
80 564.7 300.3 300.3 .532 
81 609.9 6355.9 
(Upper Colorado) 
6355.9 2.473* 
82 6088.3 5104.8 149.6 5254.4 .875 
83 6567.9 1766.8 786.9 2553.7 .389 
84 2491.7 22145.9 
(Lower 
252.2 
Colorado) 
22398.1 8.989 
85 438.7 84.1 84.1 .191 
86 937.6 18097.4 18097.4 19.302 
87 2184.6 6043.8 
(Great Basin) 
6043.8 2.767 
88 2590.3 3282.3 45.0 3327.3 1.285 
89 1314.5 432.7 432.7 .329 
90 1599.6 276.9 223.1 500.0 .313 
91 1098.1 1517.7 1517.7 1.382 
(Columbia-North Pacific) 
92 29490.2 11303.9 11303.9 .383 
93 23107.8 9705.7 11.5 9717.2 .421 
94 15974.3 8608.2 309.2 8917.4 .558 
95 21160.3 1160.3 204.0 1364.3 .064 
96 104602.8 2994.6 354.1 3348.7 .032 
97 33854.5 2581=2 2581.2 .065 
98 1030.4 96.3 96.3 .093 
(California-South Pacific) 
99 30085.7 3526.0 319.2 3845.2 .128 
100 21295.7 11787.6 833.8 12621.4 .593 
101 12942.4 9726.9 239.6 9966.5 .770 
102 3466.4 2745.3 1075.1 3820.4 1.102 
103 2519.6 1231.5 1231.5 .433 
104 2110.4 2133.7 2133.7 1.011 
105 509.4 302.0 302.0 .593 
^Accounts for 1960.0 thousand acre feet of natural runoff from 
Mexico. 
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included in the total storage capacity. 
Storage-natural runoff ratio 
The storage-natural runoff ratio is computed for each producing 
region by dividing the reservoir storage by the mean annual runoff. 
Each producing region is located geographically by river basin and the 
computed ratio is interpolated into the proper row in Table 14 to get 
proportion of mean annual runoff which is available with 95 percent 
probability of adequacy, Table 16. This proportion is multiplied 
by mean annual runoff, Table 13, to get gross dependable surface water 
supply. 
Reservoir storage losses 
Water is lost from surface storage through evaporation. Lof and 
Hardison (47) report evaporation losses for each river basin as a per­
centage of storage. Storage losses are computed by multiplying the 
reservoir storage capacity by the percentage of evaporation loss. The 
gross supply is adjusted for evaporation losses to get net dependable 
surface water supplies attributable to storage. Table 16. 
Maximum net flows obtainable 
The storage required to provide a given level of mean annual runoff 
increases at an increasing rate as the desired level of mean annual 
runoff increases. At some point the evaporation losses accruing from 
the increment of storage capacity necessary to deliver a higher level of 
mean annual runoff becomes greater than the projected increase in 
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Table 16. Net flow made available with 95 percent probability of 
adequacy through flow regulating storage 
Flow 
Producing Storage Proportion vap. available 
region MaR MM lôS" (l?So though 
(1000 a.f.) a.f.) (JSooTf.) 
48 .124 .27777 450.4 4.44 8.9 441.5 
49 .502 .58844 3579.1 4.44 135.6 3443.5 
50 2.360 .95000 6760.4 4.44 745.7 2571.2 
51 .232 .40070 4016.7 4.44 103.2 3913.5 
52 2.769 .95000 12560.0 4.44 1625.6 7020.9 
53 4.331 .95000 1326.6 4.44 268.5 1058.1 
54 1.424 .85722 4081.5 4.44 301.0 3780.5 
55 .163 .37126 1319.0 4.44 25.6 1293.4 
56 .085 .10000* 91.6 2.45 1.9 89.7 
57 ,085 .10000* 483.2 2.45 10.1 473.1 
58 .495 .58439 1755.6 4.44 66.0 1689.6 
59 .783 .58609 1021.3 2.45 33.4 987.9 
60 .221 .28133 5203.8 2.45 100.4 5103.4 
61 .453 . ..39867 7225.5 3.57 293.0 6932.5 
62 .728 .51605 976.1 11.70 161.1 815.0 
63 .270 .30072 1340.3 11.70 140.3 1200.0 
64 .166 .17333 4064.1 3.57 138.7 3925.4 
65 .648 .48824 1128.3 11.70 175.3 953.0 
66 1.558 .70000 1441.3 11.70 375.2 1066.1 
67 .452 .40588 20.9 11.70 2.7 18.2 
68 .327 .33432 2117.5 11.70 242.7 1874.8 
69 .238 .24174 5425.1 3.57 190.5 5234.6 
70 .601 .40363 54G3.2 Oo 31 6S9.4 473B.8 
71 .504 .35952 5630.0 8.31 655.7 4974.3 
72 .518 .36619 29.6 8.31 3.5 26.1 
73 1.105 .54868 2795.6 8.31 468.1 2327.5 
74 1,166 .56474 39.2 8.31 6.7 32.5 
75 1.058 .53632 1848.1 8.31 303,0 1545.1 
76 .202 .22271 1346.2 8.31 101.7 1244.5 
77 . 557 .63722 420.0 9,16 31.2 388.8 
78 1.341 .87591 2516.9 9.16 353.0 2163.9 
79 . 438 .62111 517.0 9.16 33.4 483.6 
80 .532 .67333 330.2 9.16 27,5 352-7 
81 2.473 .90000 548.9 9,16 582.2 410.7 
82 .875 .81988 4926.1 5.86 307.9 4618.2 
83 .389 .57417 3771.1 5.86 149.6 3621.5 
^Assume sufficient storage capacity available in reservoirs with 
less than 5,000 acre feet capacity to provide .10 of mean annual 
runoff. 
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Table 16 (Continued) 
Producing Storage 
region MAR 
Proportion 
MAR 
Gross 
water 
supply 
(1000 a.f.) 
% 
Evap. 
loss 
Evap. 
loss 
(1000 
a.f.) 
Flow 
available 
through 
storage 
(1000 a.f.) 
84 2.005 .92593 13951.8 5.86 1770.1 3942.0 
85 .191 .38800 170.2 5.86 4.9 165.3 
86 2.943 .95000 15622.0 5.86 2835.5 604.8 
87 2.767 .95000 2075.4 5.86 354.2 1721.2 
88 1.285 .81721 2116.8 8.20 272.8 1844.0 
89 .329 .51006 670.5 8.20 35.5 635.0 
90 .313 .50059 800.7 8.20 - 41.0 759.4 
91 1.382 .82975 911.1 8.20 124.5 786.6 
92 .383 .61200 18048.0 1.10 124.3 18048.0 
93 .421 .66267 15312.8 1.10 106.9 15205.9 
94 .558 .78720 12575.0 1.10 98.1 12476.9 
95 .064 .18500 3914.7 1.10 15.0 3899.7 
96 .032 .10500 10983.3 1.10 36.8 10946.5 
97 .065 .18750 7472.7 1.10 28.4 7444.3 
98 .093 .25111 258.7 1.10 1.1 257.6 
99 .128 .18281 5500.0 1.11 42.7 5457.3 
100 .593 .61076 13006.6 1.11 140.0 12866.5 
101 .770 .67222 8700.1 1.11 iio.6 8589.5 
102 1.102 > 75040 2601.2 1.11 42.4 2558.8 
103 .489 .27863 702.0 7.17 88.3 613.7 
104 1.011 .44071 930.1 7.17 153.0 777.1 
105 .593 .31638 161.2 7.17 21.7 139.5 
available water and a net reduction in usable water results. The 
maximum level of water availability is always less than the mean 
annual runoff. In regions where evaporation losses are high and where 
carry-over storage requireraents are large the masimian maintainable flow 
is reached at lower flow levels than in the more humid regions where 
evaporation losses are lower and carry-over periods shorter. The rela­
tionships developed by Lof and Hardison (47) are used to compute the 
maximum net flow available from each producing region, the potential for 
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developing additional supplies through construction of reservoir storage 
and the additional construction required to provide the maximum at­
tainable net flow. Table 17. 
Computations for several of the producing regions indicate that 
more water would be available if less storage capacity were available in 
the region. This stems from the fact that the storage capacity require­
ment is computed only for flow regulation. Storage requirements for 
maintaining a power head for hydroelectric generation, flood control, or 
other uses which require a discharge schedule other than for flow regu­
lation are excluded. These requirements would generally be in addition 
to those for flow regulation. If the total storage requirements in a 
region exceed the storage requirements for flow regulation then the 
maximum attainable flow cannot be reached. On site uses of water which 
have generally been considered as nonconsumptive have been transformed 
through their large storage requirements into consumptive uses. In 
the regions which show this characteristic the maximuia attainable 
annual flow has been achieved and the onsite uses have a consumption 
component equal to the difference between the maximum attainable flow 
and the flow realized when all storage capacity is utilized. 
Natural variability in precipitation and runoff 
The variability and amount of precipitation are important factors 
in determining the quantity of storage capacity necessary to maintain a 
given level of mean annual runoff, A region with a high mean annual 
precipitation and uniform distribution of precipitation within and among 
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Table 17. Maximum net flow attainable from flow regulating storage with 
98 percent probability of adequacy, potential increase in 
supply and additional storage capacity required by region 
for 2000 
Producing Maximum net flow Potential A Storage 
region % MAR 1000 AF A supply required 
(Missouri Region) 
48 .80 1297.3 890.6 3204.4 
49 .80 4865.9 1694.6* 9718.3* 
50 .80 2521.7 34.1^ (1851.5)® 
51 .80 8019.4 4567.1® 20815.9* 
52 .80 7124.5 303.57 (8849.1)^ 
53 .80 1117.1 59.0° (3115.6)° 
54 .80 3809.0 210.8 3218.6 
55 .80 2842.2 1799.2 6883.8 
56 .78 714.2 624.5 3859.7 
57 .78 3769.0 3295.9 20367.3 
58 .80 2403.3 900.7 4047.3 
59 .78 1359.3 479.3 6129.7 
60 00
 
14427.7 9888.5 75441.0 
(Arkansas-White-Red) 
61 .79 14318.0 8072.7 46164.3 
62 .48 907.9 207.2 2595.6 
63 .48 2139.4 1172.6 8160.9 
64 .79 18523.1 14769.9 66455.7 
65 .48 1109.2 292.8 3354.6 
66 = 48 988.3 12.8 1116.7 
67 .48 24.8 9.5 85.1 
68 .48 3040.2 1476.8 11226.8 
69 .79 17729.2 12822.2 61989.0 
(Texas-Gulf) 
70 .50 6699.5 2865.9 28121.8 
71 .50 7829.9 3765.3 34391.6 
72 .50 40.4 19.2 176-1 
73 .50 2547.6 541.9 8124.3 
Indicates a reallocation of supply, not an increase in total 
availability. 
^Indicates magnitude of water lost due to onsite uses which re­
quire storage capacity in excess of that required for flow maintenance. 
^Storage capacity in excess of that required for flow maintenance. 
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Table 17 (Continued) 
Producing Maximum net : flow Potential A Storage 
region % MAR 1000 AF A supply required 
74 .50 34.7 6.6 106.5 
75 .50 1722.9 395.5 5657.7 
76 .50 3022.3 2045.3 15096.5 
(Rio Grande) 
77 .74 452.2 79.8 637.5 
78 .74 2126.4 87.5 743.7 
79 .74 616.0 141.8 967.3 
80 .74 417.9 78.5 603.2 
81 .74 451.3 40.6 (5148.5)^ 
(Upper Colorado) 
82 .81 4866.7 476.8* 6161.4® 
83 .81 5320.0 1861.9* 9925.3® 
84 .81 12205.0 291.6* (1577.2)° 
(Lower Colorado) 
85 .81 355.3 190.1* 749.4® 
86 .81 1241.1 675.5* (17143.7)° 
87 .81 1769.5 198.5 (1893.1)° 
(Great Basin) 
88 .70 1813.2 106.2 1594.3 
89 .70 920.2 375.9 2064.9 
90 .70 1119.7 470.8 2539.2 
91 . 70 7So« 7 32.4 568.7 
(Columbia-North Pacific) 
92 .93 27425.9 10671.5 74217.7 
93 .93 21490.3 7854.8 57295.6 
94 .93 14856.1 3580.0 37408.1 
95 .93 19679.1 15779.4 60000.6 
96 .93 97280.6 86334.1 299999.4 
97 .93 37064.7 29620.4 112996.8 
9o .93 958.3 700.7 2891.9 
(California-South Pacific) 
99 .88 26475.4 21018.1 134549.0 
100 .88 18740.2 5873.7 85338.8 
101 .88 11389.3 2799.8 49568.5 
102 .88 3050.4 491.6 12125.0 
103 .44 1108.6 494.9 7083.2 
104 .44 928.6 231.6 4830.6 
105 .44 224.1 98.8 1379.0 
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years requires a much lower storage capacity to maintain flow adequate 
to satisfy demands than a region with less annual precipitation and 
greater variability over time. 
In some regions the precipitation is uniform enough that the mean 
annual runoff occurring naturally exceeds the quantity indicated as being 
available through current storage capacities. Mean annual discharge 
and 95 percent probable discharge data provided by the U.S. Geological 
Survey^ for the 99 aggregated subareas are used as a measure of the 
natural variability in runoff. The ratio of 95 percent probable dis­
charge to mean annual discharge. Table 18, is compared with the pro­
portion of mean annual runoff available through storage. In those 
regions where the discharge ratio is greater than the indicated propor­
tion of mean annual runoff available it is assumed that discharge from 
the region is directly related to runoff, and that the proportion of mean 
annual runoff consistent with the proportion of mean annual discharge 
occurring with 95 percent probability represents the gross dependable 
surface supply available with 95 percent probability of exceedance. 
This gross supply is adjusted for evaporation losses from existing 
reservoirs to get a net surface water supply in these producing regions. 
Table 18. 
^Surface water supply statistics for 1975 National Water Assessment 
provided by the U.S. Geological Survey. 
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Table 18. Water availability expected to occur with 95 percent probability 
without additional flow regulating storage 
Producing 
region 
Mean 
annual 
discharge 
(cfs) 
95% 
probable 
discharge 
(cfs) 
Ratio 
95% prob. 
MAR 
Surface water 
available 
naturally 
(1000 a.f.) 
(Missouri Region) 
48 10.8 6.3 .58333 937.0 
49 8.4 4.6 .54762 3443.5 
50 10.0 5.8 .58000 0.0* 
51 12.0 6.8 .56667 5577.2 
52 23.7 11.8 .49789 0.0 
53 27.0 17.6 .65185 641.7 
54 1.8 0.99 .550Ù0 2317.7 
55 7.1 4.4 .61972 2176.1 
56 7.1 4.4 .61972 565.6 
57 41.1 30.4 .73955 3564.0 
58 6.6 2.0 .30303 844.3 
59 6.6 2.0 .30303 987.9 
60 70.8 28.3 .39972 7356.6 
(Arkansas-White-Red) 
61 24.6 11.6 .47154 8253.2 
62 0. 24 0.091 .37317 815.0 
63 6.2 1.6 .25806 1200.0 
64 39.8 11.1 .28274 6490.7 
65 5.9 1.6 .27119 451.4 
66 5.9 1.6 .27119 183.2 
57 0.0 0.0 nnnAA m kV W Vy 0.0 
68 3.2 1.5 .46875 2726.2 
69 30.5 10.1 .31500 6879.1 
(Texas-Gulf) 
70 15.4 4.7 .30519 367.9 
71 11.6 2.2 .18965 2314.2 
72 7.3 1-2 .16438 17.7 
73 7.3 1.2 .16438 369.4 
74 2,8 0.5 .17857 25.7 
75 2.3 0.5 ,17857 1024.4 
76 6.1 1.0 .16393 889.2 
^Evaporation losses greater than 95% probable flow occurring 
naturally within the region. 
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Table 18 (Continued) 
Producing 
region 
Mean 
annual 
discharge 
(cfs) 
95% 
probable 
discharge 
(cfs) 
Ratio 
95% prob. 
MAR 
Surface water 
available 
naturally 
(1000 a.f.) 
(Rio Grande) 
77 0.53 0.084 .15849 65.7 
78 0.53 0.19 .35849 677.1 
79 0.9 0.32 .35556 262.6 
80 0.21 0.027 .12857 45.1 
81 0.0 0.0 .00000 0.0 
(Upper Colorado) 
82 5.9 2.8 .47458 2543.5 
83 7.9 3.5 .44304 2760.2^ 
84 15.4 6.0 .38961 0.0 
(Lower Colorado) 
85 0.42 0.26 .61905 266.7, 
86 2.4 1.9 .79166 0.0 
87 0.0 0.0 .00000 0.0 
(Great Basin) 
88 0.0 0.0 .00000 0.0 
89 0.0 0.0 .00000 0.0 
90 0.0 0.0 .00000 0.0 
91 0.0 0.0 .00000 0.0 
(Columbia-North Pacific) 
92 54.4 30.1 .55331 16192.9 
93 195.0 140.0 .66667 15298.5 
94 18.7 9.9 .52941 8358.9 
95 56.2 38,2 .75467 15954.0 
96 356.0 252.0 .69565 72730.4 
97 52.0 36.4 .700000 27869.8 
98 
(California-South Pacific) 
99 40.3 17.2 .42680 12797.9 
100 32.5 14.1 .43385 9099.9 
101 35.6 12.7 .35674 4506.5 
192 5.6 1.7 .30357 1009.9 
103 2.3 0.25 .10870 185.6 
104 0.69 0.08 .11594 91.7 
105 0.0 0.0 .00000 0.0 
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Conveyance losses and net surface water supplies 
In each region the 95 percent probable water supply available at the , 
reservoir gate. Table 19, represents the larger of either the mean 
annual runoff provided with 95 percent probability of adequacy through 
storage or the mean annual runoff occurring 95 percent of the time due 
to the natural distribution of precipitation. 
The crop and livestock water use coefficients used in the model 
represent consumptive use or net diversions. Net diversion is the 
difference between the total amount of water diverted from the natural 
watercourse, and the amount available for reuse or return flow. This 
is a valid concept for evaluating the adequacy of water supplies. How­
ever, using supplies computed at the reservoir or watercourse and de­
mands on the basis of net diversions over estimates the number of units 
of land that can be irrigated unless it is assumed that there is no 
loss between the watercourse and the farm gate. Since this is not a 
reasonable assumption the water supplies are adjusted for conveyance 
losses to convert the water supplies to a farm gate basis. The water 
represented by conveyance losses is not completely unavailable for use 
since losses from canals and distribution systems represent a major 
contribution to ground water recharge and much of the water removed from 
the surface water supplies reappears in the form of ground water pumped 
from recharged aquifers. 
Total diversions and conveyance losses are reported for irrigation 
organizations in the 1969 agricultural census (114). Dividing conveyance 
losses by total diversions gives the proportion of water lost between the 
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Table 19. Regional surface water supplies and conveyance losses 
Producing Gross supply Conveyance losses Net surface supply 
region (1000 a.f.) % (1000 a.f.) (1000 a.f.) 
(Missouri Region) 
48 937.0 .11979 112.2 824.8 
49 3443.5 .11979 412.5 3031.0 
50 2592.8 .11979 310.6 2282-6 
51 5577.2 .12110 675.4 4901.8 
52 7256.7 .28614 2076.4 5180.3 
53 1131.1 .30063 340.0 791.1 
54 3780.5 .14710 556.1 3224.4 
55 2176.1 .28261 615.0 1561.1 
56 565.6 .28261 159.8 405.8 
57 3564.0 .28261 1007.2 2556.8 
58 1689.6 .24957 421.7 1267.9 
59 987.9 .24957 246.6 741.3 
60 7356.6 .24957 1836.0 5736.0 
(Arkansas-White-Red) 
61 8253.2 .14945 1233.4 7019.8 
62 815.0 .15863 129.5 685.7 
63 1200.0 .19567 234.8 965.2 
64 6490.7 .18026 1170.0 5320.7 
65 953.0 .26012 247.9 705.1 
66 1066.1 .19567 208.6 857.5 
67 18.2 .09646 1.8 16.4 
68 2726.2 .14606 389.2 2328.0 
69 6879.1 .14719 1012.5 5866.6 
(Texas-Gulf) 
70 4738.8 .12240 580.0 4158.8 
71 4974.3 .08289 412.3 4562.0 
72 26.1 .08289 2.2 23.9 
73 2327.5 .08289 192.9 2134.6 
74 32.5 .08289 2.7 29.8 
75 1545.1 .08289 128.1 1417.0 
76 1244.5 .08289 103.2 1141.3 
(Rio Grande) 
77 388.8 .19094 70,3 318.5 
78 2163.9 .23431 507.0 1656.9 
79 483.6 .19346 93.6 390.0 
80 352.7 .23431 82.6 270.1 
81 494.0 .19346 95.6 398.4 
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Table 19 (Continued) 
Producing Gross supply Conveyance losses Net surface supply 
region (1000 a.f.) % (1000 a.f.) (100 a.f.) 
(Upper Colorado) 
82 4618.2 .12157 561.4 4056.8 
83 3621.5 .11136 403.3 3218.2 
84 3942.0 ,11061 463.0 3506.0 
(Lower Colorado) 
85 266.7 .13971 37.3 229.4 
86 877.2 .12934 242.8 1877.2 
87 1889.7 .14059 265.7 1624.0 
(Great Basin) 
88 1844.0 .11754 216.7 1627.3 
89 635.0 .11754 74.6 560.4 
90 759.4 .15445 117.3 642,1 
91 786.6 .13176 103.6 683.0 
(Columbia-North Pacific) 
92 18023.7 .19639 3539.7 14484.0 
93 15298.5 .14772 2259.9 13038.6 
94 12476.9 .10949 1366.1 11110.8 
95 15954.0 .10171 1622.7 14331.3 
96 72730.4 .17509 12734.4 59996.0 
97 27869.8 .10212 2846.1 25023.7 
98 257.6 .19333 49.8 207.8 
(California-South Pacific) 
99 12797.9 .10546 1349.7 11448.2 
100 12866.5 .10262 1320.4 11546.1 
101 8589.5 .10262 881.5 7708.1 
102 2558.8 .10262 262.6 2296.2 
103 613.7 .10262 63.0 550.7 
104 777.1 .10262 79.7 697.4 
105 139.5 .10262 14.3 125.2 
point of origin and the point or use. In this tsodsl it is assumed 
that the total surface water supply is delivered either to points of 
use within the region or to the border of the region for export to other 
regions. Therefore, conveyance losses are computed for each region by 
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multiplying the surface supply times the proportion of diversions loss 
by irrigation organizations as computed for that region. Table 19. 
Surface water transfers 
The model allows surface water to be transferred between producing 
regions within a river basin by natural flows and by manmade transfer 
facilities. Transfers between producing regions in different river 
basins are allowed where man-made diversion facilities now exist or are 
under construction. The interbasin transfers and the man-made intra-
basin transfers are limited by the capacity of these facilities. The 
entire surface supply of water originating in a region may be trans­
ferred; therefore, demands for water in the region of origin are competing 
with demands in all downstream regions and any regions which may be the 
recipients of man-made transfers. Water transfer losses are computed 
for each transfer activity. These computations reflect the loss oc­
curring in the importing region and all intervening regions through 
which the water passes, Table 20. 
Ground Water Supplies 
Ground water statistics have been compiled from comprehensive river 
basin studies, state publications, and background data for the second 
national water assessment^ (2, 9-14, 21, 25, 42-46, 53, 54, 61-67, 142, 
145). Pumping rates which are less than recharge rates are considered 
^Water supply statistics provided by the Technical Committee for the 
1975 National Water Assessment. 
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Table 20. Interregional water transfer activities, deliveries per acre 
foot exported, and activity cost for 2000 
Region Deliveries Cost Region Deliveries Cost 
Exp. Imp. (acre feet) Exp. Imp. (acre feet) 
48 52 .71386 6.15 63 64 .81974 6.85 
48 57 .51212 5.96 65 64 .60651 4.57 
48 60 .38431 5.14 65 66. .73988 4.47 
49 50 .88021 3.31 65 67^ .90354 6.14 
49 48 .77477 6.48 65 67^ .90354 6.14 
49 52 .55308 2.36 65 72® .91711 8.48 
49 57 .39677 2.29 66 64 .81974 5.62 
49 60 .29775 1.97 67 68 .85394 9.70 
50 48 .88021 7.36 67 69 .72825 8.93 
50 52 .62835 2.36 68 69 .85281 12.25 
50 57 .45077 2.29 72 73 .91711 9.20 
50 60 .33827 1.97 74 75 .91711 9.21 
51 52 .71386 2.16 77 78 .76569 5.77 
51 57 .51212 2.10 77 79 .61756 5.29 
51 60 .38431 1.81 77 81 .49809 4.89 
52 53 .69937 2.24 78 79 .80654 5.29 
52 57 .71739 2.65 78 81 .65051 6.39 
52 60 .53835 2.28 79 81 .80654 7.92 
53 57 .71739 2.65 80 79 .80654 5.18 
53 60 .53835 2.28 80 81 .65051 6.39 
54 55 .71739 9.39 82 84 .88939 2.66 
54 56 .71739 9.06 82 86 .77436 5.77 
54 57 .51465 9.26 82 88* .88246 4.77 
54 60 .38621 7.98 82 104® .76936 45-59 
55 56 .71739 8.76 83 54; .85290 li.ÛS 
55 57 .71739 8.95 83 62 .84137 6.68 
55 59 .75043 8.49 83 77® .81906 3.77 
55 60 .53835 7.92 83 78 .62715 3.62 
55 57 .71739 8.95 83 79® .50582 2.46 
56 60 .53835 7.72 83 81 .40796 4.01 
57 60 .75043 2.82 83 84 .88939 3.00 
58 59 .75043 7.56 83 .77436 5.77 
58 60 .56315 6.87 83 104® .76936 45.59 
58 63^ .80433 9.44 84 
104" 
.87066 6.49 
59 60 .75043 6=87 84 .86612 51.31 
62 63 .80433 8.64 85 86 .87066 7.44 
62 64 .65934 6.85 86 104 .99478 58.94 
"interbasin transfers. 
^Intrabasin man-made transfers. 
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Table 20 (Continued) 
Region Deliveries Cost Region Deliveries Cost 
Exp. Imp. Exp. Imp. 
87 86 .87066 12.73 99 105b .72265 2.85 
92 93 .85228 2.30 100 91% .86824 9.00 
92 96 .70305 2.97 100 101^ .89738 6.33 
93 96_ .82491 3.48 100 102% .89738 6.43 
94 90 .84555 4.91 100 103b .80529 29.20 
94 93 .76559 2.05 100 104 .80529 47.71 
94 95 .89829 4.87 100 105b .80529 6.15 
94 96 .63155 2.67 101 102* .89738 6.60 
95 93 .85228 3.12 101 103% .89738 32.54 
95 96 .70305 3.04 101 104b .89738 53.17 
99 100^ .89738 5.66 101 105b .89738 6.53 
99 lOlJ .80529 5.42 105 91* .86824 5.74 
99 .89738 6.43 105 101% .89738 6.03 
99 103% .72265 26.20 105 104 .99478 58-94 
99 104b .72265 42.82 
dependable supplies and are treated as surface water except the water 
is not transferable between regions. Pumping rates in excess of re­
charge rates are considered depletions of ground water stock supplies. 
Maximum depletion rates allowed in those regions depleting ground water 
correspond to either the present rate of depletion, if the total ground 
water stock in storage is sufficient to sustain the current rate 
'f.l 
beyond 2000, or the projected rats of depletion in 2000 if that esti­
mate is available. 
Surface water supplies and ground water obtained from recharge 
are added to obtain an estimate of the dependable water supply. It 
represents the amount of water which will be equalled or exceeded in 
95 out of 100 years. This estimate provides a basis for a long range 
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planning horizon. The inclusion of a depletion component provides a 
more accurate estimate of the total water availability for the year 
2000 but cannot be included in calculations involving planning horizons 
extending beyond 2000, Table 21. 
Water Prices 
Prices for dependable water supplies 
A consistent set of regional water prices, Table 22, has been de­
veloped from repayment and operation aind maintenance charges assessed 
against irrigated land by Bureau of Reclamation projects in each of 
the producing regions. Since the Bureau of Reclamation charges are 
reported on the basis of an acre of land (139), and not on the basis 
of a unit of water, the cost per acre has been divided by the water 
deliveries per irrigated acre served by each project (138, 140). This 
cost represents the price paid by farmers per acre foot of water 
delivered by each project. The price for the region is a weighted 
average of the prices of the individual projects. Regions which do not 
contain Bureau of Reclamation projects have been assigned prices equal to 
the nearest upstream region with a bureau project. If no upstream 
projects exist in the basin the price represents an average of the 
prices in the closest regions with similar conditions. Regional prices 
are adjusted to a water consumed basis by dividing the regional price for 
water delivered by the field efficiency for the region, Table 22. The 
field efficiency for each region is the ratio of farm deliveries to net 
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Table 21. Dependable water supply and allowable ground water depletion 
by producing region for 2000 
Producing 
region 
Dependable supply 
Surface Ground 
(1000 acre feet) 
Total Allowable 
depletion 
(Missouri Region) 
48 824.8 30.1 854.9 a 
49 3031.0 37.9 3068.4 3. 
50 2282.2 8.1 2290.3 3. 
51 4901.8 124.0 5025.8 di 
52 5180.3 148.0 5328.3 3L 
53 791.1 152.4 943.5 a^. 
54 3224.4 609.7 3834.1 609.7 
55 1561.1 1666.1 3227.2 184.0 
56 405.8 112.0 517.8 3L 
57 2556.8 263.6 2820.4 
58 1267.9 932.1 2200.0 103.6 
59 741.3 1471.5 2212.8 
21 
60 5736.0 215.4 5951.4 
_a 
(Arkansas-White-Red) 
61 7019.8 143.0 7162.8 
a 
62 685.7 169.3 855.0 a 
63 965.2 1499=9 2465.1 1499.9 
64 5820.7 118.5 5439.2 
a 
65 705.1 232.2 937.3 1896.5 
66 857.5 43.0 900.5 672.2 
67 16.4 16.4 333.6 
GO 2323.0 257.0 2585.0 167^7 
69 5866.6 88.0 5954.6 
(Texas-Gulf) 
70 4158.8 177.4 4336.2 
a 
71 4562.0 665.2 5227.2 
72 23.9 23.9 1678.0 
73 2134.6 500.0 2634.6 1489.6 
74 29.8 29.8 713.5 
75 1417.0 347.9 1764.9 24.9 
76 1141-3 953.1 2094.4 - ~  
(Rio Grande) 
77 318.5 679.3 997.8 
a 
78 1656.9 743.0 2399.9 a 
79 390.0 631.5 1021.5 
80 270.1 70.1 340.2 23.4 
81 398.4 76.6 475.0 -
Ground water depletion not defined. 
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Table 21 (Continued) 
Dependable supply allowable 
Producing Surface Ground Total , ... 
region (1000 acre feet) depletion 
(Upper Colorado) 
82 4056.8 55.6 4112.4 
_a 
83 3218.2 452.9 3671.1 
84 3506.0 46.0 3552.0 
(Lower Colorado) 
85 229.4 52.0 281.4 _a 
86 1877.2 399.2 2033.6 133.1 
87 1624.0 1531.3 3155.3 2866.9 
(Great Basin) 
88 1627.3 221.9 1849.2 221.9 
89 560.4 169.3 729.7 169.3 
90 642.1 177.9 820.0 177.9 
91 683.0 30.8 713.8 30.8 
(Columbia-North Pacific) 
92 14484.0 299.0 14783.0 
a 
93 13038.6 607.3 13645.9 
a 
94 11110.8 2957.9 14068.7 
95 14331.3 118.9 14450.2 
a 
96 59996.0 594.3 60590.3 
97 25023.7 171.7 25195.4 a 
98 207.8 67.6 275.4 
(California-South Pacific) 
99 11448.2 182.7 11630.9 
100 11546.1 1822.3 13368.4 2348.4 
101 7708.1 7190.4 14898.4 3481.4 
102 2296.2 329.3 2625.5 256.0 
103 550.7 988.0 1538.7 217.8 
104 637.4 1866.2 2563.6 1070.4 
105 125.2 329.3 454.5 309.8 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
68 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
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Water prices at the reservoir, field efficiency, water price 
at the farm and the maximum price for ground water depletion, 
by regions for the year 2000 
Water Prices (dollars/acre foot) 
Field Reservoir Farm Ground 
efficiency site delivery water 
depletion 
(Missouri Region) 
.5339 4.46 8.35 62.00 
.5192 1.71 3.29 20.42 
.5169 1.71 3.31 20.42 
.5052 1.57 3.11 18.27 
.7253 1.98 2.73 23.94 
.8831 1.98 2.24 19.62 
,5357 6.93 12.94 34.38 
.7382 6.70 9.08 39.01 
.7652 6.70 8.76 37.33 
.7483 2.45 3.27 24.11 
.6518 5.96 9.14 39.91 
.7887 5.96 7.56 33.07 
.8680 2.95 3.40 21.70 
(Arkansas-White-Red) 
.8791 2.95 3.36 12.50 
.6886 5.46 7.96 35.79 
.6316 5.46 8.64 39.01 
.7965 5.46 6.85 17.96 
.7889 3.64 4.61 2G« 11 
.8149 3.64 4.47 14.58 
.9024 6.14 6.80 36.02 
.8790 9.98 11.35 27.19 
.8146 9.98 12.25 29.59 
(Texas-Gulf) 
.9115 7. ,94 8. 71 22. ,61 
.9312 7, .94 8. ,53 22. 11 
.3590 7. 94 9- 24 46. ,74 
.8027 7. .34 9. 20 23. >67 
.7846 4. 13 5. 26 19. 63 
.8919 8. ,95 10. 03 28. ,74 
.8841 8. 95 10. ,12 29. ,16 
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Table 22 (Continued 
Water Prices (dollars/acre foot) 
Producing Field Reservoir Farm Ground 
region efficiency site delivery water 
depletion 
(Rio Grande) 
77 .9283 4.26 4.59 15.46 
78 .7385 4.26 " 5.77 19.44 
79 .8049 3.91 4.86 24.69 
80 .8015 4.17 5.20 18.35 
81 .9819 9.63 9.81 64.36 
(Upper Colorado) 
82 .4738 1.16 2.45 41.81 
83 .5638 1.31 2.30 16.27 
84 .4361 .81 1.84 28.06 
(Lower Colorado) 
85 .5713 4.36 7.63 24.46 
86 .5858 4.36 7.44 15.19 
87 .7270 7.46 10.26 12.23 
(Great Basin) 
88 .4762 2.57 5 • 40 12.91 
89 .6254 5.04 8.06 16.11 
90 .6134 3.56 5.80 13.36 
91 .6201 2.13 3.43 26.09 
(Columbia-North Pacific) 
92 .6284 1.89 3.03 25.38 
93 .8233 2.20 2.67 16.90 
94 .4375 1.54 3.52 30.32 
95 .4754 2.57 5.41 29.53 
96 .8441 3.55 4.21 16.03 
97 .6483 2.20 3.39 21.49 
98 .4140 3.56 8.60 72.86 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
.8862 
.8813 
.8872 
.8790 
.9211 
.9069 
(California-South Pacific) 
5.58 
5.92 
6.34 
31.86 
54.57 
3.56 
6.30 
6.72 
7.15 
36.25 
59.24 
3.93 
29 = 40 
37.49 
42.24 
26.78 
49.98 
85.68 
35.28 
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diversions, weighted for each crop and each subarea in the producing 
region.^ 
The formula for computing regional water prices is: 
P, 
'i 
P* = j = 48,..., 105 (8) 
 ^  ^  ^  ^ ''' 
where; 
Aj is the acres of irrigated land in the jth producing region; 
Pf is the price per acre of water consumed in the jth producing 
^ region; 
P is the weighted average price of an acre foot of water 
delivered to the farm in the jth producing region; 
is the total delivery of water by Bureau of Reclamation 
projects in the jth producing region; 
(FE). is the field efficiency of irrigation water applied in the jth 
^ producing region; 
Ç.J is the repayment and operation and maintenance cost assessed 
per acre for water delivered by the ith Bureau of Reclamation 
project in the jth producing region; 
"""Soil Conservation Service, background data for the 1975 National 
Water Assessment. 
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D.• is the acre feet of water delivered per acre of irrigated land 
served by the ith Bureau of Reclamation project in the jth 
producing region; 
TD.. is the total delivery of water to farms made by the ith Bureau 
of Reclamation project in the jth producing region; 
FD, - . is the acre feet of water delivered to the farm for the kth 
^ crop in the 1th subcurea of the jth producing region; 
ND,, . is the net diversion in acre feet required for the kth crop 
in the 1th subarea of the jth producing region; and 
A, . is the acres of the kth crop grown under irrigation in the 1th 
^ subarea of the jth producing region. 
This price is applied to all water which is considered part of the 
dependable supply whether it is obtained from natural runoff or recharged 
ground water. 
Prices for ground water depletion 
Although surface water and rechargeable ground water prices should 
remain relatively constant over time, the cost of obtaining water through 
depletion of underground reservoirs changes as depletion progresses. 
Since there are no accurate estimates of how these costs will change 
for each of the producing regions an effort has been made to estimate 
a maximum price at which depletion would occur in each region. It is 
assumed that depletion will occur as long as it is profitable to deplete 
the reserve and utilize it in proudction- As long as the net return 
to land under irrigation is greater than the net return to the same 
land without irrigation then it will be profitable to continue 
utilizing the stock resource. In order to estimate this cut off 
point, the net return or rent differential between irrigated and dry­
110 
land was con^)uted-for the nine river basins containing irrigation activi-
to an acre foot of water basis it is assumed that the saune amount 
of water would be released if the lemd were converted from irrigated to 
nonirrigated regardless of whether the water originated from surface 
sources or ground water depletion. The per acre net diversion computed 
on the basis of farm deliveries from Bureau of Reclamation projects 
adjusted for field efficiency is used to convert the rent differential 
to an acre foot basis. The computational formula is: 
ties.^ In adjusting the rent differential from an acre of land basis 
(WR)j 
(LRD)jç 
(11) 
k " (AI)j^ 
cm) Ik (AD) Ik 
(12) 
(AD) J, 
("*)j = z —TSq 
TDjj (13) 
j = 48 
k = 1, 
1 = 1 ,  
i = 1, 
/ • • • / 
f  .  m  . ,  n 
r . . • / 
/ • • . / 
9 
9 
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^The land rents used in computation are the shadow prices on irri­
gated and nonirrigated land as computed for the 1975 National Water 
Assessment model run E'2000 with normal ex^xarts. 
Ill 
where: 
(PD). is the price for water depletion in the jth producing region 
which is a part of the kth river basin; 
(LRD)jç is the land rent differential between irrigated and dry 
land in the kth river basin; 
(WR). is the water released by converting one acre from irrigation 
^ to dryland in the jth producing region; 
(TD). is the total delivery of water to farms by Bureau of 
^ Reclamation projects in the jth producing region; 
(NRI).. and (NRD) . are the net return per acre fran irrigated 
land and dryland for the 1th land capability group in the kth 
river basin; 
and (AD) are the acreages of irrigated land and dryland in 
the 1th land capeibility group in the kth river basin; 
(AI)jç and (AD), are the acreages of irrigated land and dryland in 
the kth river basin; 
D.J is the acre feet of water delivered per acre of irrigated 
land served by the ith Bureau of Reclamation project in 
the jth producing region; 
(TD).. is the total delivery of water to farms made by the ith 
Bureau of Reclamation project in the jth producing region; 
and 
(FE). is the field efficiency of irrigation water applied in the 
^ jth producing region. 
Some river basins encompass such heterogeneous conditions that the 
computations for the basin do not adequately represent the situation 
in the individual producing regions. The land rent differential in 
those producing regions where conditions are represented more closely by 
relationship in adjacent river basins rather than the average for the 
river basin in which they are geographically located have been adjusted 
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to reflect the relationships which most closely reflect actual condi­
tions. The price per acre foot of water from depletion is given in 
Table 22. 
Prices for converting irrigated land to nonirrigated 
Activities have been included in the model which allow water to be 
released from agriculture and in effect convert irrigated land into non-
irrigated. The scarcity of data on selling prices for water rights and 
the large speculative component in those prices which are available 
preclude a direct enumeration of market prices. Also, an estimate of 
the cost incurred in converting from irrigated to dryland would be more 
in keeping with the cost minimization framework of the linear programming 
model. 
The cost of conversion to the farmer is composed of two components, 
the loss of net return and the decrease in the capital value of the land. 
The decrease in the net return is computed in the preceding section 
where it is used in the computation of costs for water depletion. The 
net return differential also represents the annual return to the capital 
asset land. Assuming that the land was purchased at the present value 
for irrigated land the cost of converting from irrigated to dryland would 
be two times the net return differential, Table 23. 
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Table 23. Water released per acre and the loss incurred in converting 
land from irrigated to nonirrigated 
Producing Water Loss Producing Water Loss 
region released (dollaurs) region released (dollars) 
(a.f.) (a.f.) 
48 .56 69.44 77 2.54 78.52 
49 1.70 69.44 78 2.02 78.52 
50 1.70 69.44 79 1.59 78.52 
51 1.90 69.44 80 2.14 78.52 
52 1.45 69.44 81 .61 78.52 
53 1.77 69.44 82 1.00 83.62 
54 1.01 69.44 83 2.57 83.62 
55 .89 69.44 84 1.49 83.62 
56 .93 69.44 85 1.41 68.98 
57 1.44 69.44 86 2.27 68.98 
58 .87 69.44 87 2.82 68.98 
59 1.05 69.44 88 1.19 30.72 
60 1.60 69.44 89 .95 30.72 
61 1.62 40.24 90 1.15 30.72 
62 .97 69.44 91 2.15 112.20 
63 .89 69.44 92 2.21 112.20 
64 1.12 40.24 93 3.32 112.20 
65 1=33 69.44 94 1.85 112.20 
66 1.38 40.24 95 1.90 112.20 
67 1.09 78.52 96 3.50 112.20 
68 .74 40.24 97 2.61 112.20 
69 .68 40.24 98 .77 112.20 
70 .99 40.24 99 2.04 119.96 
71 .91 40. 24 100 1.60 119.96 
72 .84 78.52 101 1,42 119.96 
73 .85 40.24 102 2.24 119.96 
74 2.00 78.52 103 1.20 119.96 
75 .70 40.24 104 .70 119.96 
76 .69 40.24 105 1.70 119.96 
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Exogenous Agricultural Water Requirement 
The water requirement for the exogenous crops, livestock and rough­
age must be satisfied before water can be made available for the activi­
ties in the model. The procedures for calculating the amount of water 
required are outlines in Chapter II. The total requirement for each 
region is reported in Table 24. • 
Nonagricultural Water Consumption 
Nonagricultural water consumption includes all domestic, municipal, 
industrial, steam electric generating, recreation, mining, and fish and 
wildlife consumptive uses of water. The 1965 nonagricultural demands 
for the river basin subarea in the Nations Water Resources (142) are 
weighted to the producing regions on the basis of population and value 
of production from industry, contract construction, and mining (116, 
117). The per capita consuinption of water for domestic uses and the 
water consumption per 1000 dollars of industrial output computed for 
each of the producing regions is multiplied by the projected population 
level and value of industrial production (143) to obtain the consumption 
demand for domestic, municipal, industrial, recreation and mining. These 
figures have been adjusted to reflect the increasing water demand for 
steam electric generation, fish and wildlife, and environmental concerns 
which have developed since the time period represented by the original 
relationships.^ Total nonagricultural water demand for each region 
^Current and future annual water requirement statistics provided 
by the National Water Resources Council. 
50 
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Water requirements to satisfy exogenous agricultural and 
nonagricultural demands by producing regions for 2000 
(1000 a.f.) 
Exogenous Nonagricultural 
agricultural demand 
284.4 
901.8 
123.6 
1309.9 
244.4 
4.5 
1309.5 
172.5 
5.4 
1.0 
65.1 
52.8 
1.7 
39.8 
316.1 
49.1 
23.9 
151.8 
6.3 
60.8 
247.3 
20.-9 
266.4 
827.0 
477.7 
173.3 
216.1 
733.9 
460.0 
648.3 
493.1 
58.0 
52.1 
706.6 
1181.4 
916.3 
265.0 
31.4 
284.7 
59.1 
130.3 
13.8 
264.0 
225.1 
118.5 
454.7 
85.4 
21.5 
136.7 
78-2 
88.0 
403.0 
112.4 
83.3 
157.1 
647.8 
117.5 
314.2 
247.3 
118.6 
566.9 
915.2 
2636,4 
75.7 
371.9 
299.9 
547.7 
715.5 
18.8 
166.9 
80.1 
36.5 
106.0 
179.0 
82.8  
100.7 
65.4 
290.9 
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Tetble 24 (Continued) 
Producing Exogenous Nonagricultural 
region agricultural demand 
87 560.2 644.2 
88 556.6 1035.4 
89 161.8 120.0 
90 1570.1 137.9 
91 663.0 409.4 
92 597.2 141.3 
93 1820.2 526.7 
94 2858.8 172.3 
95 361.6 109.1 
96 264.0 1323.1 
97 21.1 450.1 
98 235.3 111.8 
99 • 386.0 294.2 
100 4576.8 621.9 
101 2029.1 911.5 
102 439.8 990.7 
103 676.9 245.4 
104 2310.2 2686.5 
105 299.1 63.6 
is listed in Table 24. 
Legal Restrictions 
Water rights and legally binding international agreements and 
interstate compacts with required minimum flows are the legal restric­
tions analyzed in the iRodsl. 
Water rights 
Water rights indicate the oimership or the right to use water. 
Documentation of the distribution of water according to legally filed 
water rights in the western states has not been successful. Replies 
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to a water rights questionnaire sent to 10 western states indicate that 
information quantifying the legal allocations of water is not avail­
able. Copies of the questionnaire and the replies are included in 
Appendix B. 
Since eiqpirical data is not available, the limiting assumption is 
made that there is no transfer of water between the legal owner and the 
user. This assumption establishes the use of water at a point in time 
as an estimate of the legal allocation of water. The most recent esti­
mates of agricultural water consumptive use are provided in the back­
ground data for the second national assessment for 1975?" These esti­
mates, Table 25, are used in the model to indicate the amount of water 
legally tied to agriculture. This quantity must be used in agricultural 
production or released to other uses at a high cost. Table 23, by con­
verting land permanently from irrigated to nonirrigated use. 
Mandatory international transfers 
International transfers are made between the United States and 
Canada and the United States and Mexico. Canada is allotted 45 thousand 
acre feet of natural runoff originating in the United States and entering 
the Milk River (55). Transactions with Mexico include the export of 
1.5 million acre feet of water from the Lower Colorado Region to Mexico 
export of 60 thousand acre feet from the Middle Rio Grande Region to 
^Current and future annual water requirement statistics provided 
by the National Water Resources Council. 
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Table 25. Estimated 1975 agricultural water consumption by producing 
region 
Region (1000 a.f.) Region (1000 a.f 
48 324.8 77 664.9 
49 1470.0 78 1309.2 
50 138.5 79 648.9 
51 2273.6 80 645.6 
52 547.1 81 1451.4 
53 102.7 82 1179.2 
54 3821.1 83 1198.1 
55 3380.9 84 316.7 
56 142.4 85 61.3 
57 103.5 86 1067.0 
58 1349.5 87 5113.2 
59 1599.1 88 1352.6 
60 47.9 89 617.3 
61 69.3 90 1223.0 
62 933.7 91 819.5 
63 1853.6 92 787.2 
64 147.8 93 4664.0 
65 2498.8 94 6940.0 
66 128.4 95 727.7 
67 1421.3 96 539.8 
68 1282.4 97 41.4 
69 79.0 98 599.3 
70 345.3 99 621.8 
71 1063.6 100 4986.8 
72 5321.6 101 12791.5 
73 387.4 102 727.9 
74 1663.5 103 986.2 
75 1081.6 104 5631.7 
76 877.1 105 77.5 
Mexico and the import of 350 thousand acre feet of water into the Rio 
Grande Region in Texas froHi Mexico (142). 
Mandatory interregional transfers 
Within the United States interstate compacts have established legal 
requirements for transferring water. By 2000 the Garrison Division Unit 
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will be transferring 1,086.6 thousand acre feet of water from the 
Missouri Region to the Souris-Red-Rainy Region (142). The 1953 Sabine 
River Compact^ requires the transfer of 26.3 thousand acre feet from 
2 
Texas to Louisiana. The Arkansas River Compact , allocates flows in 
the Arkansas River resulting in a required minimum transfer of 169.8 
thousand acre feet of water from Colorado to Kansas. The Big Blue 
3 
River Compact provides for a minimum transfer of 38.1 thousand acre 
feet from Nebraska to Kauisas. The Upper Colorado Basin is required to 
4 deliver an average of 7.5 million acre feet at Lee Ferry, Arizona for 
use in California, the Lower Colorado Basin and export to Mexico. 
Converting this average requirement to reflect the 95 percent probable 
flow results in a dependable delivery of 6.371 million acre feet. The 
implementation of the "1947 Condition" in the Pecos River Compact^ 
results in a transfer of at least 129 thousand acre feet from New 
Mexico to Texas. Colorado must deliver Nebraska a minimum of 47.1 
thousand acre feed under the South Platte River Compact.° 
Sabine River compact, 1953, 68 Stat. 690, amended 76 Stat. 34. 
2 
The Arkansas River Compact, 1948, 63 Stat. 
^Big Blue River Compact, 1971, 86 Stat. 193. 
A 
"Colorado River compact, 1322, 45 Stat. 1057, 1064. 
^Pecos River Compact, 1948, 63 Stat. 159. 
^South Platte River Compact, 1923, 44 Stat. 1509. 
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Voluntary interregional man-made transfers 
Additional interregional man-made transfers exist which are not 
codified by interstate compact. By 2000 the Upper Colorado River Basin 
will have transfer facilities to export 660 thousand acre feet to the 
Missouri Region, 52 thousand acre feet to the Arkansas-White-Red Region, 
110 thousand acre feet to the Rio Grande Region and 245 thousand acre 
feet to the Great Basin Region. California will receive up to 4.4 
million of the 6.371 million acre feet transferred to the Lower Colorado 
River Basin. Since the boundaries of the regions are established by 
county lines and do not always coincide with actual divisions in drainage 
transfers of 1.1 million acre feet fran the California-South Pacific 
Region to the Great Basin and 20 thousand acre feet from the Columbia-
North Pacific Region to the Great Basin Region have been made to adjust 
for the natural runoff which has been credited to the inappropriate region 
during computation. The capacity restriction on the California canal 
system are listed in Table 26. The natural runoff which flcv/s from 
Canada into the Columbia-North Pacific Region is not included in any 
of these computations. 
Linear Programming Tableau 
The concepts and interrelationships found in the water sector are 
brought together in a four region example. Figure.13. The coefficients 
in the example are derived by the methods described in this chapter. 
The example assumes a water price at the reservoir of $9, a field 
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Table 26. Maximum levels of intrabasin man-made transfers in the 
California-South Pacific Region for 2000 
Region Capacity Region Capacity 
From To (1000 a.f.) From To (1000 a.f.) 
99 
99 
99 
100 
101 
103 1660.0 
99 
100 
101 
104 
104 
104 
2258.0 
99 
99 
104 
105 
99 
100 
105 
105 208.0 
99 102 167.0 
101 105 
100 101 2065.0 105 104 
470.0 
100 102 80.0 
99 101 
101 102 1048.0 99 
99 
103 
104 
99 
100 
101 
103 
103 
103 
158.0 
99 
100 
100 
100 
100 
105 
101 
103 
104 
105 
10000.0 
efficiency of .9, and a transfer loss of .2 for each region traversed. 
The financial loss from converting irrigated cropland to dryland is 
assumed to be $40 per acre. The conversion of one acre releases the 
water right restriction in region 001 by two acre feet, one-half acre 
foot is released in regions 002 and 003, while one acre foot is released 
in region 004. The tables in this chapter containing the coefficients 
used in the water sector are listed as the row designations and 
activities are described. 
Five row designations are used to indicate different constraints. 
The WSPLY rows delimit the amount of water originating in each region 
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Assumptions : Reservoir water price $9 Land conversion cost $40 
Field efficiency 90% Water released by conversion 2, ,5, ,5, 1 
Transfer loss 20% in regions 001 through 004 respectively 
Figure 13. linear programming tableau of a sample water sector involving four regions 
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which is available for use by the crop and livestock activities in the 
model. The available water supply can be either purchased for use 
locally or can be transferred to other regions. The level of resource 
availability in each region as indicated by the right hand side is 
obtained by subtracting nonagricultural demands, Table 24, from the 
total dependable supply. Table 21. The WTR rows are the agricultural 
water balance rows for each region. These rows provide for interaction 
between the water sector and the crop and livestock production 
sectors. Enough water must be provided to satisfy the requirements 
of the crop and livestock activities in the model plus the demands for 
the exogenous agricultural uses which are included as the right hand 
sides for these rows. The exogenous agricultural water requirements 
are listed in Table 24. 
The WTT rows form the basis of the water transportation network. 
The WRTRT rows define the water right restrictions. The 1975 agri­
cultural water use level. Table 25, has been selected as the base for 
water use comparisons. The water right restrictions can be satisfied 
by using water from local sources, transferring water from another 
region, depleting groundwater or releasing the water from irrigation 
by converting the land to dryland. The WCAP rows serve two functions. 
One, when used as less than constraints they reflect canal capacities, 
WCAPOOOl represents a situation with the capacity constraint located 
in the exporting region. In WCAP0004 the capacity constraint is located 
in the importing resion. And two, when used as greater than constraints 
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they reflect legally binding interregional transfer obligations. The 
individual compacts and constraints are listed in the text and in Table 
26. 
Five main categories of activities are inlcuded in the water sector. 
The WBUY activities purchase water from the local dependable supply and 
makes it available for use in the agricultural sector. The values in 
the objective function are the prices of water delivered at the farm 
from Table 22. The WN activities make local water available for transfer 
to other regions. The upper limit on these activities as indicated by 
the U in the bound section is equal to that portion of the local de­
pendable supply originating from surface sources, Table 21. The WT, 
WI and WJ activities transfer water from one region to another. The WT 
designates natural transfers along a river system. The WI activities 
define man-made interbasin transfers and the WJ activities define man-
made intrabasin transfers. The delivery coefficients obtained from 
Table 20, reflect the loss of water due to the transfer. The value in 
the objective function is the price of the water delivered to the farm 
in the importing region. Table 20. A lower bound on one of the activi­
ties indicates a required interregional transfer, while an upper bound 
reflects the maximum capacity of the canal system involved in that 
transfer. 
The WDEP activities provide for ground water depletion. The objec­
tive function values reflecting the maximum price at which depletion 
will occur are obtained from Table 22. The upper bounds establishing 
the maximum allowable depletion are listed in Table 21. The WRRE 
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activities react only with the water right restrictions. These activi­
ties allow the relaxation of the previous agricultural water use level. 
The cost in the objective function reflects the loss of income and 
capital value associated with the conversion of irrigated land into non-
irrigated cropland. These values are listed in Table 23. 
The interrelationships built into the water sector and the source 
of all of the nonzero coefficients used to quantify the relationships 
are organized in tableau form in Figure 14. 
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CHAPTER IV. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON OF SOLUTIONS 
The impact of water rights on agricultural production is estimated 
by comparing four alternative optimal solutions from a linear programming 
model. The four alternatives represent unrestricted water allocation 
and water allocation under water right restrictions at each of two agri­
cultural demand levels. Since domestic demand remains constant, the 
demand levels are directly proportional to changes in export demand. 
The alternatives are designated to reflect the demand levels as 
normal export and high export levels. Lamd use patterns, agricultural 
land rent, changes in product mix, commodity supply prices, adjustments 
in crop production patterns, water use, and changes in the marginal value 
product of water are selected as the best statistics for making compari­
sons and evaluating the impact of water rights. The unrestricted alterna 
tives in this study will be used as the basis for comparison and for the 
computation of percentage changes. 
Land Use Patterns 
Normal export model 
The water right restricted alternative requires less land in 
production to meet the demands under ncrrnal export levels than the un­
restricted alternative. Total land use decreases by 1.5 million acres 
from 1,300 million to 1,298 million acres. Table 27. Since pasture 
land is not allowed to be idle and is always assumed to be in pro­
duction of nonlegume hay equivalent forage, all the land use adjustment 
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Table 27. United States agricultural land use, idle cropland, and 
land rent for the normal export alternative with and with­
out water right restrictions for the year 2000 
Unrestricted Water % 
Units water right Change Change 
allocation restrictions -
Total land use loO ao. 1299664 1298128 -1536 -.1 
Cropland tl 360210 358674 -1536 -.4 
Dryland II 325779 323028 -2751 -.8 
Irrigated II 34430 35644 1214 3.5 
Nonirrigated II 5010 3833 -1177 -23.5 
Pastureland 11 939454 939454 
Dryland II 934180 932875 -1305 -.1 
Irrigated SS 5273 6579 1306 24.8 
Nonirrigated II 3852 2547 -1305 -33.9 
Idle cropland II 32906* 34442^ 1536 4.7 
Dryland II 31286* 33311* 2025 6.5 
Irrigated II 1619* 1131 -448 -30.1 
Wet land development II 4729 4729 
Irrigation development II • 6454 6003 -451 -7.0 
Total cropland rent $1000 5966657 6371123 404466 6.8 
Dryland II 5171494 5127086 -44408 -. 9 
Irrigated II 795162 1244037 448875 56.5 
Land rent per acre dol. 4.59 4.90 .31 6.8 
cropland II 16.56 17.76 1.20 7 . 2  
Dryland II 16.12 16.06 -.06 .4 
Irrigated M 20.16 31.51 11.35 5 6 , 3  
*8.4 percent of total cropland, 
8.9 percent of nonirrigated cropland, 
3.9 pcrcsnt of irrigated cropland. 
8.9 percent of total cropland, 
9.4 percent of nonirrigated cropland, 
2.8 percent of irrigated cropland. 
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takes place in cropland acreage. Dryland crop acreage is .8 percent, 
or 2.8 million acres, lower in the water right restricted option than 
in the unrestricted alternative. Irrigated cropland use increases by 
3.5 percent from 34.4 million acres to 35.6 million acres. Under the 
unrestricted conditions 5.01 million acres of land subject to irriga­
tion is used as dryland. In the restricted alternative only 3.8 million 
acres is handled with dryland practices. This is a decrease of 23.5 
percent. 
Water right restrictions result in an increase of 1.3 million 
acres in irrigated pasture. Since total acres of pasture remains constant, 
this results in a reduction in dryland pasture. Even with water right 
restrictions 2.5 million acres of pasture which were irrigated in 1975 are 
converted to dryland production- This is not necessarily due to lack of 
water but in many cases, may be due to sufficient supplies of nonlegume 
hay to satisfy demands. In this case, the cost minimization framework 
of the model would select dryland practices so as to avoid the addition­
al cost of the water. 
As it is specified, the model indicates that the demands under 
normal export levels can be met without using all available cropland. 
In the unrestricted option, 31.3 million acres of dryland and 1.6 
million acres of irrigated land are left idle, with water right re­
strictions idle irrigated cropland drops by 448 thousand acres to 1.3 
million acres. This is 2.8 percent of total irrigated cropland. Under 
normal export demand levels the model comparison indicates that water 
rights tend to slow the development of new irrigated land. Four hundred 
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fifty-one thousand acres, or 7 percent less land undergoes irrigation 
development in the water right restricted option. 
Regional changes in land use patterns for normal export levels are 
indicated in the central and western regions. No changes in land use, 
cropland, dryland, dryland pasture, idle cropland, or wet land development 
are indicated for either the North Atlantic Region, Table 28, or the 
South Atlantic Region, Table 29. One of the main effects of the water 
right restrictions is to encourage the continuation of irrigation 
in the developed areas in the West. Since demand levels remain constant 
and production under irrigation increases, production on dryland must 
decrease. The greatest impact from this substitution is felt in the 
North Central Region, Table 30. Dryland cultivation is reduced by 2.1 
million acres from 138.3 million acres to 136.2 million acres due to 
water right restrictions. This results in an increase in idle cropland 
from 8.7 million to 10.8 million acres. The North Central Region con­
tains 27.8 percent of the nation's idle cultivated dryland in the un­
restricted option and 32.4 percent in the restricted option. 
Total cropland use in the South Central Region, Table 31, decreases 
by only 12 thousand acres under water right restrictions. However, the 
combination of dryland and irrigated cultivation changes drastically. 
Irrigated land use increases by 1.3 million acres while dryland use 
decreases by 1.3 million acres. This change in irrigated acreage has 
very little effect on the amount of idle land. Most of the change is 
accounted for in the amount of irrigated land that is farmed as 
dryland. Under the national cost minimization structure of the model, 
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Table 28. Agricultural land use, idle cropland, and land rent in the 
North Atlantic Region for normal and high export levels with 
and without water right restrictions for the year 2000 
Normal Export High Export 
Units Unrestric- Restric- Unrestric- Restric­
ted ted ted ted 
Total land use 
Cropland 
Dryland 
Irrigated 
Nonirrigated, 
1000 ac. 31099 
12750 
12750 
31099 
12750 
12750 
31651 
13402 
13402 
31651 
13380 
13380 
Pasture land 
Dryland 
Irrigated 
Nonirrigated 
Idle cropland 
Dryland 
Irrigated 
18348 
18348 
552 
552 
18348 
18348 
552 
552 
18249. 
18249 
18271 
18271 
Wet land development " 
Irrigation development " 
Total land rent 
Cropland $1000 
Dryland 
Irrigated " 
Land rent per acre doi. 
Cropland " 
Dryland " 
Irrigated 
382 382 481 43y 
228418 
228418 
7.34 
17.91 
17.91 
226731 
226731 
7.29 
17.78 
17.78 
582418 
582418 
18.40 
43.45 
43.45 
532659 
16.82 
39.80 
39.80 
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Table 29. Agricultural land use, idle cropleind» and land rent in the 
South Atlantic Region for normal and high export levels with 
and without water right restrictions for the year 2000 
Normal Export High Export 
Unrestric- Restric- Unrestric- Restric-
® ted ted ted ted 
Total land use 1000 ac. 130791 130791 133124 133124 
Cropland II 50152 50152 55076 55076 
Dryland If 50093 50093 55017 55017 
Irrigated If 59 59 59 59 
Nonitrigated II 
Pastureland II 80639 80639 78047 78047 
Dryland II 80639 80639 78047 78047 
Irrigated II 
Nonirrigated II 
Idle cropleind II 2333 2333 1 1 
Dryland If 2333 2333 1 1 
Irrigated II 
Wet land development II 3186 3186 5778 5778 
Irrigation development " 
Total land rent 
Cropland $1000 1069222 1058934 2409266 2208945 
Dryland » 1068770 1058495 2407331 2207205 
îrrigatsd 11 451 438 1935 1740 
Land rent per acre dol. 8.17 8,09 18.09 16.59 
Cropland M 21.31 21.11 43,74 40.10 
Dryland II 21.33 21.13 43.75 40.11 
Irrigated M 7.59 7.37 32.54 29-25 
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Table 30. Agricultural land use, idle cropland, and land rent in the 
North Central Region for normal and high export levels with 
and without water right restrictions for the year 2000 
Normal Export High Export 
Units Unrestric­
ted 
Restric­
ted 
Unrestric­
ted 
Restric­
ted 
Total land use 1000 ac. 214032 211938 222745 222745 
cropland 11 138531 136437 150265 150164 
Dryland II 138252 136158 149985 149884 
Irrigated II 279 279 279 279 
Nonirrigated II 
Pastureland II 75499 75499 72479 72580 
Dryland •r 75499 75499 72479 72580 
Irrigated II 
Nonirrigated 11 
Idle cropland II 8713 10807 
Dryland II 8713 10807 
Irrigated If 
Wet land development II 1160 1160 4180 4079 
Irrigation development " 218 218 218 218 
Total land rent 
Cropland $1000 3170156 3142548 7243983 6691227 
Dryland II 3153175 3125534 7223415 6671024 
Irrigated II 16980 17014 20567 20202 
Land rent per acre dol. 14.81 14.82 32.52 30.03 
Cropland If 22.88 23.03 48.20 44.55 
Dryland II 22.80 22.95 48.16 44.50 
Irrigated 60.68 60.80 73.50 72.20 
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Table 31. Agricultural land use, idle cropland, and land rent in the 
South Central Region for normal and high export levels with 
and without water right restrictions for the year 2000 
Normal Export High Export 
Units Unrestric- Restric- Unrestric- Restric­
ted ted ted ted 
Total land use 1000 ac. 289049 289037 291629 291564 
Cropland II 62652 62640 66219 66153 
Dryland II 54555 53265 57862 56786 
Irrigated II 8096 9375 8357 9366 
Nonirrigated II 4458 3174 4419 3352 
Pastureland II 226396 226396 224423 224423 
Dryland » 226396 226350 224423 224401 
Irrigated II 46 21 
Nonirrigated • 496 450 496 475 
Idle cropland II 2695 2707 115 180 
Dryland II 2505 2505 114 148 
Irrigated II 189 201 32 
Wet land development II 986 986 
Irrigation development " 1359 1366 1391 1366 
Total land rent 
Cropland $1000 667256 674509 1891386 1726105 
Dryland II 411902 407743 1326750 1201465 
Irrigated II 225354 267065 564636 524640 
Land rent per acre dol. 2.30 2.33 6.48 5.92 
Cropland II 10.65 10.76 28.56 26.09 
Dryland 8.22 8.13 24-82 22.48 
Irrigated II 20.33 21.28 44.19 41.24 
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the least cost method of meeting the demands for the unrestricted normal 
export option calls for the utilization of dryland practices on 4.5 
million acres of land which was classified as irrigated in the 1967 
conservation needs inventory (18). When water right restrictions are 
imposed the cost minimization framework calls for utilizing dryland 
practices on only 3.2 million acres. This difference of 1.3 million 
acres indicates that water right institutions tend to modulate shifts 
in land use. 
The Great Plains Region, Table 32, appears to violate the trends 
in agricultural land use established in the other western regions and 
at the national level. Dryland crop use increases and irrigated crop­
land use decreases under the water right restriction option. There is 
no idle irrigated land in the Great Plains region under either the 
restricted or unrestricted options. The difference in irrigated 
cropland availability and use is that under the water rights restric­
tions irrigation development is decreassd by 448 thousand acres from 
2.5 million acres to 2.1 million acres. Irrigation of pasture land in­
creases from 1.7 million acres to 2,3 million acres with the imposition 
of water rights. 
In the cost minimization framework of this model, production 
capacity in excess of that necessary to fulfill the demands will be 
expressed as idle resources. The idle resources will show up in those 
regions where the marginal cost of production plus transportation to 
the point of demand is the greatest. The Great Plains Region contains 
several marginal producing areas. At normal e:gort levels both restricted 
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Table 32. Agricultural land use, idle cropland, and land rent in the 
Great Plains Region for normal and high e3Ç)ort with and with­
out water right restrictions for the year 2000 
Units 
Normal Export High Export 
Unrestric­
ted 
Restric­
ted 
Unrestric­
ted 
Restric 
ted 
Total land use 1000 ac . 279797 279797 294295 294295 
Cropland II 68864 68864 83822 83786 
Dryland If 58686 59119 73602 74008 
Irrigated If 10178 9745 10219 9778 
Nonirrigated . II 122 107 122 82 
Pastureland ff  210932 210932 210012 210506 
Dryland II 209279 208586 208744 208095 
Irrigated If 1652 2346 1727 2411 
Konirrigagsd * 11 1574 881 1500 815 
Idle cropland II 14497 14497 
Dryland II 14497 14497 
Irrigated f« 
Wet land development fl  459 424 
Irrigation development " 2503 2055 2544 2063 
Total land rent 
Cropland $1000 527157 580770 1827915 1729919 
Dryland ff  250581 250767 1312743 1194046 
Irrigated 276576 330002 515172 535873 
Land rent per acre dol. 1.88 2.07 6.21 5.87 
, Cropland fl  7.65 8.43 21.80 20.64 
Dryland ff  4.27 4.24 17.86 16.15 
Irrigated H 26.85 33.49 49.81 54.34 
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and unrestricted alternatives report 14.5 million acres of idle crop­
land. This accounts for 44.1 percent of the idle cropland in the 
United States under the unrestricted option and 42.1 percent of the idle 
cropland in the option with water right restrictions. 
Comparison of the results for the Northwest Region, Table 33, 
indicates that dryland cultivation increases and irrigated land use 
decreases when water right restrictions are imposed. The only change 
in cropland utilization is an increase of 184 thousand acres of 
irrigated land farmed with dryland practices under water right restric­
tions. This results in a shift of 184 thousand acres from irrigation to 
dryland. Both options show 287 thousand acres of idle dryland and no 
idle irrigated land. Irrigation development is one million acres in 
both options. Irrigation of pasture increases by 3.7 percent from 1.6 
to 1.7 million acres in the restricted option. 
Total cropland use, dryland cultivation and irrigated land use all 
increase in the Southwest Region, Table 34, under water right restrictions. 
Dryland use increases by 16 thousand acres and irrigated cropland use 
increases by 533 thousand acres. Most of this increase results from 
changes in the amount of idle land. The cost minimization analysis 
indicates that 1.4 million acres of irrigated land would be left idle in 
the absence of interstate compacts and water rights. SJhen these restric­
tions on water movement are placed on the model the least cost solution 
calls for only .9 million acres of irrigated land to be left idle. This 
is a 35 percent decrease in the irrigated cropland left idle in the 
Southwest Region; One of the major institutional factors behind this 
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Table 33. Agricultural land use, idle cropland, and land rent in 
the Northwest Region for normal and high export with and 
without water right restrictions for the year 2000 
Normal Export High Export 
Units Unrestric­ Restric­ Unrestric­ Restric­
ted ted ted ted 
Total land use 1000 ac. 104852 104852 105139 105139 
Cropland II 16793 16793 17080 17080 
Dryland II 10550 10734 10811 10756 
Irrigated II 6242 6058 6269 6324 
Nonirrigated II 198 382 181 126 
Pastureland II 88058 88058 88058 88058 
Dryland II 86429 86367 86429 86429 
Irrigated «1 1629 1690 1629 1629 
Nonirrigated If 100 38 100 100 
Idle cropland II 287 287 
Dryland II 287 287 
Irrigated 
Wet land development II 
Irrigation development " 1033 1033 1042 1042 
Total land rent 
Cropland $1000 203714 225407 512650 492659 
Dryland II 58630 57449 194043 173172 
Irrigated II 144787 167957 313506 315496 
Land rent per acre dol. 1.94 2.14 4.87 4.68 
Cropland II 12.11 13.42 30.01 28.84 
Dryland !! 5.66 5.54 18.25 16,29 
Irrigated II 22.48 26.07 49.39 49.52 
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Table 34. Agricultural land use, idle cropland, and land rent in the 
Southwest Region for normal and high export levels with and 
without water right restrictions for the year 2000 
Normal Export High Export 
Units Unrestric­
ted 
Restric­
ted 
Unrestric­
ted 
Restric­
ted 
Total land use 1000 ac. 250042 250612 252235 251891 
Cropland II 10464 11034 12657 12313 
Dryland II 889 905 2262 1549 
Irrigated II 9575 10128 10486 10764 
Nonirrigated 
II 231 168 503 44 
Pastureland It 239577 239577 239577 239577 
Dryland II 237587 237082 237453 237630 
Irrigated II 1990 2495 2124 1947 
Nonirrigated Si 1681 1176 1546 1724 
Idle cropland II 3826 3256 1632 2010 
Dryland II 2396 2327 1271 1559 
Irrigated II 1429 929 361 450 
Wet land development II 
Irrigation development " 1339 1329 1363 1363 
Total land rent 
Cropland $1000 101027 462222 352726 686609 
Dryland fl  15 664 6029 6410 
Irrigated II 101011 461557 346696 680198 
Land rent per acre dol. .40 1.84 1.39 2.72 
Cropland It 9.65 41.88 27.86 55.76 
Dryland •1 .02 .90 3.42 4.25 
. Irrigated ir 10.30 44.82 31.81 62.93 
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change is the Colorado River Compact which requires an average annual 
delivery of 7.5 million acre feet of water from the Upper Colorado 
River Basin to the Lower Colorado River Basin, California and Mexico. 
Irrigated pasture use also increases under the water right 
restrictions. In the unrestricted option, two million acres of pasture 
are irrigated while in the restricted option 2.5 million acres are 
irrigated. 
Under normal e^^ort levels the following general shifts in agri­
cultural land use are indicated by the linear programming analysis. 
Land use in the eastern regions remains unchanged. Dryland production 
shifts out of the North Central Region as over two million acres of 
dryland are removed from production. Dryland production decreases in 
the South Central Region but increases in the Great Plains,- Northwest 
and Southwest regions. Irrigated cropland use increases in the South 
Central and Southwest regions and decreases in the Great Plains and 
Northwest regions. On the national basis, total cropland use decreases 
more than irrigated land use increases. Indications are that water 
rights would tend to moderate shifts of land into and out of irrigation 
in response to shifts in demand for commodities and that new irrigation 
developments are slowed down by our system of water rights. 
Since the total acreage of cropland utilized in the nation decreases 
and regional shifts in cropland use occur in response to water right 
restrictions,- the proportion of the nation's cropland in each region 
changes, Figure 15. In the unrestricted water allocation option, 38.5 
percent of the cropland utilized in the United States is located in the 
Un 4.7% 
Re 4.7% 
Un 19.1% 
Re 19.2% 
+ .1% un 3.5% 
Re 3.6% 
+ .1%, 
Un 38.5% 
Re 38.0% 
—. 5% 
Un 2.9% 
Re 3.1% 
+ . 2% 
Un 17.4% 
Re 17.5% 
H-.l% 
Un 13.9% 
Re 14.0% 
+ .1% 
United States 
Unrestricted Restricted 
Dryland 
Irrigated 
90.4 
9.6 
90.1 -.3 
9.9 +.3 
Figure 15. Proî)ortion of national cropland utilization located in each major region and percentage 
change for the unrestricted water right restricted options at normal export levels 
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North Central Region. Nineteen and one-tenth percent is located in the 
Great Plains Region and the South Central Region has 17.4 percent of 
the nation's cropland. The South Atlantic Region has 13.9 percent, 
and the Northwest Region has 4.7 percent of the nation's cropland. 
Three and one-half percent of the nation's cropland is located in the 
North Atlantic region, while only 2.9 percent is located in the South­
west Region. 
When water right restrictions are implemented, five of the regions 
increase their proportion of national cropland. The Southwest region 
increases its share by 0.2 percent while the Great Plains, South 
Central, South Atlantic and North Atlantic regions increase their share 
by 0-1 percent. The proportion of the nation's cropland located in 
the Northwest Region remains unchanged at 4.7 percent of total. The 
North Central Region is the only region to have a smaller proportion of 
the nation's cropland under water right restrictions. The proportion 
in ths North Central region deoreaaAs by 0.5 percent from 38.5 percent 
of the national total in the unrestricted water allocation option to 
38 percent when water right restrictions are imposed. 
High export model 
The high export levels utilizes 99.6 percent of the land resources 
available for use by the model. M o v i n g  from the normal export, Table 2 1 ,  
to the high export level with unrestricted water allocation. Table 35, 
an additional 38.3 million acres of cultivated land is required to 
satisfy the demands. Dryland utilization increases by 11.4 percent or 
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Table 35. United States agricultural land use, idle cropland, and land 
rent for the high export level with and without water right 
restrictions for the year 2000 
Units 
Unrestricted 
water 
allocation 
Water 
right 
restrictions 
Change - % 
Change 
Total land use 1000 ac. 1330821 1330411 -411 .0 
Cropland ff  398525 397956 -569 — .1 
Dryland II 362945 361384 -1561 -.4 
Irrigated II 35579 36571 992 2.8 
Nonirrigated tl  5226 3606 -1620 -31.0 
pastureland II 932296 932455 159 .0 
Dryland II 926812 926444 -368 .0 
Irrigated .  II 5483 6011 528 9.6 
Nonirrigated II 3642 3115 -527 -14.5 
Idle cropland II 1749® 2192^ 443 25.3 
Dryland II 1387* 1709b 322 23.2 
Irrigated II 362 483 121 33.4 
Wet land 
development II 11887 11728 -159 -1.3 
Irrigation 
development II 6561 6054 -507 -7.7 
Total cropland 
rent $1000 14820347 14068126 -752221 -5.1 
Dryland II 13052732 11985984 -1066748 —8.2 
Irrigated II 1767614 2082141 314527 17.8 
Land rent per 
acre dol. 11.13 10.57 -.56 -5.0 
Cropland II 37.18 35.35 -1.83 -4.9 
Dryland 36.48 33.50 -2.98 —8- 2 
Irrigated 11 43.31 51.82 8.51 19.6 
.4 percent of total cropland, 
.4 percent of nonirrigated cropland, 
.9 percent of irrigated cropland. 
^ .6 percent of total cropland, 
. 5 percent of nonirrigated' cropland, 
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37.2 million acres. Irrigated land use increases by 1.1 million acres. 
Excess land resources as indicated by idle cropland are reduced to 0.4 
percent of total cropland. Idle cropland decreases from 32.9 million 
acres to only 1.7 million acres. Idle dryland decreases by 95.6 percent 
from 31.3 million acres to 1.4 million acres. Idle irrigated cropland 
decreases by 77.6 percent from 1.6 million acres to only 362 thousand 
acres. Development of new cropland through reclamation of wet lands 
increases by 151.4 percent from 4.7 million acres to 11.9 million 
acres. Irrigation development increases by 107 thousand acres. 
Changes in land use patterns resulting from water right restrictions 
are very similar at high export levels as they are at normal export 
levels, but the magnitude of the shifts is much less at the high export 
level. 
On the national level land use patterns change in response to water 
right restrictions by an increase in irrigated land use of 992 thousand 
acres, a decrease in dryland utilization of 1.6 million acres for a 
net decrease of 569 thousand acres. Irrigated pasture increases by 528 
thousand acres and dryland pasture decreases by 368 thousand acres. 
The water right restrictions result in an increase in cropland reserves 
of 433 thousand acres. This increase in reserves is made up of 322 
thousand acres of dryland and 121 thousand acres of irrigated land. 
Even with the water right restrictions which tend to decrease the 
amount of land required to satisfy the designated demand levels, 99.4 
percent of total cropland is utilized. Ninety-nine and one^half percent 
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of dryland and 98.8 percent of irrigated cropland is used. This does 
not iitply that the United States would be within one percent of its 
total capacity since it is possible to intensify production on the 
given land base. It does iitç>ly from the relationships expressed by 
the coefficients incorporated in the model that up to the demand levels 
analyzed it is less expensive to increase production through cultivation 
of additional land than it is to undertake more intensive production 
methods. An evaluation of the total production capacity of United 
States agriculture is beyond the scope of this analysis. 
Regional land use adjustments occur in all regions in moving from 
normal to high export levels. In the North Atlantic Region, Table 28, 
all available cropland is utilized in meeting the increased demands. 
The increase of 650 thousand acres of cropland used is accounted for by 
the cultivation of 552 thousand acres of previously idle cropland plus an 
increase of 100 thousand acres in wet land reclamation. 
The increase in export levels results in an increase in cropland 
use of 4.9 million acres in the South Atlantic Region, Table 29. This 
increase in land use comes about by the cultivation of 2,3 million 
acres which are idle at normal demand levels plus an 81.4 percent in­
crease in wet land development from 3.2 million to 5.8 million acres. 
Only one thousand acres of cropland remains idle. No change in land 
use results in the South Atlantic Region in response to water right 
restrictions. 
Agricultural land use in the North Central Region, Table 30, in­
creases by 11.7 million acres in response to the increase in export levels. 
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This increase in cropland use comes from the cultivation of 8.7 million 
acres which are idle under the normal export levels plus an increase 
in wet land reclamation of three million acres. No idle cropland is 
indicated in the North Central Region under either the restricted or 
unrestricted models. The high export option with water right restric­
tions utilizes 100 thousand acres less cropland than the unrestricted 
option. Wet land development decreases by 100 thousand acres. 
The increase in export levels results in an increase in both dry­
land and irrigated cropland use in the South Central Region, Table 
31. Dryland use increases by 3.3 million acres and irrigated cropland 
use increases by 261 thousand acres. This increase in agricultural land 
use is accommodated by a 95.7 percent decrease in idle dryland, an 
increase of 986 thousand acres of wet land development and a slight 
increase in irrigation development. 
Water right restrictions imposed on the high export model indi­
cate a decrease of i.l million acres in dryland use and an increase of 
one million acres of irrigated cropland use in the South Central Region. 
Irrigated pasture increases slightly and idle dryland and irrigated 
cropland increase by about 30 thousand acres each. Wet land develop­
ment remains constant and irrigation development decreases by 25 
thousand acres. 
In the Great Plains Region, Table 32, the increase in export 
level has its greatest impact on dryland use. Dryland use increases 
by 14.9 million acres. This increase reduces idle cropland to zero and 
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requires an additional 459 thousand acres of cropland reclamation from 
wet lands. An increase of 41 thousand acres in irrigation development 
accounts for the increase in irrigated land use. Water right restric­
tions bring about an increase in dryland use and a decrease in irri­
gated cropland use in the Great Plains Region. Irrigation development 
is reduced by 18.9 percent. This makes more dryland available and re­
duced available irrigated cropland. Dryland use increases from 73.6 
million to 74 million acres and irrigated cropland use decreases from 
10.2 million acres to 9.8 million acres. Irrigated pasture increases 
by 39.6 percent to a total of 2.4 million acres. Wet land development 
decreases from 450 thousand acres in the unrestricted model to 424 
thousand acres under water right restrictions. 
The increase in export levels leads to only small agricultural land 
use changes in the Northwest Region, Table 33. Dryland cultivation 
increases by 2.5 percent to 10.8 million acres and irrigated cropland 
use increases by 0.4 percent to 6.3 million acres- Irrigation develop­
ment increases by 7 thousand acres to one million acres and all avail­
able cropland is utilized. The only adjustment of agricultural land use 
occurring at the high export level when water right restrictions are 
imposed is a shift of 55 thousand acres from dryland to irrigated crop­
land use. 
Comparing the unrestricted options indicates that an additional 
38.3 million acres of cropland must be brought into production in order 
to satisfy the high export demand levels. This increase in cultivation 
does not have the same distribution as the production pattern existing 
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under the normal export level option. The 14.9 million acre increase 
in cropland utilization in the Great Plains Region represents 38.9 
percent of the national increase in cropland use. The North Central 
Region places an additional 11.7 million acres, or 30.6 percent of the 
national increase, into production. These two regions account for 
79.5 percent of the increase in cropland utilization required to satisfy 
the high demand levels. Cropland utilization increases by 4.9 million 
acres in the South Atlantic Region. This represents 12.9 percent of the 
national increase. An additional 3.6 million acres, or 9.3 percent of 
the national increase, are placed under cultivation in the South 
Central Region and the Southwest Region increases cropland utilization 
by 2.2 million acres. This is 5.7 percent of the national increase, 
the North Atlantic Region with an increase of 0.7 million acres accounts 
for 1.7 percent of the national increase while the Northwest Region 
with an increase of 0.3 million acres accounts for only 0.7 percent 
of the national increase in cropland utilization. 
Since these increases are not in the same proportion as the crop­
land utilization pattern existing under the normal export level alterna­
tive, the increase in export levels results in a change in the propor­
tion of the nation's cropland located in each region. Comparison of 
the regional distribution of the nation's cropland under unrestricted 
water allocation at normal and high export levels. Figures 15 and 16, 
indicates that two regions, the Great Plains and the Southwest regions, 
increase in relative importance. The Great Plains Region increases its 
proportion of the nation's cropland by 1.9 percent and the Southwest 
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Figure 16. Pro]?ortion of national cropland utilization located in each major region and percentage 
change for the unrestricted and water right restricted options at high export demand 
levels 
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regions share increases by 0.3 percent. As export levels increase, 
the proportions of national cropland in the North Central and South 
Central regions decrease by 0.8 percent. The proportion of the 
nation's cropland located in the Northwest Region decreases by 0.4 
percent. And the proportion located in the North Atlantic and South 
Atlantic regions decrease by 0.1 percent. 
Since cropland utilization required under the high export level 
option approaches the limit of cropland availability, additional shifts 
in the proportion of United States cropland among the regions in 
response to the imposition of water right restrictions do not occur. 
The proportion of the nation's cropland located in all but the South­
west Region remains unchanged when water right restrictions are imposed, 
Figure 16. The decrease of 0.1 percent indicated in the Southwest may 
be attributed to rounding error. This would leave the national 
distribution of cropland unchanged. 
The overall effect of water right restrictions on the high export 
option is a decrease in the application of dryland practices on irrigated 
land and the corresponding increase in irrigation. Irrigation develop­
ment is retarded and wet land development is reduced. Less land is 
required to satisfy the demand for agricultural commodities than in the 
unrestricted model-
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Agricultural Land Rent 
Land rent is defined as the income accruing to the use of the land 
in excess of the cost of production. The rents reported for the United 
States and major zones are weighted averages of the rents or shadow 
prices on land in those areas. Rent on cropland includes all dryland and 
irrigated cropland. Rent on dryland is the weighted average rent on land 
defined as dryland and land placed in cultivation through wet land 
development. Rent on irrigated land is the weighted average of the rent 
on all land that is defined as irrigated cropland. This includes land 
which is used in the production of irrigated crops, land which can be 
irrigated but is farmed with dryland practices and land made available 
for irrigation through irrigation development. The acreage of irri­
gated land which is cultivated with dryland practices is included in the 
dryland computation whereas the rent accruing to this land is included 
in the cciTip-ataticn of rent on irrigated land-
Normal export levels 
At normal export levels the total amount of rent accruing to 
cropland increases under water right restrictions. Total cropland rent 
in the United States increases by $404.5 million from $6,0 billion to 
$6.4 billion. Table 27. This is a $1.20 increase from $16=56 to $17.76 
per acre. Dryland rent decreases by $.06 from $16.12 to $16.06, while 
rent on irrigated land increases from $20.16 to $31.51 per acre. This 
56 percent increase in rent on irrigated land amounts to an increase of 
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$448.9 million in rent accruing to irrigated land in response to water 
right restrictions. 
Since irrigation is not distributed uniformly throughout the United 
States, regional shifts in total rent returns occur. No irrigation is 
used for endogenous crop production in the North Atlantic Region, Table 
28. Dryland rent decreases from $17.91 to $17.78 and total rent return 
to cropland decreases by $1.7 million from $228.4 million to $226.7 
million. In the South Atlantic Region, Table 29, returns to both dryland 
and irrigated cropland decrease. Dryland rent decreases by $.20 per 
acre from $21.33 to $21.13 and irrigated land rant decreases by $-22 from 
$7.59 to $7.37. This change occurs because under the water right 
restrictions commodity prices decrease in the South Atlantic Region. 
The lower commodity prices reduce the income per acre and the total 
return to land is reduced by $10.3 million from $1,069 million to 
$1,059 million. 
Rent per acre in the North Central Region, Table 30, increases for 
both dryland and irrigated land when the water right restrained model 
is compared to the unrestricted model. Dryland rent increases from 
$22.80 to $22.95 and rent on irrigated land increases from $60.68 to 
$60.80. Although per acre rent increases for both dryland and irri­
gated land, total rent accruing to all cropland in the North Central 
Region decreases by $27.6 million from $3,170 million to $3,143 million. 
This occurs because of the decrease in cropland utilization in the 
region under the restricted option. 
In the South Central Region, Table 31, cropland rent increases from 
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$10.65 in the unrestricted alternative to $10.76 in the restricted option. 
Dryland rent decreases by $.09 from $8.22 to $8.13 per acre and rent on 
irrigated land increases by $.95 from $20.33 to $21.28. The $11.7 million 
increase in total rent accruing to irrigated land more than offsets the 
$4.5 million decrease in aggregate dryland rent. This results in an 
increase in aggregate cropland rent for the South Central Region of 
$7.3 million from $667.3 million to $674.5 million. 
Total cropland rent in the Great Plains Region, Table 32, increases 
by $53.6 million from $527.2 million in the unrestricted option to 
$580.8 million in the restricted option. Dryland rent increases 
slightly from $250.6 million to $250.8 million, even though per acre 
rent on dryland declines from $4.27 to $4.24. The increase in total rent 
results from an increase in the number of acres of dryland under culti­
vation. Irrigated land rent takes a big jump from $26.85 to $33-49 
per acre. The total rent accruing to irrigated land does not increase 
by the same magnitude since total acres irrigated decrease under water 
right restrictions. Returns to irrigated land increase by $53.4 
million from $276.6 million to $330 million. 
The same pattern is followed in the Northwest Region, Table 33. The 
total rent accruing to cropland increases, returns to dryland decrease 
and returns to irrigated land increase. Average per acre return for crop­
land increases from $12.11 to $13.42 dollars per acre. Total returns to 
cropland increase by 10.8 percent from $203.4 million to $225.4 million. 
Aggregate dryland rent decreases by 2 percent from $58.6 million to 
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$57.4 million, while irrigated land rent increases by 16 percent from 
$144.8 million to $168 million. On a per acre basis, dryland rent 
decreases from $5.66 to $5.54 while irrigated land rent increases from 
$22.48 to $26.07. 
Water right restrictions seem to have their greatest impact in the 
Southwest Region, Table 34. Irrigated land rent increases by 335 per­
cent from $10.30 to $44.82 per acre. Dryland rent increases from $.02 
to $.90 per acre and average rent for all cropland increases from 
$9.65 to $41.88 per acre. Total rent accruing to cropland increases 
by 357.5 percent from $101 million to $462.2 million. Total return 
to dryland increases from $15 thousemd to $664 thousand and total 
return to irrigated land increases from $101 million to $461.6 million. 
The Southwest increases its share of cropland rent from 1.7 percent to 
7.3 percent of the national total. 
Water right restrictions cause a change in the distribution of land 
rent, Figure 17. Under water right restrictioriS the proportion of 
total return to land accruing to irrigated land increases from 13.3 
percent to 19.5 percent of the national total. The proportion accruing 
to dryland decrease accordingly from 86.7 percent to 80.5 percent. 
Regional shifts also occur. The proportion accruing to the major 
regions in the East and South which contain predominately dryland crop­
ping systems decline, while the proportion accruing to the western 
regions increases. The major impacts occur in the North Central Region 
whose share declines by 3.8 percent and the Southwest Region whose share 
increases by 5.6 percent. Even with these shifts the North Central Region 
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still receives almost 50 percent of the national land rent and the 
Southwest Region receives less than 7.5 percent of the United States 
total. 
High export levels 
The change in export demand levels results in very large changes 
in land rents. Total rent accruing to cropland in the United States 
under the unrestricted option increases by $8,853.7 million from 
$5,966.7 million to $14,820.3 due to the increase in export levels. 
Tables 27 and 35. This amounts to a 148.4 percent increase in total 
land rent. Rent accruing to dryland increases by 152.4 percent from 
$5,171.5 million to $13,052.7 million. Total rent accruing to irri­
gated cropland rent increases by $972.5 million from $795.2 million to 
$1,-767 = 6 million- This is an increase of 122.3 percent. Land rent 
per acre of total cropland increase by $20.62 per acre from $16.56 
to $37.18 per acre. Rent per acre on dryland increases by $20.36 
from $16.12 per acre to $36.48. This represents a 126.3 percent 
increase in rent per acre. Irrigated cropland rent increases by $23.15 
from $20.16 to $43.31 per acre in response to the increase in export 
levels. Although the change on irrigated cropland is greater in absolute 
value than the change on dryland, it represents a smaller percentage 
change, 114.8 percent; Dryland cultivation is more responsive to changes 
in export demand levels than irrigated cropland. Dryland can move into 
and out of production more rapidly than irrigated cropland. Rent per 
acre and total rent change as a higher rate for dryland than for 
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irrigated land in response to demand changes. 
The effects of water right restrictions at high export levels are 
different from the effects observed at normal export levels. At high 
export levels total irrigated cropland rent increases by 17.8 percent 
from $1,767.6 million to $2,082.1 million in response to water right 
restrictions. At the same time, rent accruing to dryland decreases by 
8.2 percent, or $1,066.7 million, from $13,052.7 to $11,986 million. 
The decrease in rent accruing to dryland more than offsets the increase 
in rent accruing to irrigated cropland. Therefore, total cropland rent 
decreases by $752.2 million, or 5.1 percent, from $14,820.3 million to 
$14,068.1 million. 
Rent on a per acre basis follows the same pattern as total rent. 
Irrigated cropland rent increases by 19.6 percent from $43.41 per 
acre to $51.82 dollars per acre. Dryland rent decreases by $2.98 per 
acre from $36,48 with unrestricted water allocation to $33.50 under 
water right restrictions. This is an 8.2 percent decrease in dryland 
rent resulting from water rights. 
In the North Atlantic Region. Table 28, total land rent accruing 
under the unrestricted option increases by $354 million with the in­
crease in export demand levels. This is a 155 percent increase from 
$228.4 million at normal export demand levels to $582.4 million at 
high export demand. Dryland rent per acre increases by 142.6 percent 
from $17.91 to $43.45 per acre. When water right restrictions are 
imposed, dryland rent decreases by $3.65 per acre from $43.45 to $39.80. 
The total cropland rent accumulated decreases by 8.5 percent, or $49.8 
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million, from $582.4 million to $532.7 million. 
Cropland rent in the South Atlantic Region/ Table 29, increases by 
$1,340 million, or 125.3 percent, in response to the increase in export 
levels. This is an increase from $1,069.2 million to $2,409.3 million. 
Dryland operation predominates in this region as only 0.1 percent of 
the cropland is irrigated. Therefore, the change in dryland rents are 
very close to the changes expressed for total cropland. Total rent 
accruing to dryland increases from $1,068 million to $2,407.3 million 
as exports increase. This $1,338.6 million difference represents an 
increase of 125.2 percent. Irrigated cropland rent increases by $1.5 
million from $451 thousand to $1,935 thousand. Cropland rent per 
acre increases by $22.43, or 105.3 percent, from $21.31 to $43.74 
per acre. The increase in export demand results in an increase in dryland 
rent per acre of $22.42. This is a 105.1 percent increase from $21.33 
at normal export levels to $43.75 at high export levels. Irrigated crop­
land rent increases by 328.7 percent frcst $7.59 per acre to $32-54. In 
the South Atlantic Region, return per acre to dryland is higher than 
return per acre to irrigated cropland in all model alternatives. 
The return to both dryland and irrigated cropland decreases in 
response to water right restrictions at the high eajîort levels. Rent 
accruing to total cropland decreases by 8=3 percent- or $200.3 
million, from $2,409.3 million to $2,208.9 million. Dryland rent de­
creases by approximately the same amount, $200.1 million. The return 
to irrigated land decreases by 10.1 percent from $1.9 million to $1.7 
million. Dryland rent decreases by $3.64 per acre from $43.75 to $40.11 
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per acre. Rent per acre on irrigated cropland decreases by $3.29 from 
$32.54 to $29.25 per acre. 
The aggregate cropland rent accruing under the unrestricted option 
in the North Central Region, Table 30, increases by $4,073.8 million in 
response to the increase in export demand levels. This is a 128.5 per­
cent increase from $3,170.2 million at normal export levels to $7,244 
million at high export levels. Dryland rent accounts for most of 
rent received. It increases by $4,070.2 million from $3,153.2 million 
to $7,223.4 million. This is a 129.1 per cent increase. Rent 
accruing to irrigated cropland increases by 21.1 percent from $17 
million to $20.6 million. Dryland rent increases $25.36 per acre, or 
111.2 percent, from $22.80 under normal e^^xart levels to $48.16 when 
high export demand levels are used. Irrigated cropland rent increases 
by $12.82 per acre from $60.68 to $73.50. This is a 21.1 percent in­
crease in return per acre. 
Water right restrictions imposed upon the high export option 
reduces rent payments to both dryland and irrigated land in the North 
Central Region. Aggregate dryland rent decreases by $552.8 million from 
$7,223.4 million to $6,671 million. This is a 7.6 percent decrease. 
Total rent accruing to irrigated land decreases by 1.8 percent from 
$20.6 million to $20.2 million. Rent accruing to all cropland decreases 
by $552.8 million, or 7.6 percent, from $7,244 million when water 
allocation is unrestricted to $6,691.2 million when water right 
restrictions are imposed. Dryland rent per acre decreases by $3.65 
from $48.16 to $44.50 per acre. Irrigated cropland rent decreases by 
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$1.30 per acre from $73.50 when water allocation is unrestricted to 
$72.20 under water right restrictions. 
The total rent accruing to all cropland under the unrestricted 
water allocation alternatives increases by 183.5 percent in the South 
Central Region, Table 31, as e^ort demand levels increase. This is a 
$1,224.1 million increase from $667.3 million under normal export levels 
to $1,891.4 million under high export levels. Rent accruing to dryland 
increases by 222.1 percent, or $914.8 million, from $411.9 million to 
$1,326.8 million. Irrigated cropland accumulates an additional 
$198.9 million in rent because of the increase in export levels. This 
is a 77.9 percent increase from $255.4 million to $564.6 million. 
Dryland rent increases by 201.9 percent or $16.60 on a per acre 
basis- This is an increase from $8.22 to $24.82 per acre. Irrigated 
cropland rent increases by $23.86, or 117.4 percent, from $20.33 for 
normal export levels to $44.19 for high export levels. 
In the South Central Region, total returns accruing to total crop­
land, dryland, and irrigated land all decline in response to water right 
restrictions at high export levels. Rent on all cropland declines by 
$165.3 million. This is àn 8.7 percent decrease from $1,891.4 million 
to $1,726.1 million. Total rent accruing to dryland decreases by 9.4 per­
cent, or $125.3 million,- from $1,326.8 to $1,201.5 million. Irrigated 
cropland rent declines by $40 million as water right restrictions are 
imposed. This represents a 7.1 percent decrease from $564.6 million 
to $524.6 million. Returns per acre also decline for all categories. 
Dryland rent decreases by 9.4 percent, or $2.34 per acre, from $24.82 to 
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$22.48. Irrigated cropland rent per acre declines by 6.7 percent. 
This represents a decrease in rent per acre of $2.95 from $44.19 
to $41.24 per acre. 
The increase in export demand levels produces large increases in 
total returns to land in the Great Plains Region, Table 32. The rent 
accruing to all cropland increases by 246.7 percent as export levels 
increase. This represents an increase of $1,300.8 million from $527.2 
million at normal export levels to $1,312.7 million at the high export 
levels. Dryland is the big gainer as aggregate rent on dryland increases 
by 423.9 percent, or $1,062.2 million, from $240.6 million to 
$1,312.7 million. The return to irrigated cropland increases by 86.3 
percent, or $238.6 million, from $276.6 million under normal export 
levels to $515.2 million under high export levels. 
Return per acre for dryland in the Great Plains Region increases by 
318.3 percent. This represents a $13.59 increase from $4.27 at normal 
export levels to $17.86 per acre at high export levels. Irrigated 
cropland rent per acre increases by 85.5 percent, or $22.96 per acre, 
from $26.85 at normal export demand levels to $43.81 at high export 
demand levels. 
The imposition of water right restrictions at the high export levels 
causes a redistribution of land rents between dryland and irrigated crop­
land in the Great Plains Region. The rent accruing to dryland decreases 
by nine percent while the rent accruing to irrigated cropland increases 
by four percent. Total rent accruing to dryland decreases by $118.7 
million from $1,412.7 million to $1,194 million. Rent accruing to 
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irrigated cropland increases by $20.7 million from $515.2 million under 
unrestricted water allocation to $535.9 million when water right restric­
tions are imposed. The rent accruing to all cropland in the Great 
Plains Region decreases by 5-4 percent, or $98 million, from 
$1,827.9 million to $1,730 million in response to water right restric­
tions. 
Returns per acre decrease on dryland and increase on irrigated 
cropland under the water right restricted option. Dryland rent de­
creases by 9.6 percent, or $1.71 per acre, from $17.86 to $16.15 per 
acre. The rent per acre of irrigated cropland increases by 9,1 per­
cent, or $4.53 per acre from $49.81 in the unrestricted water alloca­
tion option to $54.34 per acre in the water right restricted option. 
The increase in export demand levels results in increases in rents 
accruing to all cropland, dryland, and irrigated cropland in the North­
west Region, Table 33. Rent accruing to all cropland in the un­
restricted options is 152 percent higher at the high export levels 
than at the normal export levels. This represents an increase of 
$309.2 million from $203.4 million to $512.6 million. Total return to 
dryland increases by 231 percent, or $135.4 million, from $58.6 
million to $194 million. The rent accruing to irrigated cropland 
inGjreases by 120.1 percent, $173.8 million, from $144.8 million at normal 
export levels to $318.6 million at high eaçport levels. 
Returns per acre follow the same pattern as total returns. Dry­
land rent per acre increases by $12.59 per acre from $5.66 to $18.25 per 
acre. This represents a 222.4 percent increase. Rent per acre for irri­
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gated cropland increases by 119.7 percent, or $26.91 per acre, from 
$22.48 to $49.39 per acre. 
The changes in rent distribution which occur in the Northwest Region 
when water right restrictions are imposed follow the same pattern as 
those in the Great Plains Region. The aggregate return to dryland de­
creases by 10.8 percent, or $20.9 million, from $194 million in the 
unrestricted option to $173.2 million when water right restrictions are 
in effect. Total rent accruing to irrigated land increases by 0.3 
percent from $318.6 million to $319.5 million. The total return to 
ail cropland decreases by $20 million from $512.6 million to $492.7 
million. This is a decrease of 3.9 percent. Dryland rent decreases by 
$1.96 per acre from $18.25 to $16.29 per acre. And irrigated cropland 
rent increases by $.13 from $29.39 per acre to $29.52 per acre. 
Land rents in the Southwest Region, Table 34, increase as export 
demand levels increase. Comparing the normal ejqjort level and high 
export level options with unrestricted water allocation, the total rent 
accruing to all cropland increases by 249.1 percent. This represents 
an increase of $251.7 million from $101 million to $352.7 million. Ag­
gregate dryland rent increases by $6 million. Total return to irrigated 
land increases by 243.2 percent, or $245.7 million, from $101 million to 
$346.7 million. On a per acre basis, dryland rent increases by $3.40 
per acre from $.02 per acre to $3.42 per acre. Irrigated cropland rent 
increases by $21.51 per acre from $10.30 to $31.81 per acre. This is a 
208.8 percent increase. 
The effect of water right restrictions on the Southwest Region are 
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unique. When water right restrictions are imposed upon the high export 
level option, aggregate land rents and rents per acre for dryland, irri­
gated cropland, and all cropland increase. Total return to cropland in­
creases by 94.7 percent, or $333.9 million, from $352.7 million in the 
unrestricted water allocation option to $686.6 million under the water 
right restricted option. Returns to dryland increase by 6.3 percent 
from $6.0 million to $6.4 million. And returns tb irrigated land increase 
by $333.5 million from $346.7 million to $680.2 million. This is an in­
crease of 96.2 percent. Dryland rent increases by 24.3 percent, or 
$.83 per acre, from $3.42 to $4.25 per acre. Irrigated cropland rent 
per acre increases by $31.12 per acre from $31.81 to $62.93 per acre 
when water right restrictions are in effect. This represents a 97.8 
percent increase in irrigated cropland rent per acre. 
At the high export demand levels the total cropland rent accruing in 
the United States increases by $8,537 million. This increase is not 
evenly distributed among all regions. The North Central Region re­
ceives $4,073.8 million or 46 percent of the total increase. The South 
Atlantic Region gains an additional $1,340 million in land rent, or 
15.1 percent of the total gain. The Great Plains Region receives 
$1,300.8 million, or 14.7 percent of the increase. The South Central 
Region gains $1,224.1 million or 13,8 percent of the increase in land 
rent. The North Atlantic Region increases return to cropland by $354 
million, or four percent of the national increase. The Northwest Region 
receives $309.2 million or 3.5 percent of the increase and the Southwest 
Region increases its return to cropland by $251.7 million or 2.8 percent 
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of the national increase. As the export demand level increases the 
distribution of total return to cropland among the regions changes. 
Two regions, the North Central and the South Atlantic Region decrease 
their proportion of the nation's return to cropland as e:^orts in­
crease. The other five regions, the North Atlantic, South Central, 
Great Plains, Northwest and Southwest regions all receive a larger 
proportion of the nation's total return to land at the high export 
level than they do at the normal export level. 
At the high export level water right restrictions cause an addi­
tional shift in the distribution of the national land rent accruing 
to cropland in each of the major regions. Figure 18. The proportion 
of aggregate land rent decreases in four regions, the North Central, 
the South Atlantic, the South Central and the North Atlantic regions. 
Two regions, the Great Plains and the Northwest regions, maintain the 
same proportion of the national return to cropland. Only one region, 
the Southwest, increases its share of the Nation's aggregate land rent. 
Even with the shifts the North Central Region, which is the biggest 
loser, still receives 47.6 percent of the nation's return to cropland 
and the Southwest Region, which is the big gainer, still receives 
less than five percent of the nation's aggregate land rent-
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Figure 18. ProjDortion of national land rent accruing to cropland in each major region and percentage 
change for the unrestricted and water right restricted options at high export levels 
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Commodity Mix 
Production levels and commodity mix are affected by water right 
restrictions and export demand levels. The production levels in the 
normal export level option with unrestricted water allocation. Table 
36, are used to establish a basis for comparison. The production 
levels in the high export demand options. Table 37, are compared with 
the production under normal ejqxîrt demands to evaluate the relative 
shifts in production occurring in response to increases in ejçjort 
demand. The impact of water right restrictions is evaluated at 
both normal and high export levels. 
Impact of water right restrictions 
At normal export demand levels water right restrictions have an 
impact on almost every commodity produced, Table 38. The production of 
five commodities: corn, sorghum, legume hay, pasture, and nonfed 
beef increases, while the production of eight commodities; barley, 
oats, wheat, oilmeal, nonlegume hay, silage, feeders, and feed beef 
decline. Corn grain production increases by 16 million bushels. 
Sorghum production increases by 8.3 million bushels. The output of 
the other small grains decline. Barley production declines by 5 
million bushels. Oat production declines by 0=6 million bushels and 
wheat production declines by 2.1 million bushels. Oilmeal production 
declines by 2.6 million cwt. while production of legume hay increases 
by 3.9 million tons. Nonlegume hay production declines by 0.7 million 
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Table 36. Production and supply prices for commodities produced endo-
genously in the normal export level option with unrestricted 
water allocation and with water right restrictions for the 
year 2000 
Commodity Unit 
Unrestricted 
water allocation 
Water right 
restrictions 
Production 
(1000) 
Supply 
Prices 
Production 
(1000) 
Supply 
Prices 
Corn bu 6747181 .81 6763184 .81 
Sorghum bu 897497 .84 905846 .83 
Barley bu 374856 .84 369832 .83 
Oats bu 208260 .46 207612 .45 
Wheat bu 1671952 1.15 1669897 1.16 
Oilmeals cwt 1763599 4.70 1760963 4.69 
Legume hay tons 77257 23.28 81109 22.53 
Nonlegurae hay tons 163090 19.46 162425 19.32 
Silage tons 753218 7.04 739074 7.00 
Pasture tons 150321 19.49 150819 19.34 
Cotton bales 10767 92.42 10767 92.30 
Sugar beets tons 39908 8.42 39908 8.41 
Pork cwt 184077 25.61 184077 25.58 
Milk cwt 1187534 3.54 1187534 3.52 
Feeders head 51758 180.92 51742 180.62 
Fed beef cwt 308021 45.65 307926 45.51 
Nonfed beef cwt 58114 45.79 58209 45.67 
Fsd-nonfed cwt 65471 65376 
Table 37. Production and supply prices for commodities produced endo-
genously in the high export level option with unrestricted 
water allocation and with water right restrictions for the 
year 2000 
Commodity Unit 
Unrestricted 
water allocation 
Water right 
restrictions 
Production 
(1000) 
Supply 
Prices 
Production 
(1000) 
Supply 
Prices 
Corn bu 7854936 1. 09 7863476 1. 06 
Sorghum bu 868455 1. 12 867118 1. 10 
Barley bu 345013 1. 17 345013 1. 12 
Oats by 178937 ,73 178937 
Wheat bu 2229897 1. 69 2229897 1. 63 
Oilmeals cwt 1862981 6. 09 1873132 5. 86 
Legume hay tons 84164 29. ,41 82134 27. 78 
Nonlegume hay tons 154845 24. ,52 155710 23. 77 
Silage tons 812821 8. ,70 811804 8. 46 
Pasture tons 148473 24. ,53 148746 23. 76 
Cotton bales 11163 , 105. ,53 11163 103. 44 
Sugar beets tons 39908 9. ,85 39908 9. 65 
Pork Cwt 184077 29. 82 184077 29. 30 
Milk cwt 1187534 3. ,80 1187534 3. 74 
Feeders head 53509 213. ,00 53502 208. 20 
Fed beef cwt 318502 53. ,50 310465 52. 30 
Nonfed beef cwt 59273 53, .76 59310 52. 58 
Fed-Nonfed cwt 65476 65433 
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Table 38. Changes in production and national commodity mix in response 
to the in^sition of water right restrictions and the increase 
in export demand levels for the year 2000 
Base: Response Response Response to 
normal to to 1 increase water right 
Commodity Unit export water in export restrictions 
(1000) unrestricted right demand at high ex­
water restrictions levels port levels 
Corn bu 6747181 + 16003 + 1107755 + 8540 
Sorghum bu 897497 + 8349 - 29042 - 1337 
Barley bu 374856 - 5024 - 29843 0 
Oats bu 208260 - 648 - 29323 0 
Wheat bu 1671952 - 2055 + 557945 0 
Oilmeal cwt 1763599 - 2636 + 99382 + 10151 
Legume hay tons 77257 + 3852 + 6907 - 2030 
Nonlegume hay tons 163090 - 665 - 8245 + 865 
Silage tons 753218 — 14144 + 59603 - 1017 
Pasture tons 150321 + 498 - 1848 + 273 
Cotton bales 10767 0 + 396 0 
Sugar beets tons 39908 0 0 0 
Pork cwt 184077 0 0 0 
Milk cwt 1187534 0 0 0 
Feeders head 51758 - 16 + 1751 - 7 
Fed beef cwt 308021 - 95 + 10481 - 37 
Nonfed beef cwt 58114 + 95 + 1159 + 37 
Ped-nonfed bee f cwt 55471 - 95 + 5 - 37 
transfer 
^he base for this response is the sum of column 3 plus column 
5. 
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tons and silage production declines by 14.1 million tons. Pasture pro­
duction increases by 0.5 million tons of nonlegume hay equivalent. 
The production of feeders and fed beef decline slightly while the 
production of nonfed beef increases slightly. 
The implications at normal export demand levels are: (1) High 
energy feed grains are substituted for the lower energy feed grains and 
silage; (2) Legume hay becomes a more imporant source of protein and 
oilmeal utilization in rations declines; and (3) More pasture is 
utilized in the production of nonfed beef. The decrease in the fed-
nonfed beef transfer indicates that less fed beef is being used to 
satisfy the demands for lower quality red meats which can be satisfied 
by nonfed beef production. 
The change in product mix in response to the imposition of water 
right restrictions at high export demand levels, Table 38, is much 
different than the response at the lower export levels. The production 
of five commodities, com, oilmeal, nonlegume hay, pasture, and non-
fed beef, increases while the production of five commodities, sorghum, 
legume hay, silage, feeders, and nonfed beef decline in response to 
the water right restrictions. In the small grains, com production 
increases by 8.5 million bushels and sorghum production declines by 
1.3 million bushels. Oilmeal production increases by 10,2 million cwt. 
while legume hay production declines by two million tons. In the 
area of forage production, silage declines by one million tons while 
nonlegume hay production increases by 0.9 million tons and pasture 
production increases by 0.3 million tons. The production of feeders 
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and fed beef decline slightly while nonfed beef production increases 
slightly. 
The implications concerning product mix adjustments at high export 
demand levels are; (1) Com replaces sorghum and silage in livestock 
feeding; (2) Oilmeals become a more important source of protein and 
are substituted for legume hay; and (3) Nonlegume hay and pasture are 
substituted for more expensive feedstuffs as nonfed beef production 
is substituted for fed beef production. 
Impact of increasing export demand 
When the high export levels are imposed on the unrestricted water 
allocation option the production of nine of the commodities increases, 
the production of five commodities decreases, and the production of 
three conunôdities remain unchanged. Table 38. Production of corn, 
wheat, oilmeal, legume hay, silage, cotton, feeders, fed beef, and 
nonfed beef all increase in response to the high export levels. 
The production of sorghum, barley, oats, nonlegume hay, and pasture 
decline while sugar beet, pork, and milk production levels are un­
affected. Corn production increases by 1,107.8 million bushels wheat 
production increases by 557.9 million bushels, and oilmeal output in­
creases by 99i4 million cwt- Production of legume hay and silage in­
crease by 6.9 million tons and 59.6 million tons, respectively. 
Cotton production increases by 0.4 million bales. The production of 
feeders increases by 1.8 million head, fed beef production increases 
by 10.5 million cwt., and production of nonfed beef increases by 1.2 
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million cwt. Sorghum production decreases by 29 million bushels, barley 
production decreases by 29.8 million bushels, and oat production de­
creases by 29.3 million bushels in response to the increase in export 
demand levels. Nonlegume hay production declines by 8.2 million tons 
and the nonlegume hay equivalent production of pasture declines by 
1.8 million tons. 
A much different domestic commodity mix is apparent when the 
production levels are adjusted for the increases in exports, Table 39. 
For exanple, when the 1,107.8 million bushel increase in com production 
is adjusted to reflect the 1,140 million bushel increase in e^qport, 
the result is a decrease of 32.2 million bushels of corn available 
for utilization domestically. Sorghum exports increase by 70 million 
bushels. When this is combined with the 29 million bushel decrease in 
production, the result is a 99 million bushel decrease in domestic 
sorghum utilization. After adjusting for increases in net export 
levels for corn, sorghum, barley, oats » wheat, oiimeal, and cotton 
and a decrease in beef and veal imports, the national levels of com­
modities utilized in domestic consumption increase in only five cases 
and decrease in eight cases. The production of feeders, fed beef and 
nonfed beef increases to compensate for the decrease ininport of beef 
and veal. In the area of crop production only legume hay and silage 
production show a net gain in domestic use. Com, sorghum, barley, 
oats, wheat, oilmeals, nonlegume hay, and pasture production all de­
cline in reference to fulfilling domestic demands. 
Silage production increases by 59.6 million tons and legume hay 
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Table 39. Adjustments in production level and commodity mix, increase 
in export demand and net adjustment in commodity use in 
the United States in response to the increase in export 
demand levels for the year 2000 
Commodity Unit 
(millions) 
Change in 
production 
Increase in 
export demand 
Net adjustment 
in domestic 
commodity use 
Corn bu + 1107.8 1140.0 - 32.2 
Sorghum bu - 29.0 70.0 - 99.0 
Barley bu - 29.8 5.0 - 34.8 
Oats bu - 29.3 8.0 - 37.3 
Wheat bu + 557.9 560.0 — 2.1 
Oil meal cwt + 99.4 106.1 - 6.7 
Legume hay tons + 6.9 + 6.9 
Nonlegume hay tons = 8.2 8.2 
Silage tons + 59.6 + 59.6 
Pasture tons - 1.8 - 1.8 
Cotton bales + 0.4 0.4 0 
Sugar beets tons 0 0 
Pork cwt 0 0 
Milk cwt 0 0 
Feeders head + 1.8 + 1.8 
Fed beef cwt + 10.5 + 10.5 
11.6* 
Nonf6d beef cwt + 1.2 + 1.2 
^Corresponds to a decrease in imports of beef and veal. 
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increases by 6.9 million tons. The combined production of the feed 
grains corn, sorghum, barley, and oats declines by 203.3 million bushels 
for domestic consumption. Domestic wheat utilization decreases by 2.1 
million bushels and domestic utilization of oilmeals declines by 6.7 
million cwt. Nonlegume hay and pasture production decline by 8.2 
million tons and 1.8 million tons, respectively. 
The implications of the increase in export levels of the feed grains, 
wheat, oilmeal, and cotton on production levels and commodity mix in 
domestic utilization are: (1) As cropland utilization approaches its 
extensive limit, corn is substituted in production for the other feed 
grains; (2) When economic tradeoffs and product substitution possi­
bilities are considered, an increase in export demand for a commodity 
does not invariably require an increase in the production of that com­
modity; (3) Silage is substituted for grain in an effort to produce 
more pounds of animal products per acre under cultivation; and (4) 
Legume hay becomes more important as a source of domestic protein as 
more and more land is placed in production of export crops. 
Commodity Supply Prices 
The supply prices for the commodities represent the marginal cost 
of producing the last unit of the commodity required to satisfy the 
designated demands. 
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Impact of water right restrictions 
At normal export demand levels, the imposition of water rights re­
sults in a decrease in the supply price of all the commodities except 
one, Table 36. The one exception is wheat. The supply price for wheat 
increases by $.01 from $1.15 per bushel to $1.16 per bushel. This 
increase in price at the national level results from a 10 percent in­
crease in the supply price of wheat production in the Southwest Region. 
The supply prices on all the other commodities either remain constant 
or decrease. As water right restrictions are imposed, more production 
shifts to irrigated land in the Western United States. Since yields 
are generally higher on irrigated land than on dryland, less acres 
are required to reach production levels sufficient to satisfy the 
demands. The more productive lands are generally more efficient and 
the cost of the commodities reflects this lower cost. All of the 
price decreases are less than three percent and most of them are 
around one percent. 
All commodity prices are lower under water right restrictions at 
high export demand levels than they are when water allocation is un­
restricted. The price reductions average around two or three percent. 
Impact of increase in export demand 
The supply prices of the commodities increase substantially as 
export demand levels increase. The price of corn increases by 34.6 
percent from $.81 in the normal export level option with unrestricted 
water allocation. Table 36, to $1.09 in the high export level option 
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with unrestricted water allocation. Table 37. Sorghum increases by 
33.3 percent from $.84 to $1.12 per bushel. Barley increases by 
29.3 percent from $.84 to $1.17 while the price of oats increases by 
58.7 percent from $.46 per bushel to $.73. The price of wheat increases 
by 47 percent from $1.15 to $1.59 per bushel. Oilmeals increase in 
price by 29.6 percent from $4.70 with unrestricted water allocation 
at normal export demand levels to $6.09 per cwt. at high export demand 
levels. Legume hay increases by 26.3 percent from $23.28 to $29.41 
per ton. Nonlegume hay prices increase by 26 percent from $19.46 
to $24.52 per ton. The price of silage increases by 23.6 percent from 
$7.04 to $8.70 per ton. Pasture price increases from $19.49 per 
ton to $24.53 per ton. This is an increase of 25.9 percent. The price 
of cotton increases by 14.2 percent from $92.42 per bale to $105.53 
per bale. The marginal cost of producing sugar beets increases from 
$8.42 per ton at normal export demand levels to $9.85 per ton at high 
export demand levels. This is an increase of 17 percent. The price 
of pork increases by 16.4 percent from $25.61 per cwt. to $92.82 per 
cwt. Milk is affected less than any other commodity. The marginal 
cost of producing milk increases by 7.3 percent from $3.54 per cwt. 
to $3.80 per cwt. Feeder cattle prices increase by 17.7 percent from 
$180.92 per head to $213 per head. Fed bsef pries increases by 17.2 
percent from $45.65 per cwt. to $53.50 per cwt., and nonfed beef 
prices increase by 17.4 percent in response to the increase in export 
demand levels. This represents an increase from $45.79 per cwt. at 
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normal export demand levels to $53.76 per cwt. at high demand levels. 
Per capita cost 
The per capita cost of producing the commodities required to satisfy 
domestic demands is $117.27 in the normal export demand level option 
with unrestricted water allocation. Table 40. It decreases by 0.3 
percent to $116.94 when water right restrictions are imposed. When the 
high export demauid levels are placed on the unrestricted water alloca­
tion option, the per capita cost of satisfying domestic demands in­
creases by 17.4 percent to $137.70. When water right restrictions are 
inçosed on the high export demand level option, the per capita cost 
decreases by 2.1 percent to $134.70. 
For the normal export demand level option with unrestricted water 
allocation, the per capita cost in the regions varies from a low of 
$96.51 in the Southwest Region to a high of $118.45 in the North Central 
Region. The per capita cost decreases in every region when water right 
restrictions are imposed at normal export levels. The ranking remains 
the same with the lowest cost of $95.58 in the Southwest Region and the 
highest cost of $118.07 in the North Central Region. The ranking changes 
under the high export demand level option with unrestricted water alloca-
cation. In this option the lowest per capita coat is $114.43 in the 
Northwest Region and the highest is $140.18 in the North Central Region, 
When water right restrictions are imposed on the high e^gort demand 
level option, the Southwest Region again emerges with the lowest per 
capita costs of $109.81. The North Central Region remains the highest 
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Table 40. Population and per capita cost of producing the endogenous 
commodities for the United States and major regions for 
normal and high export levels with and without water right 
restrictions 
Per Capita costs 
14.* Normal Exports High Exports 
population unrestric- Restric- Unrestric- Restric-
ted ted ted ted 
(1000) (dollars) 
United States 262411.7 117. 27 116.94 137. 70 134.70 
North Atlantic 68270.8 102. 30 102.18 119. 80 117.30 
South Atlantic 46806.3 99. 01 98.86 115. 23 112.77 
North Central 75108.7 118. 45 118.07 140. 18 137.22 
South Central 21761.1 97. 38 97.20 114. 81 112.42 
Great Plains 10048.6 112. 88 112.84 133. 59 131.13 
Northwest 7588.7 99. 58 99.13 114. 43 112.02 
Southwest 32827.5 96, 51 95.58 115. 82 109.81 
cost region with a per capita cost of $137.22. 
The changes in supply prices for the commodities included in the 
analysis support the following implications. (1) As demand levels in­
crease, more resources are drawn into production and the marginal cost 
of producing commodities increases, and (2) The effect of water right 
restrictions is to encourage more intensive use of resources. This 
results in a lower marginal cost of producing agricultural products. 
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Adjustments in Crop Production Patterns 
It is shown in the section on commodity mix that production levels 
and the relative mix of commodities produced are responsive to changes 
in export demand level and to changes in the method of water allocation. 
As. production levels and commodity mix adjust, resource use shifts at 
both the national and regional levels. National production adjustments, 
regional adjustments in resource use, and shifts in dryland and irriga­
tion practices occur for pasture and each of the 12 crops included in 
the model. 
Barley 
On the national level the dryland and irrigated cropland acreage 
devoted to barley production decreases in response to the increase in 
export demand levels. Table 41. In addition to the decrease in acreage, 
the decrease in average yield per acre on both dryland and irrigated 
cropland indicate that barley production shifts from more productive 
to less productive areas as production pressure increases. Water used 
in the production of barley decreases more rapidly than the number of 
irrigated acres indicating shifts in production to areas with lower 
water requirements and less intensive cultural practices. At normal 
export levels, dryland acreage and yield per acre increase in response 
to water right restrictions. The irrigated cropland acreage of barley 
and yield per acre decrease. This indicates a shift of barley production 
from more productive irrigated cropland to dryland areas. At the high 
export demand levels, dryland and irrigated barley acreage declines 
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Table 41. Barley acreage and yield per acre on irrigated and dryland, 
water use, and supply price for normal and high export levels 
with and without water right restrictions for the United 
States and major regions in the year 2000 
Dryland Irrigated land 
Export water right 1°°° Yield 1000 Yield Sugly 
level restriction a:: <1°™ , dSîaîs 
(bul •' 
United States 
Normal 4858 64.88 755 78.89 949 .84 
Normal Restricted 4918 65.29 624 78.04 822 .83 
High 4755 63.72 539 77.92 565 1.17 
High Restricted 4683 64.94 529 77.22 569 1.12 
North Atlantic 
Normal 1038 70.37 .99 
Normal Restricted 1038 70.37 .97 
High 930 71.04 1.43 
High Restricted 930 71.04 1.37 
North Central 
Normal 2018 71.57 
Normal Restricted 2018 71.57 
High 1824 70.95 
High Restricted 1857 70.96 
.83 
. 8 2  
1.18 
1.14 
Great Plains 
Normal 1696 55.44 73 83.04 86 .70 
Normal Restricted 1860 55.63 73 83.04 86 .69 
High 1698 56.29 104 81.19 120 .96 
High Restricted 1836 56.43 105 81.17 121 .92 
Northwest 
Normal 178 83.38 277 .91 
Normal Restricted 164 81-03 276 .91 
High 80 85.83 106 1.21 
High Restricted 80 85.83 106 1.20 
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Table 41 (Continued) 
Dryland 
Export Water right 
level restriction 
1000 
acres 
__ Irrigated land wa+-or-
Yield 1000 Yield Supply 
per acres per price 
acre acre dollars 
(bu) (bu) ® ' 
Southwest 
Normal 104 34.37 503 76.69 585 .95 
Normal Restricted 586 75.82 459 .95 
High 300 39.08 354 75.15 338 1.20 
High Restricted 58 43.71 343 74.00 341 1.20 
under water right restrictions. Irrigated barley yields decline in­
dicating that the more productive land is transferred out of barley 
production. 
Dryland barley acreage declines in the North Atlantic and North 
Central regions and increases in the Southwest Region in response to 
increases to export demand levels. Dryland yields increase in the North 
Atlantic, Great Plains and Southwest regions and decrease in the North 
Central Region. This indicates that in the North Atlantic Region the 
marginal lands shift to production of other crops. In the North Central 
Region barley production declines on the more productive lands while 
in the Great Plains Region barley production shifts from less productive 
to more productive areas. The increase in barley production in the South­
west occurs on the more productive lands. Irrigated barley acreage 
increases in the Great Plains Region and decreases in the Northwest 
and Southwest regions under high eaport demand levels. Yields increase 
in the Northwest Region and decrease in the Great Plains region indicating 
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changes on the margin. However, yields in the Southwest Region decline 
indicating the loss in acreage is on the more productive land. 
In response to the imposition of water right restrictions, dryland 
acreage in barley increases in the Great Plains and North Central regions 
and decrease in the Southwest. Dryland barley yields increase in both 
the Great Plains and Southwest regions indicating marginal changes 
in the Southwest and increases in production on the more productive 
land in the Great Plains. Irrigated cropland acreage in barley declines 
in both the Northwest and Southwest regions. Yields also decline indi­
cating that the shift in land use occurs on the more productive land. 
Corn 
On the national level, both dryland and irrigated cropland acreage 
devoted to corn production increases under high export demand levels. 
Table 42. Corn yields decline as the acreage increases indicating 
changes on the margin. In response to water right restrictions, dryland 
acreage declines and irrigated acreage increases. Corn yield on the 
irrigated land increases indicating a shift of more productive irrigated 
cropland into corn production. 
On a regional basis dryland corn acreage declines in the North 
Atlantic and South Atlantic regions and increases in the North Central 
and Great Plains regions in response to high export demand levels. The 
increase in yield in the North Atlantic region and decrease in yield 
in the North Central and Great Plains regions indicate the changes in 
these regions occur on the margin. The decrease in yield in the South 
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Table 42. Corn acreage and yield per acre on irrigated and dryland, 
water use, and supply price for normal and high export 
levels with and without water right restrictions for the 
United States and major regions in the year 2000 
Water right 
Dryland Irrigated land 
Wât©2r 
Export 1000 Yield 1000 Yield Supply 
level restriction acres per acres per US6 (1000 price 
acre acre dollars 
(bu) (bu) â • I • ) 
United States 
Normal 57057 116.90 622 123.36 1174 .81 
Normal Restricted 56974 116.90 783 125.06 1413 .81 
High 68644 113.05 785 119.81 1565 1.09 
High Restricted 68513 113.04 948 124.86 1784 1.06 
North Atlantic 
Normal 4465 112.41 .97 
Normal Restricted 4465 112.41 .97 
High 4358 112.51 1.25 
High Restricted 4358 112.51 1.22 
South Atlantic 
Normal 290 82.03 28 86.63 39 .96 
Normal Restricted 290 82.03 28 86.63 39 .96 
High 261 80.22 28 86.63 39 1.30 
High Restricted 261 80.22 28 86.63 39 1.26 
North Central 
Normal 52297 117.48 .79 
Normal Restricted 52213 117.57 .79 
High 59189 116.81 1,08 
High Restricted 59058 116.80 1.04 
South Central 
Normal 379 123.34 562 1.07 
Normal Restricted 379 123.34 562 1.07 
High 379 123.34 562 1.35 
High Restricted 526 123.33 885 1.32 
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Table 42 (Continued) 
Dryland Irrigated land 
T ,£ 
acre acre dollars 
(bu) (bu) 
Great Plains 
Normal 
Normal 
High 
High 
Normal 
Normal 
High 
High 
Normal 
Normal 
High 
High 
3 
Restricted 3 
4834 
Restricted 4834 
Restricted 
Restricted 
Restricted 
Restricted 
73.87 
73.87 
69.31 
69.31 
193 
193 
Northwest 
215 
182 
200 
200 
Southwest 
131.09 
131.09 
128.27 
128.27 
128.27 
128.27 
10? 
327 
327 
572 
484 
532 
532 
.83 
.88 
1.11 
1.08 
1.06 
1.07 
1.28 
1 .26  
1 IQ 
Atlantic Region implies that the more productive land shifts to other 
uses. Corn production under irrigation in the South Atlantic, South 
Central, and Great Plains regions is unaffected by changes in export 
demand level. Acreage decreases in the Northwest eind increases in the 
Southwest. The increase in yield in the Southwest Region indicates a 
shift of more productive cropland into com production. 
Water right restrictions effect dryland corn production only in 
the North Central Region. Since acreage declines and yield increases, 
it is evident that the shifts occur at the margin. Irrigated corn 
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acreage increases in the South Central and Great Plains regions and 
decreases in the Northwest Region. The changes in yield indicate that 
the shifts in the South Central and Northwest regions occur at the 
margin while the yield increase in the Great Plains Region suggests 
the increase in acreage occurs on the more productive land. 
Corn silage 
The acreage of com silage in the nation decreases on dryland and 
increases on irrigated cropland under high export demand levels, Table 
43. Silage yield increases on both dryland and irrigated cropland sug­
gesting a shift in production from the marginal dryland areas to the 
more productive irrigated areas. Both irrigated and dryland acreages 
of corn silage decline under water right restrictions. The yield on 
irrigated cropland decreases indicating a shift of corn silage off the 
more productive land. Dryland production of corn silage adjustments 
vary at the different export demand levels. Marginal adjustments occur 
under normal export demand levels while at high export demand levels 
the more productive dryland areas shift to production of other crops. 
The imposition of high export demand levels results in increases in 
corn silage acreage on dryland in the North Atlantic and Northwest 
regions. Dryland acreage declines in the South Atlantic and North 
Central regions- Yield changes indicate that the adjustments occur 
at the margin in the South Atlantic, North Central and Northwest 
regions while the yield increase in the North Atlantic Region indicates 
that corn silage production expands on the more productive land in the 
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Table 43. Corn silage acreage and yield per acre on irrigated and dry­
land, water use, and supply price for normal and high export 
levels with and without water right restrictions for the 
United States and major regions in the year 2000 
Dryland 
Export Water right 1000 Yield 
level restriction acres per 
acre 
(tons) 
United States 
Normal 6268 13.91 2299 19. 55 4458 7.04 
Normal Restricted 6112 13.92 2146 19. 45 4024 7.00 
High 6144 14.62 2555 19. 68 4735 8.70 
High Restricted 5993 14.53 2539 19. 58 4680 8.46 
North Atlantic 
Normal 354 17.81 7.45 
Normal Restricted 354 17.81 7.45 
High 822 18.36 8.26 
High Restricted 687 18.38 8.05 
South Atlantic 
Normal 2545 14.44 6.65 
Normal Restricted 2545 14.44 6.64 
High 2491 14.52 8.17 
High Restricted 2491 14.52 8.13 
North Central 
Normal 2058 13.82 6.86 
Normal Restricted 1902 13.82 6.85 
High 1234 •14.87 a. 83 
High Restricted 1217 14.83 8.65 
South Central 
Normal 416 17. 70 935 7.45 
Normal Restricted 363 17. 72 813 7.43 
High 366 17. 78 821 9.16 
High Restricted 363 17. 72 813 8.91 
Irrigated land 
1000 Yield Supply 
acres per ' price 
acre (dollars) 
(tons) a-f") 
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Table 43 (Continued) 
Dryland 
Export Water right 1000 Yield 
level restriction acres per 
acre 
(tons) 
Great Plains 
Normal 1309 11. 98 720 17.20 1207 6.71 
Normal Restricted 1309 11. 98 720 17.60 1207 6.70 
High 1309 11. 98 720 17.60 1207 8.33 
High Restricted 1309 11. 98 720 17.60 1207 8.11 
Northwest 
Normal 395 22.59 878 7.17 
Normal Restricted 398 22.59 884 7.18 
High 287 15. 65 277 22.59 617 8.65 
High Restricted 287 15. 65 277 22.59 616 8.46 
Southwest 
Normal 767 20.82 1436 7.25 
Normal Restricted 665 20.50 1119 6.81 
High 1191 20.84 2088 8.52 
High Restricted 1178 20.65 2043 8.07 
Irrigated land 
1000 Yield "ygg Supply 
acres per price (1000 
acre _ . (dollars) 
(tons) 
region. The acreage of corn silage on irrigated land decreases in the 
South Central and Northwest regions and increases in the Southwest 
Region in response to increases in export demand levels. The more 
productive land in the Southwest shifts into corn silage production 
while marginal changes occur in the South Central and Northwest regions. 
Dryland corn silage acreage decreases in the North Atlantic and 
North Central regions in response to the imposition of water right 
restrictions. Marginal shifts occur at high export demand levels 
in the North Atlantic Region and at normal es^jort demand levels in the 
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North Central Region. At high export demand levels the decrease in corn 
silage acreage in the North Central Region occurs on the more productive 
land. The acreage of corn silage produced on irrigated cropland in 
the South Central and Southwest regions decreases under water right 
restrictions. Under normal export demand levels the shift in the South 
Central Region occurs at the margin. However, the acreage decreases 
in the Southwest and the South Central regions under high export demand 
levels occur on the more productive land. 
Cotton 
Cotton production is located in the southern tier of regions. This 
includes the South Atlantic, South Central and Southwest regions, Table 
44. On a national basis the dryland and irrigated acreage increases in 
response to the high export demand levels. Dryland production is much 
more responsive to demand changes than irrigated production. Imposing 
water right restrictions on the system results in a shift in cotton 
production from the less productive dryland areas to the more pro­
ductive land in the irrigated areas. 
Almost the entire response to increases in export demand levels 
occurs on dryland production in the South Atlantic Region. A small 
increase, especially under conditions of water right restrictions, occurs 
on irrigated cropland in the Southwest Region. The impact of water 
right restrictions on the production patterns of cotton is very dramatic. 
When water right restrictions are imposed, dryland acreage in the South 
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Table 44. Cotton acreage and yield per acre on irrigated and dryland, 
water use, and supply price for normal cind high export levels 
with and without water right restrictions for the United 
States and major regions in the year 2000 
Dryland Irrigated land 
Export Water right 1000 Yield 1000 Yield Water Supply 
level restriction acres per acres per use price 
acre acre (1000 (dollars) 
(bales) (bales) a.f.) 
United States 
Normal 6376 1.44 905 1.72 2919 92.42 
Normal Restricted 5710 1.46 1362 1.77 4507 92.30 
High 6649 1.43 925 1.73 3015 105.53 
High Restricted 5961 1.45 1384 1.79 4647 103.44 
South Atlantic 
Normal 6376 1.44 14 1.46 14 92.42 
Normal Restricted 5710 1.46 14 1.46 14 92.30 
High 6649 1.43 14 1.46 14 105.53 
High Restricted 5961 1.45 14 1.46 14 103.44 
South Central 
Normal 406 1.25 858 92.42 
Normal Restricted 629 1.25 1100 92.30 
High 466 1.25 858 105.53 
High Restricted 608 1.25 1070 103.44 
Southwest 
Normal 424 2.23 2046 92.42 
Normal Restricted 718 2.23 3391 92.30 
High 444 2.23 2142 105.53 
High Restricted 762 2.23 3563 103.44 
Atlantic Region decreases by more than 650 thousand acres, while the 
cotton acreage on irrigated land increases by 35 percent in the South 
Central Region and by 70 percent in the Southwest Region. 
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Legume hay 
Dryland and irrigated cropland acreages of legume hay in the United 
States increase in response to high export demand levels, Table 45. The 
dryland production increases at the margin while the increase in irri­
gated acreage occurs on the more productive land. Nationally, the 
adjustment of legume hay shifts from the more productive dryland to 
the more productive irrigated land when water right restrictions are 
inç)osed. 
On a regional basis, the increase in export demand levels results 
in decreases in dryland acreages in the North Atlantic, North Central, 
and Northwest regions. Acreage in dryland legume hay increases in the 
South Atlantic, South Central, Great Plains, and Southwest regions. 
Yield decreases in the North Atlantic and North Central regions indi­
cate that the decrease in acreage occurs on the more productive land. 
The acreage adjustments in the Northwest and Southwest regions occurs 
at the margin of production while the increase in legume hay acreage 
in the South Atlantic, South Central, and Great Plains regions occurs 
on the more productive land. Legume hay acreages on irrigated land 
increase in the South Central, Great Plains, Northwest and Southwest 
regions in response to increases in export demand levels. The expansion 
of legume hay acreage is on the more productive land in these regions. 
Regional adjustments in response to water right restrictions is 
very complex. In the North Atlantic Region legume hay acreage increases 
at the margin on dryland. Production in the South Atlantic Region 
is unaffected and dryland production in the Southwest Region decreases on 
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Table 45. Legume hay acreage and yield per acre on irrigated and dry­
land, water use, and supply price for normal and high ex­
port levels with and without water right restrictions for 
the United States and major regions in the year 2000 
Dryland Irrigated land 
Export water right Supply 
, , . . acres per acres per use price 
level restriction acre acre (1000 (dollars) 
(tons) (tons) a.f.) 
United States 
Normal 15644 3.06 5637 5.17 17549 23.28 
Normal Restricted 15400 3.07 6233 5.41 21776 22.53 
High 16594 3.00 6436 5.33 20453 29.41 
High Restricted 15229 3.00 6720 5.41 23209 27.78 
North Atlantic 
Normal 1335 3.37 21.40 
Normal Restricted 1335 3.37 21.36 
High 1140 3.32 26.36 
High Restricted 1142 3.31 25.17 
South Atlantic 
Normal 1530 2.91 27.20 
Normal Restricted 1630 2.91 27.12 
High 2386 2.98 33.01 
High Restricted 2386 2.98 31.65 
North Central 
Normal 6218 3.23 279 4.77 729 20.58 
Normal Restricted 6207 3,24 279 4.77 729 20.54 
High 3980 3.18 279 4.77 729 28.53 
High Restricted 4148 3.18 279 4.77 729 27.30 
South Central 
Normal 4651 2.91 380 5.72 1481 27.31 
Normal Restricted 4657 2.92 361 5.71 1397 27.24 
High 5012 2.92 404 5.73 1586 33.02 
High Restricted 5002 2.92 361 5.71 1396 32.28 
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Table 45 (Continued) 
Export Water right 1000 
level restriction acres 
Dryland 
Yield 
per 
acre 
(tons) 
Irrigated land 
1000 Yield 
acres per 
acre 
(tons) 
Water 
use 
Supply 
price 
(dollars) 
Great Plains 
Normal 730 2. 28 866 4.40 1819 24.55 
Normal Restricted 770 2. 28 866 4.40 1819 24.55 
High 2773 2. 72 998 4.46 2124 30.85 
High Restricted 1590 2. 49 1000 4.47 2129 28.54 
Northwest 
Normal 798 3. 23 2766 4.86 8355 21.24 
Normal Restricted 798 3. 23 2665 4.89 8173 21.07 
High 793 3. 23 2919 4.90 8860 26.30 
High Restricted 756 3. 22 2955 4.91 8962 25.43 
Southwest 
Normal 298 2. 86 1344 6.25 5164 24.33 
Normal Restricted 2060 6.56 9657 19.87 
High 506 2. 84 1835 6.48 7152 27.35 
• « Hign Restricted 203 2. S3 2123 6.58 9991 24,19 
the more productive land. In the other regions, the adjustments are 
dependent upon the export desiand level. In the North Central Region 
dryland legume hay acreage decreases at the margin under normal export 
levels and increases at the margin at high export levels. Dryland 
acreage in the South Central Region increases on the more productive 
land under normal export demand levels and decreases at the margin 
Under high export demand levels. Rater right restrictions result in 
an increase in legume hay acreage on dryland in the Great Plains 
Region at normal export levels, and a decrease in acreage on the more 
productive land at high export demand levels. In the Northwest Region 
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dryland legume hay production is unaffected by water right restrictions 
at normal export levels, but acreage on the more productive land de­
creases at high export levels. 
The response of legume hay acreage on irrigated cropland to water 
right restrictions is not as complicated as on dryland. In the South 
Central Region, acreage decreases on the more productive land, while in 
the Southwest Region legume hay acreage increases on the more productive 
land. Under normal export demand levels, production in the Great Plains 
Region is unaffected but at high export demand levels the acreage in­
creases on the more productive land. In the Northwest Region legume 
hay acreage decreases at the margin at normal export demand levels, 
while at high export demand levels the acreage increases on the more 
productive land. 
Nonlecfume hay 
On a national basis non-legume hay production adjusts to increases 
in export demand levels by reducing acreage on the more productive dry­
land and increasing acreage on the more productive irrigated cropland. 
Table 46. In response to water right restrictions, dryland acreage 
declines at the margin for normal export demand levels emd increases 
on the inore productive land for high export demand levels. Nonlegume 
hay production on irrigated cropland increases on the more productive 
land at normal esçort levels and increases on the margin at high export 
demand levels= 
Nonlegume hay production on dryland is eliminated in the North 
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Table 46. Nonlegurae hay acreage and yield per acre on irrigated and 
dryland, water use, and supply price for normal and high 
export levels with and without water right restrictions 
for the United States and major regions in the year 2000 
Dryland Irrigated land 
Water 
Export Water right 1000 Yield 1000 Yield Supply 
level restriction acres per acres per (1000 price 
acre acre (dollars) 
(tons) (tons) a. f > ) 
United States 
Normal 2452 3.52 19.46 
Normal Restricted 2409 3.52 112 2.97 305 19.32 
High 190 1.56 5 3.10 33 24.52 
High Restricted 323 1.66 122 2.96 319 23.77 
North Central 
Normal 2452 3.52 18.17 
Normal Restricted 2409 3.52 18.13 
High 
High Restricted 
South Central 
Normal 
Normal Restricted 16 2.61 62 20-44 
High 190 1.56 25.63 
High Restricted 168 1.56 24,90 
Great Plains 
Normal 
Normal Restricted 14 2.65 32 19.99 
High 
High Restricted 39 2.65 87 24.76 
Southwest 
Normal 
Normal Restricted 81 3.10 210 19.87 
High 5 3.10 33 27.08 
High Restricted 154 1.76 82 3.10 231 27.34 
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Central Region by the increase in export demand levels while in the 
South Central Region it enters production only in response to the in­
crease in export levels. 
The production of nonlegume hay on dryland in the North Central 
and South Central regions decreases slightly at the margin in response 
to water right restrictions. In contrast, in the Southwest Region 
production on dryland is initiated only at high export demand levels 
in conjunction with water right restrictions. Water right restrictions 
encourage nonlegume hay production on irrigated cropland in the South 
Central, Great Plains and Southwest regions. 
Oats 
The acreage devoted to oat production in the United States declines 
on both dryland and irrigated cropland in response to the increase in 
export demand levels. Table 47. The adjustment occurs on the more pro­
ductive land. In response to water right restrictions the dryland 
acreage declines on the margin while the irrigated acreage declines 
on the more productive land at normal export levels, but is unaffected 
at high export levels. 
Dryland oat production increases at the margin in the North Atlantic 
Region, increases on the ««ore productive land in the Great Plains Region, 
and is initiated in the South Central and Southwest regions in response 
to high export demand levels. In the South Atlantic and North Central 
regions, dryland oat acreage decreases on the more productive land. The 
acreage of oats produced on irrigated cropland in the Southwest Region 
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Table 47. Oats acreage and yield per acre on irrigated and dryland, 
water use, and supply price for normal and high export levels 
with and without water right restrictions for the United 
States and major regions in the year 2000 
Dryland Irrigated land 
Export Water right 1000 Yield 1000 Yield 
level restriction acres per acres per nooo 
acre acre _ . 
(bu) (bu) 
United States 
Supply 
price 
(dollars) 
Normal 2598 75.58 150 78. 78 249 .46 
Normal Restricted 2580 76.10 144 78. 10 239 .45 
High 2520 67.40 120 75. 19 206 .73 
High Restricted 2402 70.71 120 75. 19 206 .72 
North Atlantic 
Normal 72 84.70 .72 
Normal Restricted 72 84.70 .71 
High 95 83.74 1.02 
High Restricted 207 73.95 .94 
South Atlantic 
Normal 882 72.75 .48 
Normal Restricted 882 72.75 .48 
High 660 67.28 .68 
High Restricted 660 67.28 .65 
North Central 
Normal 1638 76.78 .40 
Normal Restricted 1620 77.62 .40 
High 1233 75.71 .71 
High Restricted 1307 76.20 .68 
South Central 
Normal 70 62. 58 135 .60 
Normal Restricted 70 62. ,58 135 .59 
High 43 42.64 70 62. 58 135 .83 
High Restricted 43 42.64 70 62. 58 135 .82 
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Table 47 (Continued) 
Dryland Irrigated land „ 
Export Water right 1000 Yield 1000 Yield Supply 
level restriction acres per 
acre 
(1000 
acre 
a . f . )  (dollars) 
Great Plains 
Normal 3 39.28 .49 
Normal Restricted 3 39.28 .49 
High 447 44.39 .66 
High Restricted 143 43.84 .73 
Southwest 
Normal 80 93.10 113 .86 
Normal Restricted 73 93.10 104 .85 
High 39 58.45 49 93.10 70 1.06 
High Restricted 39 58.45 49 93.10 70 
declines at the production margin. 
The effect of water right restrictions on dryland oat acreage is 
dependent upon export demand level. Water right restrictions have no 
affect on dryland oat acreage at normal export levels in the North 
Atlantic and Great Plains regions. However, at high export levels 
acreage increases at the margin in the North Atlantic Region and in the 
Great Plains Region dryland oat acreage shifts away from the more 
productive land- In the North Central Region, production shifts away 
frcrs the more productive land at normal export levels, but at high ex­
port levels the acreage of dryland oats increases on the more productive 
land. 
Oats grown on irrigated cropland in the South Central Region and 
in the Southwest Region under high es^rt demand conditions are not 
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affected by water right restrictions. However, at normal export demand 
levels, the acreage of oats in the Southwest Region declines in response 
to water right restrictions. 
Pasture 
The model allows only limited alternatives for pasture land. Except 
for a small amount which can be converted to cropland through wet land 
development, the only alternatives for pasture land are dryland or 
irrigated production. Since pasture is not allowed to be idle, there is 
an inverse relationship between dryland and irrigated pasture. As the 
acreage of irrigated pasture increases the acreage of dryland pasture 
decreases proportionately. 
On the national basis the acreage of dryland pasture decreases as 
export levels increase. Table 48. Irrigated pasture acreage increases as 
export levels increase if water allocation is unrestricted, but the acreage 
decreasss if v;atcr right restrictions are in force. Water right restric­
tions result in an increase in irrigated pasture acreage and a decrease 
in dryland pasture acreage. 
Sorghum 
Sorghum acreage in the United States decreases on dryland and in­
creases on irrigated cropland as export levels increase. Under water 
right restrictions, dryland acreage increases and irrigated cropland 
acreage of sorghum decreases, Table 49, 
Dryland sorghum acreage decreases in the North Central and South 
Central regions, but increases in the Great Plains Region in response to 
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Table 48. Pasture acreage and yield per acre on irrigated and dryland, 
water use, and supply price for normal and high export levels 
with and without water right restrictions for the United 
States and major regions in the year 2000 
Export Water right 1000 
level restriction acres 
Dryland 
Yield 
per 
acre 
(tons) 
Irrigated land 
1000 Yield 
acres per 
acre 
(tons) 
Water 
use 
(1000 
a.f.) 
Supply 
price 
(dollars) 
United States 
Normal 929450 .16 5273 
Normal Restricted 928145 .16 6579 
High 914926 .16 5483 
High Restricted 914715 .16 6011 
9973 
13402 
10726 
12102 
19.49 
19.34 
24.53 
23.76 
North Atlantic 
Normal 17966 .25 
Normal Restricted 17966 .25 
High 17767 .26 
High Restricted 17811 .25 
15.06 
15.06 
18.30 
17.66 
South Atlantic 
Normal 77452 .30 
Normal Restricted 77452 .30 
High 72269 .31 
High Restricted 72269 .31 
17.03 
17.10 
22.13 
21.50 
North Central 
Normal 
îîorîTial 
High 
High 
74338 .29 
Restricted 74338 .29 
68299 .31 
Restricted 68501 .31 
1 
1 
1 
1 
17.90 
17.87 
22.11 
21.52 
South Central 
Normal 226396 .22 
Normal Restricted 226350 .22 
High 224422 .23 
High Restricted 224423 .23 
46 
1 
21 
1 
75 
20-48 
20,43 
25.63 
24.90 
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Table 48 (Continued) 
Export 
level 
Water right 
restriction 
Dryland 
1000 
acres 
Yield 
per 
acre 
(tons). 
Irrigated land 
1000 Yield 
acres per 
acre 
(tons) 
Water 
use 
(1000 
a.f.) 
Supply 
price 
(dollars) 
Great Plains 
Normal 209279 .14 1652 2774 20.42 
Normal Restricted 208586 .14 2346 3758 19.99 
High 208285 .14 1727 2933 26.08 
High Restricted 207671 .14 2411 3892 24.77 
Northwest 
Normal 86429 ,06 1629 3103 19.19 
Normal Restricted 86367 .07 1690 3232 17.83 
High 8(5429 .06 1629 3103 23.75 
High Restricted 86429 .06 1629 3103 22-97 
Southwest 
Normal 237587 .05 1990 4093 22.02 
Normal Restricted 237082 .05 2495 6230 21.64 
High 237452 .05 2124 4686 27.07 
High Restricted 237630 .04 1947 5030 27.27 
high export demand levels. The increase in the Great Plains takes place 
on the more productive land. As export demand levels increase, production 
of sorghum on irrigated cropland expands on the more productive land in 
the South Central Region,- is initiated in the Great Plains Region and 
is eliminated in the Southwest Region. 
In response to water right restrictions, dryland sorghum acreage 
declines at the margin in the North Central Region. In the South Central 
region dryland sorghum acreage increases at the margin at normal export 
levels, but increases on the more productive land at high export levels. 
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Table 49. Sorghum acreage and yield per acre on irrigated and dryland, 
water use, and supply price for normal and high export 
levels with and without water right restrictions for the 
United States and major regions in the year 2000 
Export Water right 1000 
level restriction acres 
Dryland Irrigated land 
Yield 1000 Yield 
per acres 
acre 
(bu) 
per 
acre 
(bu) 
Water 
use (1000 price 
a.f.) 
Supply 
(dollars) 
United States 
Normal 17760 45.81 879 95.27 1776 .84 
Normal Restricted 18141 45.64 747 104.00 1529 .83 
High 15387 48.94 1108 104.10 2004 . 1.12 
High Restricted 15866 49.09 849 103.83 1703 1.10 
North Central 
Normal 
Normal 
High 
High 
Restricted 
Restricted 
1361 
1343 
52.41 
52.44 
53 96.55 
South Central 
.92 
.91 
1.15 
Normal 
Normal 
High 
High 
Restricted 
Restricted 
6603 
7018 
4650 
4665 
39.23 
39.19 
39.27 
39.28 
520 
747 
1073 
814 
103.80 
104.00 
104.28 
104.06 
1026 
1529 
1961 
1659 
.93 
.93 
1.25 
1.23 
Great Plains 
Normal 
Normal 
High 
High 
Restricted 
Restricted 
9795 
9779 
10737 
11147 
49.33 
49.34 
53.12 
52.97 
34 
34 
98.41 
98.41 
43 
44 
.74 
.74 
1.05 
1.04 
Southwest 
Normal 
High 
High 
Restricted 
Restricted 
359 82.92 750 .95 
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Acreage in the Great Plains Region decreases at the margin at normal 
export levels, but increases at the margin for high export levels. The 
effect of water right restrictions on irrigated sorghum acreage in the 
South Central Region is an increase in acreage on the more productive 
land at normal export demand levels but a decrease of acreage on the 
more productive land at high export demand levels. Water right restric­
tions eliminate sorghum production on irrigated cropland in the South­
west Region. 
Sorghum silage 
As export demand levels increase sorghum silage acreage in the United 
States increases on the more productive dryland but decreases on irrigated 
cropland. Table 50. In response to water right restrictions dryland 
acreage of sorghum silage decreases while irrigated acreage increases. 
In response to the high export demand levels, sorghum silage acreage in 
the South Central Region expands on the more productive dryland- Marginal 
increases in dryland acreage occur in the South Atlantic Region and dryland 
acreage in the Great Plains Region decreases at the margin. Irrigated 
sorghum silage acreage declines in the Great Plains Region. The decline 
involves the more productive land. In the South Central Region, irri­
gated sorghum silage acreage expands on the more productive land if water 
allocation is unrestricted. However, if water right restrictions are in 
effect, the irrigated acreage decreases at the margin as export levels 
increase. In the Southwest Region sorghum silage acreage increases under 
unrestricted water allocation, but decreases under water right restrictions. 
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Table 50. Sorghum silage acreage and yield per acre on irrigated and dry­
land, water use and supply price for normal and high export 
levels with and without water right restrictions to the 
United States and major regions in the year 2000 
Dryland Irrigated land Water 
use 
(1000 
a. f. ) 
Export Water right 1000 Yield 1000 Yield Supply 
level restriction acres per 
acre 
acres per 
acre 
price 
(dollars) 
(tons) (tons) 
United States 
Normal 
Normal 
High 
High 
Normal 
Normal 
High 
High 
Normal 
Normal 
High 
High 
36135 
Restricted 33827 
40224 
Restricted 39605 
10.31 
10.45 
10.70 
10.73 
13201 
13823 
12858 
13352 
18.80 
18.70 
18.83 
18.70 
20966 
22631 
20872 
21947 
South Atlantic 
Restricted 
Restricted 
4819 
5077 
8307 
8307 
15.75 
15.75 
15.75 
15.75 
South Central 
Restricted 
Restricted 
8957 
9120 
5979 
6236 
10.38 
10.35 
10.45 
10.40 
7117 
6624 
6882 
6362 
18.84 
18.84 
18.83 
18.83 
10074 
9406 
9787 
9078 
7.04 
7.00 
8.70 
8.46 
6.65 
6.64 
8.37 
8.13 
Normal 22358 9.11 4753 18.41 6310 7.45 
Normal Restricted 19628 9.13 5697 18.28 7835 7.43 
High 25937 9.13 4486 18.47 5942 9.16 
High Restricted 25062 9.15 5513 18.31 7658 8.91 
6.71 
6.70 
8.33 
8.11 
Southwest 
Normal 
Normal 
High 
High 
Kestrxctea 
Restricted 
1329 
1501 
1489 
1476 
19.95 
19.61 
19.93 
19-61 
4580 
5389 
5143 
5300 
7.25 
6.81 
8.52 
8.07 
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In response to water right restrictions sorghum silage acreage 
increases on dryland in the South Atlantic and Great Plains regions and 
decreases on dryland in the South Central Region. The acreage of sorghum 
silage on irrigated cropland increases in the South Central Region 
and decreases in the Great Plains Region. In the Southwest Region 
the irrigated acreage increases at normal export demand levels but 
decreases, mainly on the more productive land, at high export levels. 
Soybeans 
Dryland soybean acreage in the United States increases as export 
demand levels increase. Table 51. Irrigated soybean acreage decreases 
if water allocation is unrestricted but increases under water right re­
strictions as export levels increase. Dryland soybean acreage adjustments 
to water right restrictions are dependent upon export level. At normal 
export levels, dryland acreage decreases while at high export levels dryland 
acreage increases under water right restrictions. Irrigated soybean acreage 
decreases when water right restrictions are imposed. 
Soybean production increases on dryland in the North Atlantic, South 
Atlantic, North Central, and South Central regions in response to the 
high export demand levels. In the North Atlantic and South Atlantic re­
gions the adjustments are made on the mora productive land, while in the 
North Central and South Central regions the expansion takes place at 
the margin. In the Great Plains, dryland soybean acreage increases if 
water right restrictions are in effect, but decreases if water allocation 
is unrestricted. Irrigated soybean acreage in the Great Plains Region 
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Table 51. Soybean acreage and yield per acre on irrigated and dryland, 
water use, and supply price for normal and high export levels 
with and without water right restrictions for the United 
States and major regions in the year 2000 
Dryland 
Export Water right 1000 Yield 
level restriction acres per 
acre 
(bu) 
United States 
Normal 96641 37.53 902 48. 79 983 4.70 
Normal Restricted 96563 37.57 754 48. 79 822 4.69 
High 102547 37.39 916 48. 79 998 6.09 
High Restricted 103401 37.36 757 48. 79 825 5.86 
North Atlantic 
Normal 1655 38.37 5.09 
Normal Restricted 1655 38.37 5.08 
High 1954 38.71 6.49 
High Restricted 1954 38.71 6.27 
South Atlantic 
Normal 25060 35.01 5.00 
Normal Restricted 25468 35.03 4.99 
High 25000 35.39 6.41 
High Restrictêu 25633 35.35 6.18 
North Central 
Normal 44293 41.36 4.56 
Normal Restricted 43830 41.47 4.54 
High 49178 40.63 5.93 
High Restricted 48837 40.65 5.71 
South Central 
Normal 13199 31.27 4.77 
Normal Restricted 13024 31.31 4.75 
High 14014 31.07 6.17 
High Restricted 13836 31.11 5.95 
Irrigated land 
1000 Yield Water 
use 
acres per . price 
acre (dollars) 
(bu) a-f-' 
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Table 51 (Continued) 
Dryland Irrigated land 
Water 
use 
Export Water right 1000 Yield 
level restriction acres per 
acre 
1000 Yield 
acres per 
acre 
(1000 
a.f. ) 
Water 
price 
(dollars) 
(bu) (bu) 
Great Plains 
Normal 
Normal 
High 
High 
12432 35.49 902 
Restricted 12584 35.53 754 
12398 35.51 916 
Restricted 13085 35.49 757 
48.79 983 
48.79 822 
48.79 998 
48.79 825 
4.53 
4.52 
5.93 
5.71 
increases in response to increasing export demand levels. 
Soybean acreages on dryland in the North Central and South Central 
regions decrease under the effect of water right restrictions. In the 
South Atlantic and Great Plains regions dryland soybean acreage in­
creases on the more productive land under normal export levels, but 
the expansion in these regions is on the marginal production land 
under the high export levels. Irrigated soybean acreage in the Great 
Plains decreases under water right restrictions. 
Sugar beets 
Sugar beet production in the United States is localized in three 
regions. Sugar beets are produced on dryland in the North Central 
Region and under irrigation in the Great Plains and Southwest regions, 
Table 52. Under the cost minimization framework of the linear pro­
gramming model, all of the sugar beet production required to satisfy 
the demand for domestically produced sugar is projected to be on dryland 
in the North Central Region. As export levels increase and competition 
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Table 52. Sugar beet acreage and yield per acre on irrigated and dry­
land, water use, and supply price for normal and high export 
levels with and without water right restrictions for the 
United States and major regions in the year 2000 
Export Water right 1000 
level restriction acres 
Dryland 
Yield 
per 
acre 
(tons) 
Irrigated land 
1000 Yield 
acres per 
acre 
(tons) 
Water 
use 
(1000 
a.f.) 
Supply 
price 
(dollars) 
United States 
Normal 1950 20.45 8.42 
Normal Restricted 1865 20.46 70 24.40 136 8.41 
High 1764 20.42 161 23.93 322 9.85 
High Restricted 1725 20.42 195 23.83 386 9.65 
North Central 
Normal 1950 20.45 
Normal Restricted 1865 20.46 
High 1764 20.42 
High Restricted 1725 20.42 
8.42 
8.41 
9.85 
9.65 
Great Plains 
Normal 
Normal 
High 
high 
Restricted 
Restricted 
65 
66 
Southwest 
23.29 
23.29 
132 
134 
9.85 
9.65 
Normal 
Normal 
High 
High 
Restricted 
Restricted 
70 
95 
128 
24.40 
24.37 
24.11 
136 
190 
252 
8.41 
8.85 
9.65 
for land in the North Central Region becomes more intense, sugar beet 
acreage declines in the region and production of sugar beets is 
initiated on irrigated cropland in the Great Plains and Southwest 
regions. 
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Water right restrictions have effects similar to increases in export 
demand levels. When water right restrictions are imposed, sugar beet 
acreage on dryland in the North Central Region declines and production 
is initiated on irrigated cropland in the Southwest Region. 
Wheat 
Wheat production in the United States increases on both dryland and 
irrigated land in response to the high export demand levels. Table 53. 
Water right restrictions result in em increase in dryland wheat acreage 
and a decrease in wheat acreage on irrigated cropland. 
Dryland wheat acreage adjustments occur in every region in response 
to the increase in export demand levels. In the North Atlantic, South 
Atlantic and Great Plains regions, acreages and yields both increase. 
This indicates that the adjustment occurs on the more productive land. 
Dryland wheat acreages also increase in the North Central, Northwest 
and Southwest regions, but yields decline indicating that the expansion 
in acreage was at the production margin. In the South Central Region 
dryland wheat acreage increases if water allocation is unrestricted, but 
decreases if water right restrictions are in effect. As export levels 
increase, wheat acreage on irrigated cropland in the Northwest Region 
increases on the more productive land. In the Southwest Region, irri­
gated wheat acreage increases under water right restrictions, but decreases 
if water allocation is unrestricted. 
Regional adjustments resulting from the imposition of water right 
restrictions are heavily dependent upon the export demand level. Dryland 
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Table 53. Wheat acreage and yield per acre on irrigated and dryland, 
water use, and supply price for normal and high export levels 
with and without water right restrictions for the United 
States and major regions in the year 2000 
Export Water right 1000 
level restriction acres 
Dryland Irrigated land 
Yield 1000 Yield 
per 
acre 
(bu) 
acres per 
acre 
(bu) 
Water 
use 
(1000 
a.f.) 
Supply 
price 
(dollars) 
United States 
Normal 43609 34.21 2751 65.40 4049 1.15 
Normal Restricted 43828 34.36 2518 65.09 3713 1.16 
High 63484 32.18 2841 65.71 4282 1.69 
High Restricted 63934 32.08 2727 65.57 4142 1.63 
North Atlantic 
Normal 
Normal 
High 
High 
Restricted 
Restricted 
2475 
2475 
2746 
2746 
47.26 
47.26 
47.44 
47.44 
1.57 
1.57 
2.20 
2.12 
South Atlantic 
Normal 
Normal 
High 
nigh 
Restricted 
1822 
1822 
2595 
2595 
44.95 
44.95 
45.20 
45.20 
1.32 
1.31 
1.94 
1.87 
North Central 
Normal 13552 35.29 
Normal Restricted 12337 36.95 
High 21055 31.44 
High Restricted 21155 31.50 
1.12 
1.13 
1.74 
1.66 
South Central 
Normal 
Normal 
High 
High 
Restricted 
Restricted 
7364 
6440 
6434 
27.87 
27.37 
27.50 
27.50 
1.25 
1.25 
1.84 
1.78 
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Table 53 (Continued) 
Export Water right 1000 
level restriction acres 
Dryland 
Yield 
per 
acre 
(bu) 
Irrigated land 
1000 Yield 
acres per 
acre 
(bu) 
Water 
use 
(1000 
a.f. ) 
Supply 
price 
(dollars) 
Great Plains 
Normal 14521 29.67 204 52.26 263 1.01 
Normal Restricted 14456 29.49 204 52.26 263 1.01 
High 21019 30.11 204 52.26 263 1.49 
High Restricted 21485 29.79 204 52.26 263 1.44 
Northwest 
Normal 
Normal Restricted 
4896 
4989 
42.02 
42.02 
1134 
1095 
62.48 
62.29 
1967 
1913 
18 
18 
High 9066 33.53 1239 63. 25 2163 1.67 
High Restricted 9048 33.53 1257 63. 25 2190 1.62 
Southwest 
Normal 170 35.17 1413 69. 64 1817 1.05 
Normal Restricted 382 35.17 1219 69. 76 1535 1.16 
High 559 34.46 1397 69. 86 1854 1.45 
High Restricted 468 34.65 1266 69. 92 1687 1.47 
wheat acreage in the North Atlantic and South Atlantic regions is un­
affected by water right restrictions. Wheat acreage on dryland in the 
North Central Region decreases under water right restrictions. In the 
South Central, Northwest, and Southwest regions dryland wheat acreage 
increases at normal export demand levels but decreases at high export 
demand levels. Water right restrictions have exactly the opposite effect 
in the Great Plains Region as dryland acreage decreases at normal export 
demand levels and increases at high export demand levels. 
Wheat acreage on irrigated cropland in the Southwest Region decreases 
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in response to water right restrictions. In the Northwest Region the 
effect of water right restrictions is an increase in irrigated wheat 
acreage at high export demand levels, but a decrease in acreage at normal 
export demand levels. 
Water Use 
Agricultural and nonagricultural water uses eire not computed for the 
entire United States but only for those areas included in the nine river 
basins in the western portion of the country. In the model formulation 
municipal and industrial, recreation, fish and wildlife, electricity 
generation, and exogenous crop and livestock uses are assumed fixed and 
do not change in response to the model alternatives. These uses must be 
satisfied before water is made available for the agricultural activities 
included in the model. In this context, the agricultural activities 
considered in this model are users of residual water. These activities 
compete with each other for water but do not compete with exogenous 
crop and livestock uses or nonagricultural uses. 
Although pasture production is considered exogenous to the model, 
the model has the alternative of using water on irrigated pasture land 
in the production of roughage or of releasing this water for use by the 
endogenous activities. The three areas of water use which can vary are 
endogenous crop and livestock use and exogenous roughage use. The changes 
in consumptive use of water under the four model alternatives, Table 54, 
occur in these three categories. 
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Table 54. Total consumptive use and marginal value product of water for 
normal and high export levels, with and without water right 
restrictions for the year 2000 
Demands 
Normal Exports 
Unrestricted 
water 
allocation 
High Exports 
Water Unrestricted Water 
right water right 
restrictions allocation restrictions 
Endogenous 
Crops 
Livestock 
55077 
1894 
(1000 a.f.) 
61922 
1877 
59056 
1953 
64422 
1946 
Total 56971 63799 61009 66368 
Exogenous 
Crops 
Roughage 
Livestock 
16445 
9973 
59 
16445 
13402 
59 
16445 
10726 
59 
16445 
12102 
59 
Total exogenous 
agriculture 26477 
Total agriculture 83448 
Non-agricultural use 22187 
Total 105635 
7827 
29906 
93705 
22187 
115892 
12802 
27230 
88239 
22187 
110426 
7983 
28606 
94974 
22187 
117161 
12775 
Marginal value 
product (a.f.) $11.92 $8.58 $12.71 $10-73 
Nonagricultural consumptive use of water is projected to be 22.2 
million acre feet in the year 2000. The consumptive requirements for 
exogenous crop production is 16.4 million acre feet and exogenous live­
stock require 59 thousand acre feet of water. 
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Agricultural water use adjustments 
Water consumption in agriculture increases in response to both in­
creases in export demand levels and to water right restrictions. At the 
high export levels agriculture consumes 4.8 million acre feet of water 
more than at normal export levels, Table 54. This is a 5.7 percent in­
crease in consumptive use. This increase is composed of a 4.0 million 
acre feet increase for the production of endogenous crops, a 0.06 million 
acre feet increase in livestock use and an additional 0.8 million acre 
feet consumpted in the production of roughage on pasture land. 
Under water right restrictions consumptive use of water in agri­
culture increases at both normal and high e:gort demand levels. At normal 
export demand levels total agricultural water consumption increases by 
10.3 million acre feet. This is a 12.3 percent increase. Consumption 
for endogenous crop production increases by 6.8 million acre feet and 
irrigation of pasture consumes an additional 3.4 million acre feet. Live­
stock use decreases slightly. The same pattern is evident at high export 
demand levels but the magnitude of the shifts is lower. Agricultural 
water conswfiption increases by 6.7 million acre feet in response to water 
right restrictions at the high export demand levels. This is a 7.6 per­
cent increase. Endogenous crop production consumes an additional 5.4 
million acre feet and roughage production on pasture utilises an additional 
1.4 million acre feet of water. Consumptive use of water by livestock 
decreases slightly. 
As cropping patterns shift, water use patterns shift. When export 
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levels increase water consumption for most of the crops increases, Tables 
55 and 56. Water consumption for legume hay increases by 2.9 million 
acre feet and pasture irrigation requires an additional 734 thousand acre 
feet. Corn and sugar beets each increase use by more chan 300 thousand 
acre feet and com silage, sorghum and wheat each use more than 200 thou­
sand acre feet additional water. Water consumption for barley, oats, 
sorghum silage, and hog production declines. Barley shows the largest 
relative reduction as consumptive use decreases by 40.5 percent in 
response to the increase in export levels. 
Water use patterns in agriculture adjust in response to the imposi­
tion of water right restrictions. At normal e:^rt demand levels water 
consumption increases for seven crops and two classes of livestock, 
Table 55. Water use for cotton increases by 54.4 percent, pasture irri­
gation uses an additional 34.4 percent, legume hay use increases by 24.1 
percent, and corn consumes an additional 20.4 percent. Water use also 
increases for sorghum silage, nonlegume hay, sugar bssts, beef cows.-
and hogs. Less water is used in the production of barley, corn silage, 
oats, sorghum, soybeans, wheat, and beef feeding under water right 
restrictions. 
Almost the same pattern of shifts emerges at the high export demand 
levels when water right restrictions are imposed,- Table 56. Water con­
sumption increases for barley, corn, cotton, legume hay, nonieguroe 
hay, pasture, sorghum silage, sugar beets, and beef cows. Legume hay, 
cotton, sorghum silage, and pasture show the largest increases. Water 
consumption decreases for corn silage, sorghum, soybeans, wheat, beef 
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Table 55. Water use by endogenous crops and livestock for the normal 
export options with and without water right restrictions for 
the year 2000 
Unrestricted 
water 
allocation 
(1000 a.f.) 
Water 
right 
restrictions 
(1000 a.f.) 
Change 
% 
Change 
Crops 
Barley 949 
Corn 1174 
Corn silage 4458 
Cotton 2919 
Legume hay 17549 
Nonlegume hay 0 
Oats 249 
Pasture 9992 
Sorghum 1776 
Sorghum silage 20966 
Soybeans 983 
Sugar beets 0 
Wheat 4049 
Livestock 
822 
1413 
4024 
4507 
21776 
305 
239 
13422 
1529 
22631 
822 
136 
3713 
-127 
239 
-434 
1588 
4227 
305 
-10 
3430 
-247 
1665 
-161 
136 
-336 
-13.4 
20.4 
-9.7 
54.4 
24.1 
-4.0 
34.3 
-13.9 
7.9 
-16 = 4 
-8.3 
Beef cows 
Beef feeding 
Dairy 
Hogs 
1161 
597 
89 
46 
1162 
577 
89 
47 
1 
-20 
.1 
-3.3 
2 . 2  
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Table 56. Water use by endogenous crops and livestock for the high 
export options with and without water right restrictions 
for the year 2000 
Unrestricted 
water 
allocation 
(1000 a.f.) 
Water 
right 
restrictions 
(1000 a.f.) 
Change 
% 
Change 
Crops 
Barley 565 569 4 .7 
Corn 1565 1784 214 14.0 
Corn silage 4735 4647 -88 -1.9 
Cotton 3015 4647 1632 54.1 
Legume hay 20453 23209 2756 13.5 
Nonlegume hay 33 319 286 866.7 
Oats 206 206 
Pasture 10726 12102 1376 12.8 
Sorghum 2004 1703 -301 -15.0 
Sorghum silage 20872 21947 1075 5.2 
Soybeans 998 825 -173 -17.3 
Sugar beets 322 386 64 19.9 
Wheat 4282 4142 -140 -3.3 
Livestock 
Beef cows 1180 1184 4 ,3 
Beef feeding 638 628 -10 -1.6 
Dairy 93 93 
Hogs 41 40 -1 -2.4 
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feeding, and hogs. The largest declines are in sorghum and soybean 
production. 
More water is used in the production of forages than in any other 
category of crops. Under unrestricted water allocation at normal export 
levels, sorghum silage consumes 25.1 percent of all the water consumed 
by agriculture. Table 57. Legume hay consumes 21 percent, pasture 12 
percent, and corn silage 5.3 percent of all water consumed by agriculture. 
Combining these crops accounts for 63.4 percent of all water used by agri­
culture. Under water right restrictions the percentage of agricultural 
water used in forage production increases to 66.3 percent at normal export 
demand levels and to 65.4 percent at the high export demand levels. 
Water right restrictions result in a decrease in the proportion of 
water committed to the production of the small grain crops. At normal 
export levels the proportion of total agricultural water used in the 
production of barley, corn, oats, sorghum, and wheat declines from 9.7 
percent to 8.3 percent. At high export levels the decline is froir. 9.S 
percent to 8.9 percent. 
On the other hand, water right restrictions increase the proportion 
of water allocated to the production of the high input-high profit crops 
such as cotton and sugar beets. At normal export levels the proportion 
used by these two crops increases from 3.5 percent to 4.5 percent; 
while at high export levels the increase is from 3.8 percent to 5.3 
percent of all agricultural water. 
When evaluated on the basis of changes in the proportion of 
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Table 57. Percentage of total agricultural water consumption, by crop 
and livestock class, for normal and high export levels with 
and without water right restrictions for the year 2000 
Hi^h Exports 
Unrestricted Water 
water right 
allocation restrictions 
(Percent) (Percent) 
Barley 1.1 0.9 0.6 0.6 
corn 1.4 1.5 1.8 1.9 
Corn silage 5.3 4.3 5.4 4.9 
Cotton 3.5 4.8 3.4 4.9 
Legume hay 21.0 23.2 23.2 24.4 
Nonlegume hay 0.3 0.3 
Oats 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 
Pasture 12.0 14.3 12.2 12.7 
Sorghum 2.1 1.6 2.3 1.8 
Sorghum silage 25.1 24.2 23.7 23.1 
Soybeans 1.2 0.9 1.1 0.9 
Sugar beets 0.1 0.4 0.4 
Wheat 4.8 4.0 4.9 4.4 
Beef cows 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.2 
Beef feeding 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.7 
Dairy 0.1 0.1 O.ia o.la 
Hogs 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 
Exogenous crops 19.7 17.5 18.6 17.3 
Exogenous livestock 0.0^  0.0^  0.0* 0.0* 
*'li8S3 than 0.1 percent. 
crop or Normal Exports 
,. ^ , Unrestricted Water 
Uv^tock water right 
allocation restrictions 
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agricultural water used, the individual crops which are the most responsive 
to water right restrictions are legume hay, pasture, cotton, corn silage, 
sorghum silage, and wheat. The proportion of water used by legume hay, 
pasture, and cotton increases, while the proportion used by com silage, 
sorghum silage, and wheat decrease by the largest amounts. Since total 
water used in agriculture increases in response to water right restric­
tions, those crops which increase their proportionate share of the water 
used are the crops which would receive the greatest impact from changes 
in water right restrictions. The regional adjustments in water use for 
individual crops are not enumerated in the text, but water used by each 
crop is reported for each region in Tables 41-53. 
Sources of Agricultural Water Supplies 
An individual agricultural water user at a given location can obtain 
his water supply from one of several sources. Water may be obtained from 
local dependable supplies such as strcanis, reservoirs and rechargeable 
ground water aquifers which are fed by precipitation originating in that 
area. Water may be transferred from other areas by natural flow along 
a river system. Man-made intrabasin transfers through canals and water 
conveyance structures which do not follow natural drainage systems are a 
potential source of supply# and interbasin transfers from one river 
basin to another through man-made structures provide another source of 
water. Ground water can also be pumped from underground aquifers in 
excess of the recharge rate until the reserve supplies are exhausted. 
Under normal export demand levels and unrestricted water allocation. 
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85.1 million acre feet of water are needed to satisfy agricultural needs 
and provide for conveyance losses, Table 58. Of this total 86.2 percent 
comes from local dependable sources, 3.4 percent comes from natural intra-
basin transfers, 2.6 percent from man-made intrabasin transfers, 2.8 per­
cent from interbasin transfers, and 5 percent comes from ground water 
depletion. When water right restrictions are imposed, the total water 
requirement for agricultural use and for the fulfillment of legally 
binding interstate compacts and international treaties increases by 14.1 
percent to 97.2 million acre feet. Seventy-eight and four-tenths percent 
of this is obtained from local dependable sources, 2.1 percent comes from 
natural intrabasin transfers, 1.6 percent from man-made intrabasin trans­
fers, 9.2 percent from interbasin transfers, and 8.7 percent comes from 
ground water depletion. Interbasin transfers, ground water depletions, 
and local dependable supplies play a much more important role under water 
right restrictions than they do when water allocation is unrestricted. 
Natural and man-made intrabasin trâùsfers becoir« lass important, 
The increase in interbasin transfers can be traced to the implemen­
tation of the required deliveries from the Upper Colorado Basin to the 
Lower Colorado and California basins. The increase in ground water 
depletion stems largely from the assumptions used in formulating the 
model alternatives. In the water right restricted alternative a cost 
is associated with the cessation of irrigation and conversion of the land 
to dryland farming. A rational operator will continue to use ground water 
even from depletion as long as it is more profitable to use the water 
rather than retire the land from irrigation. This retirement cost is not 
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Table 58. Total agricultural water use and source of water supply for 
the normal export option with and without water right 
restrictions for the year 2000 
Change % 
(1000 a.f.) Change 
Total ag. water 
requirement 85148* 97195* 12047 14.1 
Source of supply 
Local dependable 
source 73359 76193 2834 3.9 
Natural intrabasin 
transfers 2935 2079 -856 -29.2 
Man-made intrabasin 
transfers 2256 1526 -730 -32.4 
Interbasin transfers 2370 8930 6560 276.8 
Ground water 
depletions 4226 8466 4240 100.3 
"Includes conveyance losses on interregional transfers. 
binding on the unrestricted water allocation options. The intrabasin 
transfers decrease in magnitude under water right restrictions. The water 
is utilized in the areas where the supplies were first developed and the 
water has been used historically rather than being transferred to new 
localities where marginal productivity under current practices may be 
higher. 
Under high export demand levels and unrestricted water allocation 
Unrestricted Water 
water right 
allocation restrictions 
(1000 a.f.) (1000 a.f.) 
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90 million acre feet of water are required to meet agricultural demands 
and conveyance losses. Table 59. Of this total, 77.4 million acre feet, 
or 86.1 percent, is obtained from local dependable supplies. Natural 
intrabasin transfers contribute 3.1 percent, man-made intrabasin trans­
fers 2.5 percent, interbasin transfers 2.9 percent, and ground water 
depletions contribute 5.4 percent. The water requirement increases by 
8.4 million acre feet or 9.4 percent in response to water right 
restrictions at the high export demand levels. Interbasin transfers and 
ground water depletions become more important as sources of water 
supplies. Natural and man-made intrabasin transfers decline in importance. 
Local dependable sources supply 76.6 percent, natural intrabasin transfers 
2.1 percent, and man-made intrabasin transfers 1.6 percent. Interbasin 
transfers supply 9 percent and ground water depletions 8.6 percent 
of the total water requirement under water right restrictions at high 
export demand levels. 
Regional adjustments 
Only a small amount of irrigated land for use by endogenous crops 
is defined in the South Atlantic Region. Water use in this region in­
creases in response to high export levels but is not responsive to water 
right restrictions. Table 60. The entire agricultural water requirement 
in the South Atlantic Region is satisfied by local dependable sources. 
In the North Central Region only one producing region contains 
irrigated land. Water use in this area declines in response to an in­
crease in export levels but does not respond to water right restrictions. 
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Table 59. Total agricultural water use and source of water supply for 
the high export option with and without water right 
restrictions for the year 2000 
Unrestricted 
water 
Water 
rights Change (1000 
a.f.) 
% 
allocation restrictions Change 
(1000 a.f.) (1000 a.f.) 
Total ag. water 
requirement 89977^ 98417* 8440 9.4 
Source of supply 
Local dependable 
source 77426 77395 -31 .0 
Natural intrabasin 
transfers 2826 2079 -747 -26.4 
Man-made intrabasin 
transfers 2880 1529 -751 -32.9 
Interbasin transfers 2611 8899 6288 240.8 
Ground water 
depletions 4832 8513 3681 76.2 
"Includes conveyance losses on interregional transfers. 
Table 61. The entire agricultural water requirement is satisfied from 
local dependable sources. 
In the South Central Region water requirements increase by 43 
percent in response to the increase in export demand levels and 15.6 
percent and 11.9 percent in response to water right restrictions at 
normal and high export demand levels, respectively. Table 62. The 
amount of water obtained from dependable surface sources and from 
natural transfers does not respond to the additional demand. Since 
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Table 60. Total agricultural water use, marginal value product, and 
source of water supply for the South Atlantic Region for 
normal and high export levels with and without water right 
restrictions for the year 2000 
Normal Export High Export 
Unrestricted Restricted Unrestricted Restricted 
Marginal value 
product dol. 4.91 4.96 5.41 5.41 
Total require­
ment 1000 a.f. 128 129 141 141 
Source of supply; 
Local dependable 
source " 128^ 129 141 141 
Natural intra-
basin 
transfers 
Man-made intra-
basin 
transfers 
Interbasin 
transfers 
Ground v.'atsr 
depletion 
Water released 
from ag. use " 
Land converted 
to dryland 1000 ac. 
"Total renewable ag. supply 7162 thousand acre feet. 
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Table 61. Total agricultural water use, marginal value product, and 
source of water supply for the North Central Region for 
normal and high export levels with and without water 
right restrictions for the year 2000 
Units Normal Export High Export 
Unrestricted Restricted Unrestricted Restricted 
Marginal value 
product dol, 2.91 2.92 2.80 2.79 
Total require­
ment 1000 a.f. 800 801 784 783 
Source of supply; 
Local dependable 
source " 800* 801 784 783 
Natural intra-
basin 
transfers 
Man-made intra-
basin 
transfers 
Interbasin 
transfers 
Ground water 
depletion 
Water released 
from ag. use " 
Land converted 
to dryland 1000 ac. 
^Total renewable ag. supply 943 thousand acre feet. 
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Table 62. Total agricultural water use, marginal value product, and 
source of water supply for the South Central Region for 
normal and high export levels with and without water 
right restrictions for the year 2000 
Units Normal Export High Export 
Unrestricted Restricted Unrestricted Restricted 
Marginal value 
product dol. 15.77 15.28 16.82 17.83 
Total require­
ment 1000 a.f. 15854 18330 16444 18402 
Source of supply; 
Local dependable 
source " 
Natural intrabasin 
transfers " 
Man-made intrabasin 
transfers " 
11365^ 11396 
1710 2002 
11509 11449 
1604 2002 
Interbasin 
transfers " 38 148 79 148 
Ground water 
depletion " 2739 4783 3251 4801 
Water released 
from ag. use " 6645 6645 
Land converted 
to dryland 1000 ac. 6354 6354 
Total renewable ag. supply 38638 thousand acre feet. 
^Total allowable ground water depletion 8494 thousand acre feet. 
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only 29.4 percent of the dependable supply in the region is utilized, 
this illustrates the problem of unequal distribution within a major 
region. The water is not available where it is needed. Interbasin 
transfers and ground water depletions become more important under these 
circumstances. Ground water depletion produces 17.3 percent of the 
water required at normal export levels with unrestricted allocation. 
This increases to 26.1 of the total requirement under water right restric­
tions. At high export demand levels the proportion of the total require­
ment satisfied by ground water depletion increases from 19.8 percent 
to 26.1 percent in response to water right restrictions. 
Maximum allowable ground water depletion occurs in the producing 
regions which include the high plains regions of Texas, Oklahoma and 
New Mexico. In the South Central Region, 6.6 million acre feet of 
water are released from agricultural use. This decrease from 1975 
use is directly traceable to the depletion of nonrechargeable 
ground water supplies. This decrease in agricultural water uss is 
equivalent to the conversion of 6.4 million acres of irrigated cropland 
from irrigation to dryland cultivation or other use. 
Agricultural water use in the Great Plains Region is unresponsive 
to either changes in export demand level or water right restrictions. 
Water use increases from 18.7 million acre feet to 19.7 million acre 
feet in response to the high export levels. Table 63. This is an increase 
of only 1.9 percent. In response to water right restrictions water use 
increases by 0.4 percent at normal export levels and by 0.3 percent 
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Table 63. Total agricultural water use, marginal value product, and 
source of water supply for the Great Plains Region for normal 
and high export levels with and without water right 
restrictions for the year 2000 
Units Normal Export High Export 
Unrestricted Restricted Unrestricted Restricted 
Marginal value 
product dol. 15.03 9.79 
Total requirement 1000 a.f. 18687 18756 
18.11 
19035 
12.25 
19085 
Source of supply; 
Local dependable 
source 16640= 17920 16980 18253 
Natural intrabasin 
transfers 1224 76 1221 76 
Man-made intra­
basin transfers 
Interbasin transfers " 822 86 780 51 
Ground water 
depletion 673' 51 702 
Water released 
from ag. use 288 290 
Land converted 
to dryland Lvw aC* 296 298 
^Total renewable ag, simply 35810 thousand acre feet. 
^Total allowable ground water depletion 896 thousand acre feet. 
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at high export levels. Local dependable sources contribute between 89 
and 95 percent of the total water requirement. Although water right 
restrictions do not materially affect the total water requirement they 
do cause large shifts in source of water and place of use. As water 
right restrictions are imposed, more water is used near the location 
of the source and less is transferred through the natural water courses 
for use downstream. Interbasin transfers are greatly reduced and ground 
water depletion becomes the second most important source of water in the 
region. The greatest impact on natural transfers occurs in the Platte 
River Basin where transfers are reduced from 1,225 thousand acre feet 
to 76 thousand acre feet. The decrease in interbasin transfers is traced 
to the delivery requirement of the Colorado River Compact. Although 
the model indicates that in excess of one million acre feet of water 
delivered from the Upper Colorado to the Lower Colorado Basin is not 
required to meet the consumption needs, the delivery requirement in the 
Colorado River Compact are at such a level that insufficient water is 
left in the Upper Colorado basin to allow continuation of interbasin 
transfers between the Upper Colorado and Missouri River basins. Transfers 
in the Colorado-Big Thompson project decrease from the upper limit of 
660 thousand acre feet when water allocation is unrestricted to 34 thousand 
acre feet at normal export demand levels and zero delivery at high export 
demand levels under water right restrictions. Ground water depletion 
enters as a source of agricultural water in the Platte River Basin as 
interbasin transfers decrease. Under normal export demand levels ground 
water depletions in the amount of 673 thousand acre feet are initiated 
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in response to water right restrictions. At high export levels ground 
water depletions increase from 51 thousand acre feet to 702 thousand 
acre feet. Only one area in the Great Plains Region, the Arkansas River 
Basin in Colorado, is uneûsle to satisfy its water demands at the 1975 
use level. In this area legal commitments for downstream deliveries and 
insufficient local dependable supplies indicate that by 2000 agriculture 
will have to release 288 thousand acre feet of water. This represents 
31 percent of the total agricultural water use in the area in 1975. 
Water requirements in the Northwest Region respond very little to 
either export demand levels or water right restrictions. Water use in­
creases by 1.3 percent from 18.2 million acre feet to 18,4 million acre 
feet in response to an increase in export levels, Table 64. In 
response to water right restrictions water use declines by 1.1 percent 
from 18.2 million to 18.0 million acre feet at normal export levels. 
At high export demand levels water use increases by 0.7 percent from 
18.4 million to 18.6 million acre feet. All of the water requirements 
are met from local dependable sources, Two areas in the Northwest 
Region, the Salmon-Lower Snake and the Oregon Closed Basin areas do not 
have sufficient local dependable supply to satisfy the projected water 
needs for nonagricultural uses including environmental concerns and 
projected fish and wildlife requirements.- and still continue agricultural 
water use at the 1975 level. At least 460 thousand acre feet of water 
must be released from agricultural used in these areas or additional 
supplies must be developed. 
In the Southwest Region water requirements increase by 11.6 percent 
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Table 64. Total agricultural water use, marginal value product, and 
source of water supply for the Northwest Region for normal 
and high export levels with émd without water right 
restrictions for the year 2000 
Units Normal Export High Export 
Unrestricted Restricted Unrestricted Restricted 
Marginal value 
product dol. 3.41 
Total requirement 1000 a.f. 18211 
3.93 
18019 
3.41 
18446 
3.93 
18575 
Source of supply; 
Local dependable 
source 18211° 18019 18446 18575 
Natural intra-
basin transfers 
Man-made intra-
basin transfers 
Interbasin 
transfers 
Ground water 
depletion 
Water released 
from ag. use " 463 471 
Land converted 
to dryland 1000 ac. 580 584 
\otal renewable ag. supply 82416 thousand acre feet: 
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from 31.5 to 35.1 million acre feet in response to the high export demand 
levels, Table 65. In response to water right restrictions water require­
ments increase by 30.1 percent at normal export demand levels and by 
18 percent at the high e^çort demand levels. Local dependable sources 
provide 84 percent of the water under unrestricted water allocation and 
68 percent under water right restrictions. There is a tradeoff between 
man-made intrabasin transfers exemplified by the California Central 
Valley Project and interbasin transfers such as the California Aquaduct 
in conjunction with the Colorado River Compact. Intrabasin transfers 
decline and interbasin transfers increase in response to water right 
restrictions. Ground water depletion increases from 4.7 percent to 7.3 
percent of the water requirement in response to water right restric­
tions, The increase in water obtained from the Colorado River as 
interbasin transfer and the increase in ground water depletion account 
for the major portion of the increase in total water use. 
Two areas in the Southwest Region are unable to maintain their 1975 
agricultural water use levels. In the Great Basin area there is insuf­
ficient water to satisfy the nonagricultural water needs and maintain 
the 1975 agricultural water use level. In the Southern California Coastal 
regions the projected conversion of agricultural land to urban develop­
ment decreases the irrigated agricultural land base to such an extent 
that the 1975 water use cannot be maintained on the remaining land. 
In the two areas 688 thousand acre feet of water are diverted from 
agricultural uses. 
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Table 65. Total agricultural water use, marginal value proudct, and 
source of water supply for the Southwest Region for normal 
and high export levels with and without water right restric­
tions for the year 2000 
Units 
Normal Export High Export 
Unrestricted Restricted Unrestricted Restricted 
Marginal value 
product 
Total require­
ment 
dol. 12.48 
1000 a.f. 31467 
6.74 
41158 
12.38 
35125 
9.46 
41430 
Source of supply; 
Local dependable 
source 26214= 27927 29564 28191 
Natural intra-
basin transfers 
Man-made intra-
basin transfers 2256 1526 2280 1529 
Interbasin 
transfers 1509 8695 1751 8699 
Ground water 
depletion b 1486 3009 
Water released 
from ag. use " 688 690 
Land converted 
to dryland 1000 ac. 555 556 
^Total renewable ag. supply 67991 thousand acre feet. 
^Total allowable ground water depletion 11367 thousand acre feet. 
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Marginal Value Product of Water 
The marginal value product of agricultural water in the United 
States is $12.71 under the high export demand level option and $11.92 
under the normal export demand level option when water allocation is un­
restricted, Table 54. As water right restrictions are imposed, water 
use increases and the marginal value product of water decreases. The 
marginal value product decreases from $11.92 to $8.58 at normal export 
levels and from $12.71 to $10.73 at high export levels. 
On a regional basis the maurginal value product of water in the South 
Atlantic and in the North Central regions is not affected by water right 
restrictions. In the South Atlantic Region the marginal value proudct 
of water is $4.91 at normal ejqxirt levels and $5.41 at high export levels. 
Table 60. In the North Central Region the marginal value product is 
$2.91 at normal escort levels and $2.80 at high export levels. Table 61. 
The marginal value product of water in the South Central Region 
decreases from $15.77 to $15.28 at normal export levels but increases 
from $16.82 to $17.83 at high ejcport levels in response to water right 
restrictions. Table 62. At normal export levels the marginal value 
product declines as water use increases indicating that the additional 
water was applied to less efficient production units of the same crop 
or to the production of less valuable commodities. At the high export 
levels the marginal value product increases as water use increases. 
This indicates that under water right restrictions the entire cropping 
pattern changes with the higher value crops shifting from dryland pro­
duction in other areas to production under irrigation in the South 
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Central Region. The large increase in cotton production on irrigated 
cropland, Table 44, accounts for a major portion of the change in 
marginal value product. 
In the Great Plains Region the quantity of water used does not 
change significantly in response to water right restrictions, but the 
marginal value product of water declines from $15.03 to $9.79 at normal 
export levels and from $18.11 to $12.25 per acre foot at high export 
levels. Table 63. The decrease in marginal value product is attributable 
to a reallocation of the water to the production of less valuable 
commodities and less productive areas within the region. Historically, 
water allocation and use were determined by the order of development 
and the proximity of the land to the location of the water supply rather 
than the relative productivity of the water. The water right restricted 
option reflects this historical inefficiency in the Great Plains Region. 
The marginal value product of water in the Northwest increases 
from $3.41 per acre foot to $3^93 per acre foot at both normal and high 
export levels. Table 64. Water right restrictions result in an increase 
in the return to the use of water. 
In the Southwest Region the marginal value product of water de­
creases from $12.48 per foot to $6.74 at normal export levels and from 
$12.33 to $9=46 per acre foot at high export levels. Table 65. Although 
changes in cropping patterns indicate a shift of more valuable crops 
such as cotton and sugar beets into irrigation in the Southwest, the 
increase in water use under water rights is so much larger than the 
requirement for these high profit crops that the marginal unit of water 
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is used in the production of less valuable crops. This is reflected in 
the lower marginal value product. 
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CHAPTER V. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
The discussion in Chapter IV compared alternatives with water 
right restrictions to unrestricted alternatives in an effort to estimate 
the impact of water rights institutions on agricultural production. In 
this chapter we turn the process around and evaluate the implication of 
a policy which would eliminate water rights institutions as they now 
exist and the implications for future water development in the United 
States. 
Elimination of Water Right Institutions 
A national policy which would eliminate water rights and reallocate 
existing agricultural water supplies would affect the agricultural land 
use pattern in the United States, the concentration and stability of 
production, and the distribution of wealth. The agricultural commodity 
mix, commodity prices and efficiency of resource utilization would be 
affected.' American agriculture's ability to respond to national 
or international crop failure would decrease. 
The implications ascribed to any policy are subject to interpreta­
tion in the context of a national economic efficiency analysis. Cost 
efficiency at the national level is the decision criterion. Changes 
would not occur instantaneously but would be induced gradually over time 
as relative efficiencies change. Some of the changes might never be 
realized because of individuals and groups weighting their decisions 
on nonefficiency considerations. Regional goals and the cost of re­
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locating people and the other factors of production also affect the 
degree to which these projected changes would actually occur. But 
given a society economically integrated on a national basis, the rela­
tive efficiency conditions will provide pressure for the achievement 
of these adjustments. 
In response to the abolition of water rights, dryland utilization 
would increase and irrigated cropland use would decrease. The increase 
in dryland cultivation required would be greater than the decrease in 
irrigated land use resulting in a net increase in the amount of land 
under cultivation. The increase in dryland use would be concentrated 
in the North Central and South Central regions. The importance of 
agriculture in the western regions would decrease both in absolute terms 
and relative terms. The eastern regions although unaffected in absolute 
acreage would become less important in relative terms since total dryland 
utilization increases. The South Central and Southwest regions would be 
the residual losers as the «istîributicr. c£ irrigated cropland adjusts 
in the West. The net results of the abolition of water rights on agri­
cultural land use would be an increase in the dominance of the North 
Central Region. Idle cropland would shift from the North Central region 
into the Southwest. Dryland and irrigated cropland adjustments would 
oeeur in other regions but the assount of reserve or idle cropland would 
not change. 
Water right institutions encourage the production of high value 
crops in irrigated areas. This leads to diversification of agricultural 
production in the irrigated areas. If the historical production pattern 
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established under a system of water rights were eliminated, sugar beet 
production would concentrate entirely in the North Central Region and 
cotton production would concentrate in the South Atlantic Region. Cotton 
production in the Southwest would be cut in half and production would be 
reduced by one-third in the South Central Region. Production of other 
high value crops would also become more concentrated but not to the same 
degree as sugar beets and cotton. 
The shift of production from irrigated cropland to dryland and the 
concentration and centralization of crops in more localized production 
areas may be justified on the basis of expected economic efficiency but 
the question of stability of expected production is not as easily resolved. 
The variability of crop yields under irrigation is less than the vari­
ability under dryland conditions. Decreasing the contribution from 
irrigation and increasing the dependence on weather conditions and dry­
land cultivation tends to increase the variability in crop production. 
As the dependence on weather conditions iriereases, ths production level 
achieved becomes less and less controllable through planning. Greater 
variability in output would tend to initiate oscillations in commodity 
prices and subsequent short run instability and shifts in production 
patterns. 
Concentration of production into a smaller geographical area 
increases the susceptibility of production to the effects of localized 
weather patterns, insect buildup and disease epidemics. Weather at 
planting and harvest time becomes more critical and limitations on 
storage and transportation systems become more important. When production 
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of a commodity is distributed over a wide area the isolation effect pro­
tects major portions of the crop from disease and insect attacks which are 
initiated in other areas. Unfavorable weather conditions in one area 
are offset by above average conditions in other areas producing a buf­
fering effect on national production levels. The concentration of pro­
duction introduces additional uncertainty into yield and production 
predictions. Planning becomes less precise and the fluctuations in out­
put resulting from the increased susceptibility to external forces leads 
to instability in commodity prices. 
The agricultural commodity mix would be expected to change if water 
rights were removed. Corn and sorghum production would decrease as silage 
becomes more important in livestock rations. Barley, oats and wheat 
would increase in importance. Soybean oilmeal would be substituted 
for legume hay in livestock rations as livestock production shifts 
from the Northwest, Southwest, and South Atlantic regions into the North 
Central, South Central.- and Great Plains regions. 
Since less land is required to satisfy the needs of the United 
States under a system of water rights than in their absence, the institu­
tion of water rights is more in line with the concept of a strategic 
cropland reserve which could be called into production in response to 
domestic or foreign crop failures. In addition, idle dryland can be 
placed in production more quickly and at lower cost than would be required 
for the reclamation and development of irrigated cropland. Since a 
policy which removed water rights would foster a system which requires 
a larger proportion of total cropland to be placed in production and would 
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idle irrigated cropland rather than dryland, such a policy would decrease 
the flexibility of American agriculture and its ability to make short 
run adjustments in production in response to major catastrophes af­
fecting food production in any part of the world. The high cost of 
developing and maintaining irrigation systems makes it difficult to place 
cropland under irrigation for only a short period of time. Dryland is 
more easily moved into or out of production than irrigated land. 
Wealth as represented in agricultural land is the capitalized 
value of the income stream attributable to the use of the lemd. In 
order to avoid the problem of adjusting for original purchase price 
and subsequent capital gains, it is assumed that all capital gains have 
been extracted by previous owners and that the rents accruing to agri­
cultural land represent the current rate of return on the investment 
which the present owner has in the land. On this basis any change in 
the income stream is directly proportional to the change in wealth. 
kn increase in rsr.t dus to a change in policy can be interpreted as an 
annual windfall profit and can be capitalized to represent changes in 
present value at any desired rate of return. Under the condition that 
everyone must be at least as well off after a policy change as they 
were before, decreases in rent represent the level of compensation 
which muSt bs paid to those individuals who are placed in a less 
favorable position in order to maintain their level of utility. 
Under these conditions at normal e^qport demand levels a policy 
eliminating water rights would require the annual payment of $449,7 
million in compensation and would produce $45.3 million in windfall 
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profits. Most of the compensation would be paid to owners of irrigated 
land while the windfall profits would accrue primarily to dryland. The 
North Atlantic Region would receive $1.7 million and the South Atlantic 
Region $10.3 million in windfall profits. The North Central Region 
would receive $27.7 million in windfall profits and would require compen­
sation payments of $34 thousand. Windfall profits in the South Central 
Region would be $4.5 million while condensation payment would be $11.7 
million. No windfall profits would accrue to the Great Plains Region 
but compensation payments of $53.6 million would be required. The North­
west Region would receive $1.2 million in windfall profits and $24.4 
million in condensation payments. Compensation payment in the Southwest 
Region would be $361.2 million while no windfall profits would accrue 
in the region. 
In comparison with the situation at normal export demand levels, 
windfall profits would increase to $1,107.7 million while compensation 
payrssnt v;ould decrease to $355.5 million annually at the high export 
levels. This implies that as the limit of land availability is ap­
proaches, the windfall profits endowed by the policy change would far 
outweigh the compensation payments. 
Under a policy which eliminated water rights but did not provide 
for compensation to the holders of land which subsequently received a 
smaller return, the aggregate annual return to cropland in the United 
States would decrease by $404.5 million. The regional impacts would 
benefit the North Atlantic, South Atlantic and North Central regions 
while negative impacts would occur in the Northwest, Southwest, Great 
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Plains and South Central regions. The return to land resources in the 
North Atlantic and South Atlantic regions would increase by $1.7 million 
and $10.3 million, respectively, under normal export conditions. The 
North Central Region would receive the greatest benefit, $27.6 million 
increase in the return to land. The return to cropland in the South 
Central Region would decrease by $7.3 million while the return in the 
Great Plains and Northwest regions would decrease by $53.5 million and 
$22 million, respectively. The Southwest Region would experience the 
most severe blow as the return to cropland resources would decrease by 
$361.2 million in response to the elimination of water rights. This 
represents a 78.1 percent decrease in agricultural land value in the 
Southwest Region. 
Food costs to the consumer would tend to increase under a policy 
eliminating water rights. The supply prices of all commodities except 
wheat increase when water rights are removed under normal export demand 
levels. Nationally; the farm cost of the commodities considered in this 
analysis which enters the consumers market basket increases by $.33 
per person from $116.94 to $117.27. Regionally, the effects would range 
from a low of $.04 increase in the Great Plains Region to a high of $.93 
increase per person in the Southwest Region. As production pressure on 
the land base increases in response to higher export demands, the cost 
to the consumer attributable to a policy change would increase to $3.00 
per person on a national basis. This is equivalent to a 2.2 percent 
hidden tax. The distribution of the additional cost is not equal over 
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all regions. The smallest increase occurs in the South Central Region 
where per capita costs increase by $2.39 from $112.42 to $114.81. The 
largest increase occurs in the Southwest Region where the increase is 
$6.01. 
Since this analysis is conducted in a cost minimization framework 
and the solutions represent the least cost method of satisfying the de­
mands, and the prices of all resources used in the production process, 
except land, are held constant between alternatives. The commodity 
prices represent the relative efficiency of resources used in production. 
Although it can be maintained that water when considered by itself could 
be more efficiently allocated, the entire bundle of resources is more 
efficiently utilized under the system of water rights than in the ab­
sence of water rights. 
The analysis indicates that although water right institutions were 
developed during a time period when the primary goals of society were 
expansion and growth-oriented, these institutions still contribute to 
the fulfillment of society's goals today. Although certain segments of 
society are very vocal about the need to abolish existing water rights 
institutions, their primary goals are not to increase the benefits from 
resources accruing to society but to obtain control over water resources 
for their own personal gain. The effect or. society of the abolition of 
water right institutions would be an increase in food cost to the 
consumer, a less efficient use of resources, an increase in uncertainty 
and price instability, a redistribution of wealth into the Midwest, 
and an increase in dependence upon the Midwest for agricultural 
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production. 
Implication on Water Development 
Under the existing system of water rights institutions and inter­
state compacts the analysis indicates that by the year 2000, 22 of the 
58 producing regions will utilize all of their available dependable water 
supplies in meeting the normal demand levels. Eleven of these regions 
will be required to deplete their ground water supplies. Even allowing 
this depletion eight regions will be unable to maintain their 1975 
agricultural water use levels, Figure 19. 
The 22 regions which exhaust their water resources are not localized 
but are present in each of the nine river basins in the Western United 
States. The most severely affected areas are the Platte River, the 
Arkansas River, the Texas High Plains area, the Rio Grande River, the 
Upper and Lower Colorado River basins and the Great Basin Region. 
Nineteen of the 22 %atsr-short areas have the potential for in­
creasing their dependable water supplies through reservoir construction-
Additional interregional transfers are a potential method of increasing 
water availability in these areas. 
The interpretation of these results is dependent upon the internal 
consistency of the water relationships and how appropriate they are to 
reality. The water supplies, demands and transfers in the model are 
internally consistent and are applicable to reality. The water supplies 
are conservative in that they represent the quantity of water available 
0010 All water depleted 
0010 Dependable supply depleted 
Figure 19. producing regions that exhaust their dependable water supply under normal export 
demand levels 
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with 95 percent probability of exceedance. In 19 out of 20 years, 
it can be anticipated that this amount of water or more will be available 
in each region. On the other hand, the water available for agriculture 
at this confidence level may be overly optimistic since the relation­
ship between storage and supply produces a uniform flow over time rather 
than the ability to deliver water at any given time. A second point for 
consideration is that the relationships in the model are on the basis 
of consumption while in the real world competition for water is on the 
basis of withdrawal. Since withdrawal always exceeds consumptive use 
the competition for water in these regions could be much more severe 
than indicated. At the present time, society has psychological and 
institutional inhibitions to the recycling and reuse of municipal and 
industrial return flow for additional domestic uses. As long as 
these attitudes exist, municipalities will always withdraw more water 
than they put to consumptive use. In view of these characteristics, the 
model is very conservative in projecting potential water shortages. In 
the real world, problems of water availability and allocation may be 
more severe than indicated in these regions and additional regions may 
develop water allocation problems. The model pinpoints the most 
critical areas in the West, but does not measure the potential magnitude 
of water availability problems. The model indicates that water supply 
expansion would be beneficial in at least 22 of the 58 water supply 
regions defined in the Western United States. 
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APPENDIX A 
The Theory of Economic Rent and the Utilization of 
the IBM MPSX-360 Solution Output 
"In economic theory, the term rent is only applied to payments made 
for factors of production which are in imperfectly elastic supply — 
with land as the main example.This introduces two characteristics 
which must be associated with rent. One, the resource must be pro­
ductive and two, the quantity of the resource available for use must be 
unresponsive to changes in price, i.e., the resource must be scarce. 
Using land as an example, if all land is of uniform quality and equal 
productivity and the supply of land is inexhaustible, then no rent can 
accrue to land. The demand function for land is the marginal revenue 
product of the land. With all units of land equal in productivity, an 
increase in the demand for the product produced on the land would result 
in more land being brought into production. In a perfectly competitive 
market for the product, in this example we will use wheat, each acre of 
land will receive the same return. Cost of production and normal profits 
will be received but there will be no payments in excess of this amount. 
If only a limited quantity of land is available and all the land is 
required in production to satisfy the demand for wheat, then the potential 
for rent is established. As the price of wheat increases, the marginal 
revenue product of the land increases but no additional land can be 
brought into production. Production costs and normal profits have not 
^Stonier and Hague (77, p. 273). 
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changed but the land is now getting a return in excess of the amount 
necessary to keep it in production. This is the concept of scarcity 
rent. Henderson and Quandt use this concept in their definition of 
rent (33, p. 121); "Rent is defined to be that part of a person's 
or firm's income which is above the minimum amount necessary to keep 
that person or firm in its given occupation." In scarcity rent, since 
each unit of land is identical, each unit receives the same rent payment. 
The concept of differential rent goes one step beyond scarcity 
rent. Not all land is of equal quality. Some land is more fertile or 
has a lower production cost than other land. The marginal factor cost 
which is equal to the increase in total cost attributable to the use of an 
additional unit of resource increases as the quality of land decreases. 
In this situation an increase in the demand for wheat results in an 
increase in the price the producer receives. The marginal revenue product 
increases and more land is brought into production. Since land is no 
longer of eq»ial quality, the better land is utilized first. As the 
marginal revenue product increases land of lower quality is brought into 
production until the net marginal revenue product, i.e., the difference 
between the marginal revenue product and the marginal factor cost, is 
driven to zero. The marginal unit of land receives just sufficient 
revenue to cover production cost plus normal profits. 
Since the price of wheat is the same to all producers, the producers 
on the higher quality land receive a payment in addition to that necessary 
to meet production costs and normal profits. This additional payment is 
differential rent. The higher the price of wheat, the lower the quantity 
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of the marginal unit of land and the higher the rent on the better grades 
of land. 
The derivation of these concepts can be explained best by working 
through an example. In this example, four grades of land are available 
for the production of wheat. This example is equally applicable to the 
analysis of one firm with access to four categories ofTland and to a 
regional analysis where each of four regions possesses a different quality 
of land. Ten units of lanil are available in each category. Land 1 can 
produce 50 bushels of wheat per acre at a cost of $10. Land 2 can produce 
50 bushels per acre but the cost is $15. Land 3 produces 40 bushels per 
acre at a cost of $16 per acre and Land 4 produces 40 bushels at a cost 
of $20. The total cost, marginal cost, marginal factor costs, marginal 
product and total product for each category of land are summarized in 
Table Al. 
The marginal cost curve is the supply curve for wheat, Figure Al. 
The maximim amount of wheat which can be produced is 1,800 bushels. 
Up to 500 bushels will be produced in response to a price of $.20 per 
bushel. This is the marginal cost of production on the highest quality 
land. Land 1. Production will not increase beyond 500 bushels until the 
price increases to $.30 per bushel. At this price Land 2 will be 
brought into production. The price or marginal revenue is $.30. The 
marginal cost is $.30. No extra return is earned on Land 2. Land 1 also 
receives $.30 per bushel but the marginal cost is only $.20 per bushel. 
An economic profit of $.10 per bushel is made on the production from 
Land 1. In accord with the concept of differential rent. Land 1 receives 
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Table Al. The marginal factor cost, marginal cost, total cost, marginal 
product and total product of each of the four land categories 
in the example 
Land 1 Land 2 Land 3 Land 4 
Units of land acre 10 
Marginal factor cost $ 10.00 
Marginal cost $ .20 
Total cost $ 100.00 
10 10 10 
15.00 16.00 20.00 
.30 .40 .50 
150.00 160.00 200.00 
Marginal product bu 50 50 
Total product bu 500 500 
40 
400 
40 
400 
Price $ 
.80 
.70 
- 6 0  
.50 
.40 
.30 
. 2 0  
.10 
S=MC 
1500 500 1000 
Bushels wheat 
2000 
Figure A]. The marginal cost or supply curve for wheat 
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$50 in excess of the minimum amount necessary to keep it in the produc­
tion of wheat. This is equivalent to a rent accruing to Land 1 of $5 
per acre. 
Production will not increase beyond 1,000 bushels until the price of 
wheat reaches $.40 per bushel. At this price, Land 3 will be brought 
into production. At this price marginal revenue is equal to marginal 
cost and marginal revenue product is equal to marginal factor cost on 
Land 3. No rent is paid to Land 3. However, marginal revenue is above 
marginal cost for both Land 1 and Land 2. Land 2 now receives a rent 
of $5 per unit of land and the rent accruing to Land 1 has increased 
to $10 per acre. 
In like manner, Land 4 will not be brought into production until 
the price of wheat reaches $.50 per bushel. At this price Land 4 re­
ceives no rent. Land 3 now receives a rent equal to $4 per acre. The 
rent received by Land 2 has increased to $10 per acre and the rent 
received by Land 1 has increased to $15 per acre. These are examples 
of differential rents resulting from quality differences in land. 
Land 4 cannot receive a differential rent since it is the lowest quality 
land. However, Land 4 can receive a scarcity rent if the price of wheat 
goes higher than $.50 per bushel. 
In Figure A2 we analyze a wheat marketing situation where the demand 
for wheat is fixed at 1,200 bushels. The interaction of supply and demand 
in the market establish $.40 as the price of wheat. Total revenue from 
wheat of $480 is equal to the market price multiplied by quantity 
produced. Total cost is equal to the area under the marginal cost curve 
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Price $ D = MR 
MC 
500 1000 1200 
Bushels Wheat 
1500 2000 
Figure A2. The interaction of supply and deinand in the wheat market in 
the example 
to the left of the intersection of the supply and demand curves. This 
is the sum of the costs on the three classes of land which produce wheat. 
Total cost equals CL + C2 + C? = $100 + 150 + 80 = $330. Total profit 
equals the profit or aggregate rent received by Land 1 and Land 2. 
Total profit equals + Pg = 100 + 50 = $150. 
All 10 units of Land 1 are used and the rent is $10 per acre. All 
10 units of Land 2 are used and the rent is $5 per acre. Five acres 
of Land 3 are used and 5 acres are left idle. No rent accrues to Land 3. 
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All 10 units of Land 4 are left idle. 
This same example is set up as a cost minimization linear programming 
problem in order to compare items in the MPSX-360 solution output to 
results obtained from our theoretical examples. The problem is pre­
sented in tableau form in Figure A3. The RHS column indicates that 
four classes of land are available in each land class and that the de­
mand for wheat is 1,200 bushels. The column Wheat 1 shows the relation­
ship that wheat production on Land 1 costs $10 per acre and yields 50 
bushels. Column Wheat 2 shows that wheat production on Land 2 costs 
$15 per acre and yields 50 bushels. Wheat 3 indicates that 40 bushels 
of wheat can be produced per acre on Land 3 at a cost of $16 per acre and 
Wheat 4 indicates that 40 bushels per acre can be produced on Land 4 
at a cost of $20 per acre. 
There is a one-to-one relationship between the information obtained 
from the graphical exanple and the information provided in the MPSX-
36Û solution output, Figure A4. In Section 1 of the solution.- are 
especially interested in the columns labeled Row, Activity, Slack Activity, 
and Dual Activity. The Row column identifies the land classes and the 
commodity, wheat. In the Activity column the values indicate that the 
cost of producing the wheat is $330, all 10 acres of Land 1 are used, 
ail 10 acres of Land 2 are used, and 5 acres of Land 3 are used, pro­
ducing 1,200 bushels of wheat. The values in the Slack Activity column 
indicate that five acres of Land 3 are left idle and all ten acres of 
Land 4 are left idle. 
The values in the Dual Activity column which correspond to resource 
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rows are the net marginal value product for those resources. Since the 
commodity price does not decrease with an increase in production, the 
net marginal value product and the net marginal revenue product are equal. 
Since the net marginal revenue product is defined as rent, the values 
on the resource rows in the Dual Activity column represents the differential 
rent accruing to the unit of resource. The rent is $10 on Land 1 and 
Land 2 receives $5 rent. Land 3 and Land 4 receive no rent. The value 
in the Dual Activity column and a commodity row indicates the cost of 
producing the last unit of the commodity. This is the marginal cost of 
producing the last unit of wheat. Since the supply curve is equivalent 
to the marginal cost curve, the value indicated is the supply price 
of wheat. The negative sign on the value indicates that if one less 
bushel of wheat were produced, then the cost of production would decrease 
by $.40, i.e., the price of one bushel of wheat. The total revenue 
received from the sale of wheat is obtained by multiplying the value from 
the Dual Activity column (sign ignored) times the bushels produced 
indicated in the Activity column. 
In Section 2 the Column, Activity and Reduced Cost columns provide 
the most information. The names listed under Column identify the activi­
ties in the model. The values in the Activity column indicate how many 
units of each activity are involved in the solution. These values indi­
cate that 10 units of wheat are produced on Land 1, 10 units of wheat 
are produced on Land 2 and 4 units of wheat are produced on Land 3, 
The $4 value at the intersection of the Reduced Cost column and the 
Wheat 4 row indicates that if the cost were reduced by $4 or marginal net 
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revenue were increased by $4, then wheat production would be initiated 
on Land 4. 
The MPSX-360 solution output has provided exactly the same informa­
tion as the graphical analysis and the information is in a more usable 
form. All of the theoretical assumptions and relationships are honored 
in the linear programming procedure. In addition, the Iteration Log, 
Figure A5, shows us the order in which the production activities are 
selected. In iteration one Vector 7 replaces Vector 2. Inspection of 
the numbering in the solution section, Figure A4, indicates Vector 
7 is wheat production on Land 1 and Vector 2 is idle units of Land 1. 
Therefore, the first step in solving the problem is the production of 
wheat on the highest quality land. In the second iteration, Vector 8 
replaces Vector 3. This indicates that the second step in solving the 
problem is introduction of wheat production on Land 2. In the third 
and final iteration. Vector 9 replaces Vector 6. This indicates that 
wheat production is undertaken on Land 3 until the wheat requirement is 
satisfied. The selection of activities by the linear programming process 
is exactly the same as the procedure inferred by the theoretical deriva­
tion of rent. 
This simple example illustrates that the IBM MPSX-360 linear pro­
gramming procedure is consistent with the theory and derivation of eco­
nomic rent and commodity supply prices. In this example either the 
graphical or the linear programming method would be adequate to obtain 
the information desired. However, in more complex situations with many 
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resources and several products the linear programming approach 
provides the information faster and in a more understandable form. 
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APPENDIX B 
State Water Right Questionnaire 
Replies ; 
Arizona 
California 
Colorado 
Idaho 
Kansas 
South Dakota 
Utah 
Washington 
Wyoming 
"Focusing research and education, 
agricultural and rural development in a growing economy" 
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THE CENTER FOR 
AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
Iowa State University 
of Science and Technology 
578 East Hall 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Telephone 515-294-1183 
Dear 
The Center for Agricultural and Rural Development at Iowa State 
University is under contract to the National Science Foundation to 
analyze the effects of environmental quality constraints on the alloca­
tion and use of water in the United States. Host of the constraints 
connected with environmental quality will come in the form of laws and 
governmental regulations. One of the first steps in preparing this 
type of analysis is to evaluate the present Institutions in each state 
which regulates the allocation, use and transfer of water. 
As the official responsible for water resources management in your 
state I am contacting you for assistance In obtaining Information on 
the distribution of the legal rights of ownership and transfer and the 
physical delivery and use of water for agricultural. Industrial and 
municipal uses of water in your state. Your assistance in providing 
the Information requested on the enclosed questionnaire or in referring 
portion of the questionnaire to sections of your state government who 
would be best able to answer the questions will be greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely 
W. Arden Colette 
Research Associate 
WAC/ijj 
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Questionnaire on State Water Rights and Water Use. 
Please Return To: 
W. Arden Colette 
Center for Agriculture and Rural Development 
Department of Economics 
177 East Hall 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Since different states operate under different doctrines 
such as appropriation, riparian and permit systems, not all ques­
tions will be applicable in every state. If a question does not 
apply please place the notation "Does not apply" in the blank 
following the question. If the information is not available 
place the notation "NA" in the space after the question. The 
questionnaire asks for volumes in acre feet. If your figures are 
in other units of measurement such as million gallons, cubic 
feet per second or other standard unit of measurement please note 
at the head of the column the unit of measurement used. If you 
do not have accurate data but can make realistic estimates, the 
estimates will not be as useful as actual data but can be used 
to give indications of use. Please note estimates with "est." 
at the head of the column. Thank you. 
I. SURFACE WATERS 
Water is not always applied to the uses which the water 
right would indicate. Agricultural uses may have excess 
water and rent or lease some to municipal or industrial 
uses or may actually shift the use without change or owner­
ship. Municipal water right holders may rent water to 
industrial or agricultural uses. Therefore, the actual 
divisions may not coincide with the recorded or "paper" 
water rights. Water represented by these types of situa­
tions can be transferred back to their original purpose 
without encountering Legal restfictions. 
1. Allocation of Water to those Water Rights which will be honored and actual diversions based on an annual 
flow equal to Che annual flow available in 95% of the years. 
User Groups 
Water Rights (or 
Permits') Honored Diversions 
% of 95% 
Acre Probable ^ mnual 
Number Feet F low 
% of 957c For Direct For Rese-
Acre Probable Annual Use voir storage 
Number Feet Flow (Acre Feet) (Aero Feet) 
Agricultural 
Industrial 
Municipal 
Mining 
Allocation of 
Recorded water 
sions for the 
User Groups 
fater under the current legal framework 
rights or pemrLts and diversions basec 
LO year period 1963-1972. 
Recorded Water Rights 
(or Permits) 
to 
and actual diversions or deliveries based on Total oo 
on mean annual flow or alternatively the average diver-
Diversions 
Acre 7a Mean 
Number Feet Annual Flow 
Acre % Mean For Direct For Reservoir 
Number Feet Annual Flow Use Storage 
Agricultural 
Industrial 
Municipal 
Mining 
II. SUBrACE STOIIAGE 
1. The storage: capacity of reser/oirs in 
Construction 
or 
Ownership 
Federal 
State 
Municipal 
Private Company 
Private Individual 
Total 
Number Capacity 
Instream Empoundments 
Number Capacity 
Require Diversion 
From Waterways 
Number Capacity 
2. Who holds the water rights to the water held in the reservoirs? What percentage does each 
hold? 
to 
m 
Agricultural 
(Acre Feet) % 
Industrial Municipal Mining Other 
Evaporation Pool 
Loss Maintenanc* 
(Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet) 
Federal 
State 
Municipal 
Private Company 
Private Individual 
3. What are the annual deliveries from the reservoirs? 
Agricultural Industrial 
(Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet) % 
Federal 
State 
Municipal 
Private Company 
Private Individual 
Municipal Mining 
(Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet) % 
III. GROyNBMATER 
1. How much water is produced from wells located in rechargable aquafers? 
Shallow Wells fleas than 50') 
Permits 
or Number 
of Wello 
Water 
Produced 
(Acre Feet) % 
Deep Wells fgreater than 50') 
Permits Water 
or Number Produced 
of Wells (Acre Feet) % 
Agricultural 
Industrial 
Municipal 
Mining 
*The distinction between shallow and deep is arbitrary and may vary from state to state. 
The question is aimed at distinguishing between water that is close to the surface with the 
source oi: recharge close to the point of pumping and water that is obtained from an aquafer whose 
source oi; recharge i:; a long distance removed from the location of the well. 
2. How much water is produced from wells in non-rechargable basins? 
Permits or Water 
Number of Produced Rate of 
Wells (Acre Feet) % Depletion 
Agricultural 
Industrial 
Municipal 
Mining 
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IV. WATER TRANSFERS 
1. What quatity of water was involved in shortrun changes in use 
through lease or rental in the years from 1960 through 1974? 
Year 
Number 
of 
Transaction 
Quantity 
Transferred 
Acre Feet 
Market 
Price 
$/Acre Feet 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
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2. What quantity of water was involved in long run changes in use as 
represented by sale or transfer of water rights or permits between 
users in the years from I960 through 1974? 
Number Quantity - Market 
of Transferred Price 
Year Transaction Acre Feet $/Acre Feet 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
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W. N. JACK SHAWVER 
DOUGLAS J. WALL 
J. C. WCTZLER 
EXOPMCIO MEMRER* 
ANDREW L. BETTWY 
MARSHALL HUMPHREY 
October 3, 1974 
Mr. W. Arden Colette, Research Associate 
The Center for Agricultural and Rural Development 
lowa State University of Science and Technology 
578 East Hall 
Ames, lowa 50010 
Dear Mr. Colette: 
This is in reference to your letter of inquiry dated September 5, 1974, 
and to the attached questionnaire concerning water-right oriented resource 
information. 
By copy of this letter we are forwarding your request to Mr. W. J. 
Melling, Director o£ the Water Rights Division, Arizona State Land Department. 
The Land Department is the State agency that administers the water-rights for 
Arizona's intrastate water uses. 
With regard to the other water resource information requested, you 
will be receiving, under separate cover from the Bureau of Reclamation, 
copies of the June, 1971 appendices III and V respectively titled "Legal 
and Institutional Environment" and "The Water Resources Appendix. " These 
publications were a part of the State-Federal Lower Colorado Region Frame­
work Study and contain the type of water resource information you are seeking. 
Sincerely, 
Wesl^jrE, Steiner 
Exec^ive Director 
cc: Mr. Joe Melling 
State Manb l^partmmt 
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JACK WILLIAMS 
GOVERNOR 1624 WEST ADAMS 
PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85007 
602 • 271-4634 
ANDREW L. BETTWY 
STATC LAND COMMISSIONED 
October 23, 1974 
Mr. W. Arden Colette, Hesearch Associate 
!Hie Center for Agricultural and Rural Development 
Iowa State University of Science and Technology 
57S East Hall 
Arnssj Iowa 50010 
Dear Mk*. Colette: 
In reply tç your questionnaire on state water ri^ts and water 
use, the State of Arizona administers the water rights under 
the doctrine of appropriation. 
This doctrine was established by the legislative action of 1919. 
At the time of enactment they recognized any water right that 
was in use to be a vested right. However, until the 1974 session, 
there was no requirement for these vested rights to be made of 
record. 
Since a good deal of the surface water of Arizona was developed 
prior to 1919, at this time we do not have the information 
necessary to complete your questionnaire. 
Very truly yours. 
%n. Joe IfeUing, Director 
Water Rights Division 
WJMs jar 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA—THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
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RONALD REAGAN, Goytrnor 
STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 
ROOM 1015. RESOURCES BUILDING 
1416 NINTH STREET « SACRAMENTO 95814 
SEP 2 0 1974 
Mr. W. Arden Colette 
Center for Agriculture and Rural Development 
Department of Economics 
177 East Hall 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Dear Mr. Colettes 
Your questionnaire and letter of September 5» addressed 
to Board Chairman Winfred W, Adams, on use of water in 
California have been received. 
The answers to a number of the questions are not readily 
available and will require a little time to compile. 
Some of them may have to be referred to the State 
Department of "Water Resources. 
You will be hearing from us shortly. 
Sincerely, 
'^ Executive Officer 
1/ 
,wSill Dendy 
pQ7 
$TATE OF CALIFORNIA—THE RESOURCES AGENCY RONALD REAGAN, Govrnor 
STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 
ROOM 101S, RESOURCES BUIIDINO 
1416 NINTH STREET • SACRAMENTO 95814 
NOV 1 3 1974 
Mr. W. Arden Colette 
Center for Agriculture and Rural Development 
Department of Economics 
177 East Hall 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Dear Mr. Colette: 
Questionnaire on Water Rights 
and water Use 
In response to your request, we enclose information which may be 
of value to you in making your study on environmental constraints 
on allocation and use of water. 
Our agency has complete records on appropriative water rights 
initiated after 1914 and incomplete information on use of water 
under many riparian rights and pre-1914 appropriations, but we do 
not tabulate these in the manner set forth in the questionnaire. 
Of interest to you will be the enclosed booklets containing general 
information on water rights in California and our regulations con­
trolling appropriation and. dstsrmination of water rights. Also, 
enclosed is a flow chart shovdng the path followed by an applica­
tion seeking to appropriate water through our Environmental Impact 
Assessment Unit to assure compliance with the California 
Environmental Quality Act of 1970 (CEQA) and with the State 
Resources Agency guidelines which implement the Act, These guide­
lines and the CEQA are also enclosed. 
The California Department of Water Resources tabulates water use 
data in various ways, and the enclosed material is taken from the 
jjepartment ' s Bulletin 160-70. We have also asked the Department 
to send you a copy of 1974 edition of this bulletin to be printed 
within the next few months. 
Water supply and use of water in all watersheds in California 
have been investigated quite comprehensively by the Department 
in recent years, and reports on these investigations are available. 
The enclosed list of Department publications may prove helpful to 
you. 
Mr, W. Arden Colette 
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If you wish any further information in the course of your research, 
please feel free to contact us again. 
Sincerely, 
Executive Officer 
Enclosures 
cc: Hon. John R. Terrink, Director 
Department of Water Resources 
1416 Ninth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 
II. SURFACE STORAGE 
1. The storage capacity of reservoirs in California. 
Construction 
or 
Ownership Total Instream Empoundments 
Require Diversion 
From Waterways 
Number Capacity Number Capacity Number Capacity 
Federal 112 24,323,000 
State U-1624# 543 
Municipal im 11,^,621 
Private Company J.Z1 3j^Ô,Ô00 
Private Individual 263 131,138 
2. Who holdis 
1 203 5^3 152 
the water rights to the'water held in the reservoirs? What percentage does each 
hold? 
Evaporation Pool 
Aericultural Industrial Municipal Mining Other Loss Maintenanc 
(Acre Feet:) % (Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet 
Federal 
State 
Municipal 
Private Company 
Private Individual 
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JOHN D. VANDERHOOF 
Governor 
C. J. KUIPER 
State BnglnMC 
DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
Department of Natural Resources 
300 Columbine Building 
1845 Shermon Street 
Denver^ Colorado 80203 
October 2, 1974 
Mr. W. Arden Colette 
Center for Agriculture and Rural Development 
Department of Economics 
177 East Hall 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Dear Mr, Colette: 
I am returning your questionnaire with as much information as we 
could collect in the short period of time. We are developing a computerized 
data bank for water resource data for the State of Colorado, wherefrom such 
information would be easily retrievable in the future; however, it is not 
functioning fully at this time. 
Information regarding the recorded water rights and transfers is in the 
bank, but will require some special programming for your particular needs and 
also the cost of computer time. Estimates for such work is about $500. Let 
us know if you are interested in this information. 
It may be pointed out here that in most streams the decreed water 
rights exceed the total available flows of the streams, the junior water rights 
may divert water only when it is available. 
As you will notice from the questionnaire, the amounts diverted from 
the stream also exceed the amount of flows in the stream, because the futum 
flows from irrigation to the river are redivsrted from the river in the downafeneam 
reaches. 
I hope this has been of some assistance. 
JAjj/ARQcrnvg 
Enclosure 
Very truly yours 
Dn. Jeris A. Danielson 
"Deputy State Engineer 
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Questionnaire on State Water Rights and Water Use. 
Please Return To; 
W. Arden Colette 
Center for Agriculture and Rural Development 
Department of Economics 
177 East Hall 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Since different states operate under different doctrines 
such as appropriation, riparian and permit systems, not all ques­
tions will be applicable in every state. If a question does not 
apply please place the notation "Does not apply" in the blank 
following the question. If the information is not available 
place the notation "NA" in the space after the question. The 
questionnaire asks for volumes in acre feet. If your figures are 
in other units of measurement such as million gallons, cubic 
feet per second or other standard unit of measurement please note 
at the head of the column the unit of measurement used. If you 
do not have accurate data but can make realistic estimates, the 
estimates will not be as useful as actual data but can be used 
to give indications of use. Please note estimates with "est." 
at the head of the column. Thank you. 
I. SURFACE WATERS 
Water is not always applied to the uses which the water 
right would indicate. Agricultural uses may have excess 
water and rent or lease some to municipal or industrial 
uses or may actually shift the use without change of owner­
ship. Municipal water right holders may rent water to 
industrial or agricultural uses. Therefore, the actual 
divisions may not coincide with the recorded or "paper" 
water rights. Water represented by these types of situa­
tions can be transferred back to their original purpose 
without encountering legal restrictions. 
1. Allocation of Water to those Water Rights which will be honored and actual diversions based on an annual 
flow equal to the annual flow available in 95% of the years. 
User Groupa 
Water Rights (or 
Ponnitsl Honored 
'A ^ 
Diversions 
Number 
7, of 95% 
Acre Probable Annual 
Feet Flow Number 
% of 95% 
Acre Probable Annual 
Feet Flow 
For Direct 
Use 
(Acre Feet) 
For Rese-
voir storage 
(Acre Feet) 
Agricultural 
Industrie 1<& 
Municipal#&4*f 
Mining 
ofie A# 
y ^ «At 
2. Allocation of water undeic the current legal framework and actual diversions or deliveries based on Total 
Recorded water rights or piemits and diversions based on mean annual flow or alternatively the average diver­
sions for the 10 year period 1963-1972. 
M 
vo 
to 
User Groups 
Recorded Water Rights 
(or Permits) f/9i^ Diversions ^ ^ 
Number 
Acre 
Feet 
% Mean 
Annual Flow Number 
Acre % Mean For Direct For Reservoir 
Feet Annual Flow Use Storage 
TS'Sr filial Zu5?^ 
S'87 ^7 tl/JT 
^ V/ 
Agricultural 
Industrial 
Municipal 
Mining 
II. SURFACE STORAGE 
1. The storage capacity of reservoirs in Colorado, ^ 
Construction 
or 
Ownership 
Federal 
State 
Municipal 
Private Company 
Private Individual 
Total 
Number Capacity 
A; 37 7 ' dPfdT 
Instream Empounidments 
Number Capacity 
ze 
Require Diversion 
From Waterways 
Number Capacity 
/c? ons^T 
-Ha MA. m. MA 
2. Who holds the water rights to the water held in the reservoirs? What percentage does each 
hold? 
to 
S 
Agricultural Industrial Municipal 
(Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet) X (Acre Feet) % 
Mining Other 
Evaporation Pool 
Los s Ma intenanc' 
(Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet) °U (Acre Feet) 7= (Acre Feet 
Federal 
State 
Municipal 
Private Conçany 
Private Individual 
3. What are the annual deliveries from the reservoirs? ^^ /S(f 
Federal 
Municipal 
Private Company 
Private Individual 
TA7A L 
Agricultural Industrial Municipal Mining 
(Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet) % (Acre Feet) % 
ry.ty ^ 
III. GROUNIDWATER . «// »-». 
1. How much water is produced from wells located in rechargable aquafers? 
Agricultural 
Industrial 
Municipal 
Mining 
Shall,w Hftfis than 50') Deep Wel%s_Lgreater than 50') 
• Tk J TiTa V 
Permits 
or Number 
of Wells 
Water 
Produced 
(Acre Feet) % 
Permits 
or Number 
of Wells 
Water 
Produced 
(Acre Feet) % 
*The distinction between shallow and deep is arbitrary and may vary from state to state. 
The question is aimed at distinguishing between water that is close to the surface with the 
source of recharge close to the point of pumping and water that is obtained from an aquafer whose 
source of recharge i» a long distance removed from the location ol: the well. 
2. How much water is produced from wells in aon-rechargable basins? 
Permits or Water 
Number ofi Produced Rate of 
Mslls (Acre Feet) % Depletion 
Agricultural 
Industrial 
Municipal 
Mining 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
R. Keith Higginson 
Director 
Cacil O. Andnii 
Governor 
StetehouM 
Boite, Idaho 83720 
(208) 384-2215 
September 10, 1974 
Mr. W. Arden Colette 
Research Associate 
Iowa State University 
of Science and Technology 
578 East Hall 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Dear Mr. Colette; 
We received your letter of September 5, 1974 in which you ask 
numerous questions concerning the use of water in the State of Idaho. 
While we agree that the information you are requesting would be of 
interest to the State of Idaho as well as yourself, the research 
necessary to tabulate such information from the approximately 250,000 
water rights used for irrigation of nearly 4 million acres of land 
in Idaho would be insurmountable. We estimate that the cost would 
be approximately $50,000. 
Since we are not funded for this type of research, and since we 
assume that you have no funds with which to pay for the research 
necessary to tabulate the information you have requested, we are 
sôrry that we are unable to cotiçly with your request. 
Very truly yours 
RKH/elg 
WATER RESOURCE BOARD: John P. StraHf 
Chairman 
OM>raaL.Yoit 
Vice-chairman 
Donald R. Kramar 
Secretary 
SeottW.Raad 
Member 
Edwin C. SeMandar 
Member 
Franklin Jonea 
Member 
M. Raad Hantan 
Member Member 
Jotaph H. Nattlaton 
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THE STATE OF KANSAS 
WATER RESOURCES BOARD 
4th Floor, Mills Building 
109 W. 9th Street 
Telephone (913) 296'318¥ 
TOPEKA, KANSAS 66612 
September 13, 1974 
Mr. W. Arden Colette 
Research Associate 
The Center for Agricultural 
and Rural Development 
iQwa State University 
578 East Hall 
Amess Iowa 50010 
Dear Hr. Colette: 
Your letter of September 5, 1974, requesting information on Kansas 
water rights, water use, storage capacities, and aquifer characteristics, 
has been referred to me for reply. 
I would suggest that if you are seriously interested in information of 
the nature covered in your questionnaire, that you send a capable person 
to Topeka to review the material available. We do not have the personnel 
available to do the tasks you have outlined in your questionnaire even 
if we understood what you meant by some of the language» 
Kansas has kept careful records in some of the areas you wish covered. 
Others would require a best judgement estimate. Those should be made 
consistent with your objectives 
Very truly yours. 
W. J£. steps^T 
Assistant Chief Engineer 
HES:8S 
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Deportment of Hoturol Resource Development 
Mr. W. Arden Colette 
Center for Agriculture 
and Rural Development 
Department of Economics 
177 East Hall 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Dear Mr. Colette: 
In your letter of September 5, 1974, you requested information 
concerning the distribution of the legal rights of ownership 
and transfer, and the physical delivery and use of water for 
agricultural, industrial, and municipal uses. "The requested 
information was in the form of a questionnaire. 
I am sorry to inform you that the information requested on your 
questionnaire is not readily available. The compilation of this 
data would be very timely and expensive, emd we would not be able 
to complets it in time for you. 
For your information we are submitting a copy of our latest an­
nual report. 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
Office Building Number 2, Pierre. South Dakota 57501 
Phone 605/224-3151 
September 23, 1974 
Very truly yours. 
Vern W. Butler 
Secretary 
VWBryjl 
Enclosure 
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STATE OF UTAH 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
DEE C. HANSEN 
STATE ENGINEER 
DIVISION OF WATER RIGHTS DIRECTING ENGINEERS 
HAROLD D. DONALDSON 
DONALD C. NORSETH 
EARL M. STAKER 
JOHN BENE 
DEPUTY 
442 STATE CAPITOL 
September 16, 1974 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84114 
(801) 328-6071 
Mr. W. Arden Colette 
Research Associate 
Iowa State University of 
Science and Technology 
578 East Hall 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Dear Mr. Colette: 
Thank you for your letter of September 5, requesting 
that I fill out a questionnaire concerning water rights 
in the State of Utah, number of wells drilled, and various 
information. As you may not be aware, Utah is under the 
doctrine of prior appropriation and has been since 1903. 
Because of the very strict legal requirements for the filing 
of water in Utah this state has somewhere in the vicinity of 
a quarter of a million valid water rights. It would be 
almost impossible to tabulate the results and fill in the 
questionnaire which you enclosed. In some of the areas of 
the state this has been done but in many of the areas it has 
never been attempted. I wish that I could be of more assis­
tance to you. If you feel that I can help in some other way 
feel free to contact me at your convenience. 
Yours truly 
STATE ENGINEER 
DCH/jp 
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September 13, 1974 , , 
\NJ isl lit tj >!( >11 
I )( :{)<irlni( I II 
ol 1 ji ( >i( 
Mr. W. Arden Colette 
Research Associate 
The Center for Agricultural and Rural Development 
Iowa State University of Science and Technology 
578 East Hall 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Dear Mr. Colette: 
Re; Attached Letter of September 5, 1974 
Your letter to Mr, Biggs has been referred to me for response. 
You have a monumental task. The question you are addressing In this study Is 
one that really needs answering. 
Unfortunately, the request you have made of us Is also monumental. Although 
ws are actively Involved In development of a water rights data system, our 
capability for retrieval and summarization of data falls far short of what 
would be necessary to complete your questionnaire. 
Several man months of effort would be required to manually work up these data 
to 0V#n CSÎÎÎS up Kith realistic estimates and v?® simply do not have staff 
available to db the job. 
If you have alternative ideas for getting the Information you need, please 
let us know and we will certainly give them every consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Office of Technical Services 
Glen H. Fiedler, Supervisor 
Water Resources Division 
GHF:bj 
0 . i  E v a ' : : , .  M Oi', a, Wa:;hit',g;on 9850-5 I oieptione i?06) 753-2800 
"Focusini^ resL'ttivh am/ etiucnliim on 
affricullural ami rural development in a ifrowinff economy" 
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THE CENTER FOR 
AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
\o 
/ Iowa SiaU; University of Science anil 'IVrhiiolony 
578 Kasi Hall 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Telephone 515-294-118H 
September 5, 1974 
Floyd A. Bishop 
State Engineer 
State of Wyoming 
State Engineer's Office 
State Office Bldg. 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001 
Dear Mr. Bishop: 
The Center for Agricultural and Rural Development at Iowa State 
University is under contract to the National Science Foundation to 
analyze the effects of environmental quality constraints on the alloca­
tion and use of water in the United States. îfcst of the constraints 
connected with environmental quality will come in the form of laws and 
governmental regulations. One of the first steps in preparing this 
type of analysis is to evaluate the present institutions in each state 
which regulates the allocation, use and transfer of water. 
As the official responsible for water resources management in your 
state I am contacting you for assistance in obtaining Information on 
the distribution of the legal rights of ownership and transfer and the 
physical delivery and use of water for agricultural, industrial and 
municipal uses of water in your state. Your assistance in providing 
the information requested on the enclosed questionnaire or in referring 
portion of the questionnaire to sections of your state government who 
would be best able to answer the questions will be greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
!/). (uêuj 
W. Arden Colette 
Research Associate 
WAC/ijj 
Suspense date October 1 
^ \ 1 
T^ e o/'euf :^ /s 
